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THE ENVIRONMENT 
sompar (loraat 
EDITORIAL 
In case you hadn't noticed - there's a 
Union Council and Committee election 
coming up, Soine (wopie seem quite sur-
prised to learn tfiis fact, but you might be 
able to halt Council defections and general . 
apathy if you get out and vote in April. 
Why should you care? It's a fair ques-
lion. Some people suggest we should hand 
over all Union activities to the Admin., cut 
our losses, and simply sink back to the 
safely of our various faculties. 
If you feel like this, you need not vote. 
In fact, you can spend your whole life 
"just passing through" il you really want. 
Bui sometime, sooner or later, you'll have 
to slow down and take in the view - and 
thon you'll have lo be prepared to shoulder 
a little responsibility and make a definite 
comniitmeni. 
Why not now? Why not vote in this 
election? 
There are plenty of creeps on Council 
(I'll grant you that) but there are also some 
very sincere people. These reps, are work-
ing in your interests. Running the Students' 
Union is no mean task; give them a 
chance. 
.Also, in case il hasn'l come to your 
attention, you will be asked to vote on 
several referenda during the election per-
iod{ basically, the abortion/freedom issue). 
Whichever way you decide to vole, for 
heaven's sake read the damn things firsl. 
Jhcy consist of four very short (but un-
forlunately, four very iworly drafted) 
propositions. So read them well, and 
give the matter plenty of thought before 
commit ing yourself one way or the other. 
Sloppy decisions are awkward to untangle 
in retrospect. 
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SMOKOS 
Dear Ivdiior, 
Docs the fact Ihal one is an editor of 
such a mcdb (news or otherwise) allow one 
to talk bull about a subject in which one 
has not been aclivcly engaged. 1 could saf-
ely say I have been lo most l-!nginccrlng 
Smokos in Ihe last three years and yet the 
only female I have seen al any one of them 
has been a stripper. Surely Ihis is not your 
part-time occupation, or were you jusl bid-
ing in u cupboard. 
ll seenis logical to mc that any injuries 
lo persons not involved in these would nat-
urally be reported lo ihe organizers, and 
yet neither Ihe smoko committee or the 
E.U.S. cxccuiivc received any complaints 
either directly or indirectly. 
Wc pay 30c for each glass, classified as 
being "broken" to ilie Union if wc hire 
from Ihcm. Wc also pul a deposit of 30c 
per glass to cover and/or prevent breakage 
al smokos. Anybody deciding that the gb-
sses are a good buy al 30c is welcome to 
keep it, but llien again my eyesight may 
have failed mc again in missing the $143.20 
worth of broken glasses. 
l-'inal1y I ask - what f-king chucking, 
B. Draydon, 
President, E.U.S. 
/ Ihink you've said it alt with the ivords 
".... the only female 1 have seen at any one 
of Ihem Itas been a stripper. "And inciden-
tally, re "f-king chucking": fust took for 
the extra green patches of grass on the lawn 
outside the Relax Block. Ed. 
Thirdly, a resolution "Ihat Ihe A.U.S. sup-
ports the liberation forces of Paleslinc" was 
defeated on this campus by a vote of 645 v 
112 last year. The new Union executive in 
their wisdom, decided ihat studcni opinion 
had changed sufficiently during Ihc year to 
enable ihcm lo conndently bind Iheir repres-
entatives to Annual Council to the motion 
supporting the P.L.O. It seems as ihough the 
price of democracy on our campus is serious-
ly at issue here. 
I feci that the concern I have expressed 
will be shared by a great number of students 
who were unaware of these goings on in our 
Union. 
Steven Skala 
10 Bailey St., West End. Ph. 446021 
ISRAEL/PALESTINE 
Dear lidilor, 
1 fear that Julianne Schwenke's criticism of 
my article on the case for Israel (in her tetter 
in llic List Semper) was based on a misunder-
standingof my llicme. 
1 do not believe for one moment Ihat the 
ractc fact that the lews planted trees and 
built cities justifies their claim to ihc land, 
liowevcr, the fact that they created a unique 
and independent society scls their claim on 
an equal footing wilh that of any people in 
the world. In overlooking the .second part 
of my qucslion, which asks why the Palestin-
ians never developed any independenl politi-
cal lile or separate tivilisalion, Julianne neg-
lects the thrust of my argumenl. 
In her letier, Julianne compared the silu-
alion of Ihe PaScslinians and the Aboiigiiws. 
As far as I can sec. Ihc claim of the Aliorigin-
es to Auslralia rcsls on ihc fad that tliey cre-
ated llicir own indivkUial culture and civilis-
ation. To mc these arc ju.st prc-rcquisitcsfor 
a people who claim .sovereignity over a land. 
Julianne also spoke ofa hypoihelieal 
firsl year Anthropology student who coukl 
explain the difference between difTerent cul-
tures and societies. I would suggesil however, 
that if that sutdenl liad any knowledge of 
Arab culture and society, tlien he or she 
wouW be able lo inform Julianne Ihal throu-
ghout history, ttie cultivation of land and llic 
building of cities has been of singular import-
ance lo Ihc Arab peopte. 
The fact remains that the Israelis in Ihc 
face of great adversity, gave Ihe land iu firsl 
culturally and politically independenl sociely, 
since the Jews were expelled by Ihe Romans 
in 70 AD. Israel is a slate where all its citizens 
enjoy basic human rights and, as much as is 
possible, there is freedom from want. It is 
neither my wish, nor the wish of the Israelis 
that this fact be used for any reason other 
Ihan demonstralii^ Israel's right lo exist. 
Nick Cowen 
A.U.S./P.L.O. 
Dear Editor, 
11 was wilh greal concern that I recently 
discovered that U.Q.U, bound Ils delegates 
to annual council of the A.U.S. to the follo-
wing motion: 
77iflr this Council directs its delegates lo 
Annual CouncU to support the general 
principle of support for the P.LO. whi-
lst refecting the violence used by some 
of its adherents, and to oppose the im-
perialism of llic Arab Stales and Israel 
- Minutes of Meeting U.Q.U. 
10/1/75. 
I was concerned for three reasons. First-
ly ttie aim of the P.L.O. as enunciated by 
Arliclc 9 of the Palestinian Covenant and 
Item 2 of the Ten Points of tlic political 
plan of tlie P.L.O. both ratified as recently 
as 8 June 1974, is the "armed strxiggk: for 
the libcratton of Palestine". Therefore our 
Union bound ils delegates to support llie 
principle of armed struggks whilst abhoning 
the use of viokncc. Logic at its best! 
Secondly this motion inthnatcs thai not 
all ofthe members of the P.L.O. use violence. 
All members of Ihc P.LO. support ttic arm-
ed stmggle. There is ample documentary evi-
dence to hulicate that even the reputedly 
more moderate members of the P.L.O. sudi 
as Al Fatah engan In violcncft c.g. the Savoy 
Hotel attack In March 1975 was the work of 
AlFalah. 
FASHION AT THE FAIR 
Ucar Editor, 
Over a number of years Semper Floreat 
has promoted what Nikita Krushchev ter-
med the cult ofthe personality. That is, 
Semper has occasionally carried articles 
and photographs of various people associa-
ted wilh cither Semper or Ihe Union, These 
articles and photographs are usually of no 
general inteicsl to the sludcnl body as a 
whole. 
I realize ihat the arliclc which appear-
ed in Semper reccnily on the dress of part-
icular students seen at the International 
Women's Day I-air was a satire of the sort 
of nonsense appearing in newspaper fash-
ion pages. Nonetheless as a general rule, 
Semper's artincial promotion of so called 
campus personalities should be avoided al 
all times. 
Jim Beatson. 
Dear Edilor, 
In reply to the article "l"ashion at the 
l-air" in Semper 20/3/75. 
This Icller shows just how unliberated 
some members of the "Women's Liberati-
on Movemeni" really are. 
If they believe in liberalibn and free-
dom of choice, why do they expect men 
to also become slaves lo the whims of cap-
italist clothing manufacturers by "keeping 
up with fashion" as suggested in the arli-
clc. 
Point worth pondering, 
Blue Jeans 
Dear Blue Jeans, 
You missed Ihe point. Ed. 
HITCHING 
The Editor, 
Some students are more financially 
fortunate than others. They have 
cars. A car will save you travelling 
lime. The public transport syslem 
is a lime-Wasting fuckup. It is also 
expensive. Time wasted by the less 
affluent student is study lime lost. 
The new semester system imposes 
heavier workloads than ever be-
fore, 
"Hitching posts" are established 
along Sir I'rcd Schonell Drive. I, 
and many other less affluent stud-
ents try to use them to save time. 
and fares. 
But we waste time so often, 
waiching lines of cars go past, hold-
ing one occupant. Arc they afraid 
of their fellow students because we 
are hilch-hiking ? 
Please, tiiose of you wilh cars, 
think of the destitute student wtio 
would like to get Iiome in time to 
spend a few hours studying. 
Stop and give us a lift, you may 
even make a new friend. 1 have al-
ways been able to engage in mulally 
satisfying conversations whenever 
I have nsinaged to actually flag a 
lift, (t won't be worrying.much 
longer, tlioi^h, 1 have been saving 
for monlhs for a bicycle.)' 
Sincerely 
Ron Muir. 
OPEN LETTER 
HON W.E. KNOX 
MINISTER FOR JUSTICE 
DcarSir, 
Yesleiday I appeared before the Court 
and sought leave to represent a defendent 
Mr Hartlc, who has been charged on com-
plaint and summons No 11504 with a 
breach of the Traffic Act. In my submissi-
ons to the Maglsuate, 1 pohted out that I 
was a thlid year law studcni with more than 
0 "layman's " knowledge of Criminal Law pro-
cedure. I further pointed out that the defen-
dant is a student and as such cannot afford a 
qualified practitioner's services. The Magistr' 
ate refused me leave to appear and proceed-
ed to lake evidence from the pioscculion with 
a view to hearing and determining Ihe matter 
of the above mentioned alleged offence. 
The defendant's case, as you will apprec-
iate, was seriously prejudiced since he had 
come to Courl-prepaied to defend on the bas 
is of my condifcling his case. The "kangaroo 
court" scene which ensued - the defendant re 
tiring to my position at the rear of Ihe bench, 
quietly discussing a line of cross-examination, 
men returning to Ihe bench to put it to the 
police witness - was reminiscent of Monty 
Python comedy rather than proceedii^s in a 
Court of Liw where Justice is supposedly 
"seen lo be done". Yet the Magistrate was co-
ntent to allow this state of affairs, rather than 
grant me audience. Neither was he moved by 
the argument that early in 1974 the then sen-
ior stipendiary Magistrate Mr l-'agg Esquire 
had intimated that co-opcratwn (although 
discretionary wilh individual Magistrates) 
WOULD be extended to law students seeking 
permission lo represent Ihe great volume of 
litigants who appear before the Courts on vag-
rancy, traffic, petty stealing, assault, offen-
sive language and other offences, termed 
"Quasi-Criminal" for the purpose of distinc-
lion from the more serious Criminal offence 
which attract immediate imprisonments. 
Law students, indeed many legal practit-
ioners, have long deplored the practice of liti-
gants appearing before the Magistrate Courts 
on these Quasi-criminal and Criminal offen-
ces, without legal representation. A recent 
research of 'legal representation and outcome' 
[Cportcd in the Australian Law Journal sho-
wed that "a jxrson who is represented has a 
six and half times belter chance of securing an 
outright judgement in his favour". Tlic same 
research showed thai' "three quarters of tho-
se found not guilty were represented, but ni-
ne out of every len of ihose sent lo prison 
were umeprescnled." 
Surely, you wouW not disagree with Ihc 
merits of legal represcnlation. The problem 
remains thougli whether or not it is being 
provided for those financially disadvantag-
ed persons referred lo as the "ordinary citi-
zen" by the then Attorney-General, 
Senator Murphy, in his report lo Parliament 
on legal aid. In Queensland the legal assist-
ance sdieme presently operating does 
not make available legal aid for any criminal 
maltci. The Pubbc Defender's office does 
provide representation for litigants charged 
wilh the more serious 'indictable offences' 
which are brought before the District and 
Supreme Courts. Aid is also provided for liti-
gants who appear before Magistrates in pre-
liminary (committal) proceedings, only where 
the offence is punishable by a sentence of 
fourteen years (or more) imprisonment. Al-
though the Public Defender's office can, 
wilh Minisierial discretion, provide aid in Mag-
istrates Courts for Quasi^ iriminal offences, ap-
plications arc rarely approved since the nat-
ure of this aid detracts from the original rea-
son for the introduction of this service, which 
was to provide legal aid only for those per-
sons charged with serious crimincs. 
Perhaps the Australian kgal akl office 
which was opened in Brisbane in Octob-
er 1974, will provide aplug for this seri-
ous gap in the Criminal Justice system, 
from which pours injustice through ineq-
uality before Ihe Courts. But the office 
is still in its formative stages. The scope of 
. its service is still vaguely defined within 
Ihc context of the then Altomey-Ceneral's 
above-mentioned report that the "Austra-
lian legal aid office (s) would provide legal 
aid and assistance ... on matters of bolh 
I'ederal and Slate Law, to persons for 
whom the AustraUan Government has a 
special responsibility. For example, pen-
sioners, Aborigines, e x-serv icemen and 
newcomers to Australia." 
Another worlhy service which has re-
cently been implemented by the Law So-
ciety is Ihe "duty solicitor" scheme. How-
ever, although solicitors are available in the 
Courts which handle the bulk of "first 
appearances" and arc ready to advise as to 
pleas, matters of bail and remand, there is 
no follow up service presently operating. 
Litigants slill find themselves in the terror 
situation of appearingai a trial date, and 
having to defend themselves against the 
carefully prepared prosecution which is 
backed by the police system. They invar-
iably Houndcr before thcbendi. 
Law students who recognise these gross 
anomalies presently existing in the Crimi-
nal justice system, are eager to contribute' 
their knowledge and limited expertise, in 
bringing about a semblance of equality in 
representation before the Courts, I do not 
think, contrary to the opinion of the mag-
istralc in yesterday's court experience that 
this practice will convert courts into the 
avenue by which "charlatans" will attempt 
lo illegitimate li^ al practice. Rather I 
Ihink that students wili mature to Crimi-
nal Law Court procedure. Simultaneously 
they will provide a worlhy service where it is 
most needed. The opinion of other magistrat-
es who have approved a person versed In Cri-
minal Law and endowed with Legal rhetoric 
than a layman unskilled in an/ legal understa-
nding. 
I woukl be pteased to have your comment: 
on this issue. Also, I will be issuing a formal 
request fot permission to appear on the same 
matter mentioned in Ihis letter. The new trial 
date Is set for the 28 of April. 1 hope that 
the applicatkin forthcoming wiU be treated 
favourably. 
Yours sincerely, 
Williim Beattie 
Would any students wishing to offer opintons 
whatever, about Queensland's Criminal Just-
ice System, ptease contact me fWUliam Beatie) 
cl- Unton Office. 
SNIPPINGS 
semP«r f lorMt__3 
SOUTH AFRICA 
EXIT PROFESSOR KNIGHT 
Semper is sad to report the depart-
ure of Professor Knight from the gov-
ernment department. Professor Knight 
presently head of the department, lea-
ves in September to take up the posit-
ion of registrar at the Sydney Univer-
sity. We take this opportunity to wish 
him the best of luck in his new job and 
are sure he will do as well as he did in 
the govemment department. Professor 
Knight, you will be missed! 
THE MACHINES AND ME 
OR 
SATURDAY ARVO IN THE REFEC 
Well, I come into the refec, see,and all 
I want is a carton of chocolate milk-you' 
d think that would be easy,wouldn;t you? 
So I go up to the machine and put my 
two bob in-and I lose it. Then I notice 
a machine that takes five-cent pieces for 
hot chocolate. So 1 go over to the change 
machines and out my two bob in, and 
just listen to this will you- 1 only get a 
len cent piece end a five cent piece in 
return. 
So I kick the machinc(which is pretty 
hard seeing it is at eye level) and I put 
another two bob in- and the bloody 
thing still gives me one ten cent and one 
five cent piece in change. 
So I decide to cut my losses and go back 
to the hoy chocolate machine. I put two 
five cent pieces in.and struth my blinking 
cup turns over and mt chocolate goes down 
the drain,] ask oy what more could go 
wrong? 
So I decide to use the yoghurt machine 
(those health freaks just might be on to 
soniething) and I put my two bob in the 
slot and doss my fingers. Now you're not 
going to believe this- there is an almiglity 
crunch and the bloody carton gets caught 
in the plastic door and splits in half. 
1 tell you it is enough to drive a person 
to the pub for a drink. 
The following letter was sent to all 
A. U.S. offices. 
Dear People, 
I have been disgusted to discover 
that the A.U.S, Travel Agency at the 
University ofQueensland Union, ope-
rated by Carlton Travel, displays South 
African Airways promotional material. 
I don't believe that this would be the 
case unless S.A.A. flights were being 
sold, openly or otherwise, through that 
office. 
Not only is the material itself blatan-
tly racist (c.g. the caption on a pamph-
let advertising "working adventures in 
South Africa" exhorts us to "meet a 
Zulu, a Bantu, a brindled Gnu,") But 
Soulh African Airways contribution lo 
foreign exchange to the maintenance of 
white supremacy in South Africa is nolo 
rious. 
For S.A.A. to be promoted to stud-
ents by agencies selling A.U.S. travel is, 
1 believe, a total negation of the very 
clear A.U.S. policy on Southem Africa. 
Thus, 1 do not believe this to be a mat-
ter upon which any compromise can be 
tolerated. 
Therefore I would request local AUS 
Secretaries at campuses where A.U.S. 
travel is sold by outside agencies to spec-
ifically check whether there is any pro-
motion of S.A.A. in those agencies and 
to notify me as soon as possible if ihere 
is. I will then be able to convey to the 
Travel Board an accurate picture of the 
extent of this problem. 
Thanking you in anticipation. 
Yours fraternally, 
Peter O'Connor. 
Travel Board Member. 
THIS IS IMPORTANT 
It is alleged that an "epidemic" is 
prevalent aniong on-campus fringe-
dwellers. So take care. 
If you suspect that you arc suffering 
from this problem seek inimediate' 
attention from a reliable medico. A 
small embarrassment now is preferable 
to long-term suffering later. 
EMMANUEL REPLIES 
In reference to your "Womanising" 
paragraph (Semper Floreat, 6th March) 
we the undersigned female residents of 
Emmanuel College protest at the incoh-
erent, inconclusive and sensationalistic 
manner with which our College is dealt. 
Widespread uproar and hysteria had yet 
lo be delected until the above mention-
ed issue of Semper was printed. Accord-
ing to the reporter from Semper "indig-
nant complaints were silenced" at the 
attraction of a controversial Sunday news-
paper; which in actual fact manifested it-
self in the fonn of one newspaper man 
who had been on the job for one week, 
and hence eager to scoop K.O.'s stor>'; 
and who promptly left upon the discov-
ery that not only were any complaints 
(indignant or otherwise) not worth wri-
ting about but that they were compara-
tively non-existent - actually as a whole 
wc were quite surprised at his enquiries. 
If indeed, any invitation to liberate a 
suppressed female today had been issued, 
they were not accepted; Emmanuel Col-
lege women being neither suppressed, nor 
in need of liberation, nor sexual release 
nor enlightenment. At which point it 
should be tioped that not only the vir-
tue of many female innocents but also 
the intellectual reputation of Semper 
Floreat will be saved. D 
CORRUPTING THE INNOCENT 
The Country Women's Association 
has collected all the literature produced 
for Orientation Week and is having il ana-
lysed to sec the psychological effect il 
had on the minds of students from the 
country going to the University. 
HAVE YOU SEEN THIS MAN? 
HE IS BELIEVED TO BE SOME-
WHERE ALONG THE QUEENS-
LAND COAST. ANYONE KNOW-
ING HIS INTENTIONS PLEASE 
CONTACT SEMPER AS THE 
MATTER IS URGENT!! 
LIBRARY CLOSURES 
Several rumours arc presently circul-
ating about Ihe possibility of the under-
graduate library being forced to close 
one day a week due to staff shortages. 
CHRISTIANITY AND 
HOMOSEXUALITY 
POfJTf 
rhe lorumonniri.stianiiy;,nd Homo-
sexualily la,st week showed how lit tic 
progress has becninade.The national 
Christianwho.spokesawlloino-
•scxua ily; as a sin :igain.si (lod which 
mild slowly=.endaiigcrihc fabric of life 
J omo-.scxu:ils willsuffcr miscry.whidi is 
ngh. and good for. hose w I S U k t L , a w . 
However Ihere is slill hope because if 
icy denounce their homosexuality 
they will be forgiven 
The Second Purl of the Tom 
Burns Litcrview will befound 
in the next exciting edition 
of Semper. 
tampar (lorMt 
economics 
ENQUIRY INTO THE ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT 
(By a special correspondent) 
The report of an investigation into the running of the 
university department of economics was handed to the 
Vice-Chancellor in January 1975. The report was by 
Prof Dorothy Hiil and followed severe conflict during 
1974 between the Head of the department, Prof. Lam-
berton, and the Departmental Advisory Board (D.A.B.) 
The disagreements had reached such a pitch that at 
a meeting ofthe D.A.B. on 14 November 1974 a motion 
of no confidence in the Head had been passed. Voting 
was 21 for, 9 against, and one abstention. (The total 
membership of the D.A.B. was 59). 
A document of 28 October 1974 issued by the chair-
man ofthe D.A.B. (Liam Ryan) and the convenor of 
the Standing Committee (Dr Metwally) summarised the 
15 main sources of policy conflict. 
One complaint was that even though the D.A.B. had 
an Appointments and Promotions Committee, Prof 
Lamberton appointed temporary lecturers without re-
ference to the committee, without advertising, and with-
out informing existing staff of the vacancies. "Pressing 
circumstances" was used to justify making an appoint-
ment early in 1974 for work in 1975. 
The statement says that the role of Chief Investigator 
in research 'Tws been left obscured and defined in a 
manner that could be considered academically dishon-
est. " In allocation of teaching duties for 1975 "the 
principles of equity, efficiency, and impartiality were 
not followed." 
Without discussion with other staff members the 
Head is said to have removed two members of staff 
from positions as lecturers in charge of courses "becauss 
they opposed the views ofthe Head of Dept." 
There were other specific complaints centring around 
the Head's refusal to consult the D.A.B. or Standing 
Committee and to take action which appeared in some 
cases to break regulations. 
In one meeting Prof Lamberton argued that he needed 
the help and advice of his staff but none had been forth-
coming. However, at the D.A.B. meeting of 7 October 
1974 Dr. Metwally instanced cases in which Professor 
Lamberton had told the S. C. of decesions he had 
made after they were a fait compU.One example was 
the appointment of temporary staff. 
That Prof Lamberton is not alone in his conflict 
with staff is shown by the fact that on 7 Nov 1974 
eight members of staff wrote to the chairman of the 
Professorial Board asking for advice on Departmental 
Consultative Committees because "some members of 
the D.A.B. will not heed the advice ofthe Head ofthe 
Department." 
Prof Hill's enquiry supports the Head almost entirely. 
She replaces the real policy conflict between the Head 
and the D.A.B. with quasi-scientific explanations. The 
"factorsproducing unrest", she says, were "tutoranxiety' 
"endemic dissatisfaction with and mistrust of the estab-
lished system of Headships of Departments", and "the 
stresses due to a change in Headship". She found that 
the "Lamberton must go" group were "simplifying into 
>an aim to assert the will ofthe D.A.B. (or the active ones 
in it) over that of the Head of the Department." 
Her own stance ismade clear; "/ believe that the dec-
ision ofa departmental head... where this differs from 
that of his departmental advisors should be upheld by 
the Vice-Chancellor." 
Prof Hill describes as "invigorating innovation" Piof 
Lamberton's decision to bring in people from outside to 
fill temporary lectureships rather than appoint internal 
staff. She does not comment on his apparent refusal to 
discuss these appointments with the Promotions and 
Appointments Committee, not of the failure to prove 
"pressing circumstances" when not advertising vacan-
cies (as required by university regulatiotis). 
She concludes: 
TTius I do not believe that Professor Lamberton's 
judgements on these matters of departmental policy 
have been other than those expected ofa responsible 
Head and I think that his right to act in accordance 
with his own judgement, when this does not accord 
with that expressed by his consultative committee, 
should be firmly upheld 
Her criticisms of the Head arc very light. His decision 
to include Working Papers in the University Bibliographic 
Record was "an error of judgement"; and "he may not 
have the gifi of effortlessly imparting confidence in con-
versation or committee ". 
Prof Hill is more, severe on the D.A.B. and the S.C, 
which she describes as "accuser, prosecutor, and judge 
ofthe Head of Dept." The D.A.B, constitution should 
be reviewed - she does not say why. 
Many specific charges are ignored in this report. She 
gives Uttle consideration to the Senate resolution of Nov-
ember 1970 that the Head of a dept should be guided 
(though not bound) by the vote of a departmental con-
sultative committee; that this committee should be con-
sulted at regular intervals; and that if a Head "sees fit to 
go against the majority ofthe departmental consultat-
ive committee" he or she is to give as full an account as 
possible of his reasons for so doing. 
Prof Hill's main recommendation is that a Working 
Party be set up (with outside chairman sic) to devise a 
system of intra-departmental consultation and manage-
ment. (One would have thought this already existed). 
The general reaction in the department is that the 
main sources of conflict have been ignored. Prof Cowen's 
view, as reported in D.A.B. minutes of 3 Feb. 1975, is 
that Prof Hill is "an eminent bdy" and he accepted her 
judgement and recommendations. 
There is recent evidence that the conflict is still as 
great and that the enquiry has changed nothing. On 
Feb 4 1975, Prof Lamberton called a meeting of the 
, Appointments and Promotions Committee at one hour's 
notice - and when told that several members would be 
unable to attend threatened to make the appointments 
of seven tutors himself. Eventually the meeting took 
place, but on one point when the Head found himself 
in a minority of 2 - 3 he refused to accept the decision. 
It looks as if the Economics Dept is going to spend 
as much time and energy in 1975 as it did in 1974 
working out how to reach the greater democratic con-
trol envisaged by the Senate in 1970, but plainly not 
supported by Professors Lamberton and Cowen. D 
paul 
samuelson's 
SrRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES 
IN METHODOUWY 
economic bible 
The bulk of Samuelson's contribution to the body 
of economic science is found in his "Collected Scien-
tific Papers" Vols 1,2 & 3 (MIT Press: 1966 & 1973). 
It soon becomes obvious that he is a mathematical 
genius applying his skills to economic problems. He 
believes (remember he is a professor at the Massach-
usetts Institute of Technology) that progress in econ-
omics is made by applying the methodology of the 
physical sciences (i.e. chemistry, mathematics, physics). 
Build up factual knowledge and apply mathematical 
reasoning. Come up with provable theorems and veri-
fiable statements. 
I am of the opinion that this is the correct method 
ofdoing economics but allowance must be made for 
aspects of economic activity which defy quantification. 
Such an area is economic welfare. Many years ago an 
Italian, Pareto came up with a set of simple equations, 
the satisfaction of which constituted an optional solu-
tion for economic welfare. Mathematical economists 
have been having a ball ever since. Unfortunately we 
know almost as little in reality,about economic wel-
fare now as Pareto did. Witness Samuelson's own jud-
gement on welfare economics - "The reader is warned 
that all the above issues of welfare economics can be 
^ven varying interpretations and can lead to contro-
versial debate which cannot be presumed to be settled 
within positive science". (Pg 633) 
There you have it. Economists keen to emancipate 
their thinking from the optional sphere of opinion and 
ideology, apply their ever growing mathematical skills 
to economic questions (e.g. inflation). Unfortunately 
the economy is full of people who behave irrationally 
and so, at times, defy mathematical explanation. Eco-
nomic decisions (e.g. where shall we buUd thfe next 
power house) are often political decisions and so we 
must encounter the uncertain world of politics. Eco-
nomic decisions (e.g. consumption of motor cars) are 
also influenced by social changes (e.g. a greater desire 
for style and for smaller petrol consumption). Econom-
ists must thus deal with the world at large with all its 
irrational complexities. The rigorous logic of mathe-
matical reasoning is thus not enough in itself. Samuelson 
does, in fact use a varied methodology as a perusal of 
his non-mathematical writings willshow. Tliis text-
book and his Newsweek Columns illustrate my point. 
He remains however, in my view, the leading expon-
ent of the mathematical approach. 
The strength of the methodology of positive econ-
omics is that it aims for and to some extent achieves, 
a consensus of opinion on various topics. The weak-
ness is that it tends to lose touch wiUt subtle nuances 
of the distinctly human aspects of economic behaviour. 
The layman and beginner should remember that econ-
omics is both a science (laws and proofs) and an art 
(intuitive decision making on matters of economic pol- • 
icy). Samuelson's book introduces both aspects. 
Paul Samuelson's introductory text Economics has 
now reached the ninth edition. Right through the post-
war period it has been the leading text. Several million 
copies have been sold and the book has been one of the 
few academic books to create a multi-millionaire. What 
is it that makes it so eagerly sought after? My belief is 
that it lays out the whole scope of mainstream econom-
ics in a way which subtlely introduces the beginner to 
the methodology of positive economics. Using th? most 
up-to-date methods of textbook layout it serves to open 
one's eyes to the vitality and controversy of economic 
activity and the political framework in which it operates. 
What more could an introductory text do? 
A NEAT THEORY DOES NOT A GRASP 
OF REALITY MAKE! 
• There are some areas of mainstream economics that 
do need tossing out for they do not explain the pheno-
mena they are supposed to. Be especially wary of price 
theory. This is one of the oldest areas of economics and 
contains some of the most entrenched ideas since the 
belief of the middle ages in a flat earth. 
Economists have spent much time pondering how 
firms achieve an efficient allocation of their resources. 
What's the best price to charge and how much of each 
ofthe factors of production (land, labour, capital) 
should be employedTThe marginalist revolution (Jevons 
Menger & Walrus in Europe in the last century) gave 
economics some optimal solutions. Optimal allocation 
of resources and efficiency in production is achieved 
when the price of the last unit of output equals the 
cost of producing it. Also factors of production should 
be employed up until the cost incurred equals the value 
of the extra cost of output, thus produced. More gen-
erally they are the intellectually beautiful ideas of mar-
ginal cost pricing and marginal productivity. (Samuel-
son, Chs 23 & 27) 
When it comes to understanding the actual pricing 
and output policies of firms and public utilities both 
these ideas are not worth a cracker. Cost accountants 
despair of measuring margmal cost and marginal pro-
duct. A naive student will believe that firms do it 
even though it can't be demonstrated statistically. 
How could a firm operate efficiently if it didn't? 
Another exploded concept to watch for is the 
Phillips Curve (Samuelson P s^ 829 - 833) which on the 
basis of historical evidence, suggests that'there is an 
inverse relationship between inflation and unemploy-
ment. The contempory world does not in very recent 
times at least, verify this contention. Inflation rates 
and unemployment rates both go^up at the same time. 
Hopefully one of these days they will come down to-
gether; 
ECONOMICS OR P O U T I C A L ECONOMY 
In the Soviet Union today the standard text is cal-
led "Political Economy". Why is Samuelson's text 
titled merely "Economics"'Because over time a body 
of theory has developed which is generally agreed upon 
and is independenl of the particular political organisat-
ion in the non-communist country in which it is taught. 
Economics is a different field lo political science. Eco-
nomists are different people to political scientists and 
politicians. The fact remains that in ihe real world 
(which starts at the corner of Mill Road and Sir Fred 
Schonell Drive!) the distinction between economics and 
politics fades away. Economic problems (e.g. uncmploy-
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ment) are Invariably political problems. Economists 
must be politically aware and astute. Sometimes they're 
not.,Be beware especially of the mathematical variety! 
Herein lies one of the most powerful criticisms of 
mainstream economics (which Samuelson's text intro-
duces), namely that it neglects the interaction between 
economic and fwlitlcal factors. Let us look at a recent 
Australian experience where whal seemed to be good 
economics was bad politics. In 1974 when the Budget 
was being prepared, the Treasury submission suggested 
that lo solve the problem of excessive inflation the eco-
nomy needed to be given a short, sharp shock in the 
form of a surplus budget (spend less than is received 
in taxes). Some unemployment would result but this 
was good because it would (a) cool off excess demand 
for goods and services (b) relieve trade union demands 
for wage boosts (c) aid productivity growth. From the 
point of view of positive economics this was good pol-
icy, but from the A.LP.'s viewpoint it would be dis-
astrous policy. Why? Unemployed people won't vote 
for the A;L.P. in the next election. The Treasury sub-
mission was rejected. Tlie Treasury mandarins and their 
shining stars under them who wrote the submission 
made the terrible mistake of not allowing for the poli-
tical necessity that full employment must be striven for. 
This is the A.L.P.'s policy. The moral is watch out for 
politically naive econoniists.Univcrsity departments 
are particularly good places to find them! 
Although it is true in my opinion, that mainstream 
economics does neglect tlie interaction of economic 
and political factors I feel that Samuelson's text does 
not. Tliis must be seen as a part of his conscious attempt 
at relevance. My final verdict is higliiy recommended. I 
only wish I had read it when I started studying econo-
mics. 
John Drew 
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get your rocks off 
the artist 
and 
homosexuality 
Soikmiy. fellatio, cnmiilingiis. pederasty 
Father, why do ihese words sound so nasty'f 
Masturbation can be fun 
Join Ihe holy orgy Kama Sutra everyone. 
Hair 
Ever since the mid-fifties, the western world has been 
gel ting ils rocks off to the beat of rock 'n roll. We'll meet 
again, don V know where, don 7 know when, sang Vera 
Lynn without conviclion as she was curled off lo the rec-
ord museum in Doris Day's horse and carriage. 
It wasn't any longer love and marriage, but real, live 
warm, wet, dripping, recking, sweating, disgusting, obscene 
sex. We did it in the bedroom, we did it in ihe hall, sang 
Mr Berry, I gol some on my finger su I wiped it on Ihe wall. 
It didn't happen all at once, of course. But as rock mu-
sic and the new sexual freedom grew, each feeding the ol-
her, wc began to rediscover depths to our sexualities we 
didn't know existed. And which some of us wished did 
not exist: Show Me the Way to Go Home wc screamed 
in our midnight panic. 
I speak, of course, of what all the fellas feel when wc 
look at Mick Jagger and what all the girlies feel when they 
look at Suzi Quatro. The worst fears ofour parents arc 
realised: the jungle music is uirning us all inlo dykes and 
poofters. 
"Mick Jagger definitely has a kind of bisexual charm", 
wrolc Newsweek understating ihc issue somewhat. Jagger 
has been bumping and grinding across the collective teen-
age psyche for more than twelve years and it must have 
had some effect by now. 
Remember how the Stones were always wilder in their 
behaviour, music and general image than the Beatles? But 
even the Beatles hopped onto the bandwagon with Ob-la-
di, Ob-la-da: 
Happy c ver after in the 'market place 
Molly lets the children lend a hand 
Desmond stays at home and does his pretty face 
And in the evening she's a singer with the band. 
Not many people know that Bob Dylan is gay, or at 
least bisexual, A friend of mine who was a studio camera-
man at the BBC worked on a two-hour special with Dyl-
an-in 1966. Between numbers. Bobby would slink off be-
hind Ihe scenery and cuddle a boyfriend. It's a side of Dy-
lan's personality which seems lo have been swamped by 
his relationships with Joan Bacz and his recently-estranged 
wife Sarah. 
The lack of publicity for Dylan's gayness is surprising 
when one considers the degree to which homosexuality en-
ters his work. In an interview with Rolling Stone maga-
zine, for instance, he identified Queen Jane as a man: 
Now when all of the fiower ladies want back wlmt 
they Itave lent you 
And the smell af their roses does not remain 
And all of your children start to resent you 
Won V you come see tne Queen Jane? 
Won V you come see me Queen Jane? 
And in Desolation Row: 
Tliey 're selling postcards ofthe hanging 
They 're painting the passports brown 
The beau ty parlor is filled with sailors 
Tltc circus is in town 
Here conies the blind commissioner 
Tlicy 've got, him in a trance 
One hand is tied to the tight-rope walker 
The other is in his pants. 
The allusions lo homosexuality in Dylan's lyrics are 
pari of an apocalyptic vision. The other components 
arc a preoccupation with death, and images which link 
women with decay, worthlessness and infidelity. Mothers, 
particularly, come in for some rough treatment. Perhaps 
Dylan is remembering his own Jewish momma back in 
Hibbing. In California momma has two meanings, both 
of them unmissable: 
I'm goin'down south 
'Neath the borderline 
I'm goin'down south 
'Neath the borderline. 
Some fat momma 
Kissed my mouth one time. 
I would be the last one to maintain that homosexual-
ity has any necessary connection with woman-hatred. 
But Dylan seems to have been a very upset lad, and in 
his case, campness and misogyny go together. In Ballad 
ofa Tlim Man the homosexual imagery seems unmistak-
eable. The whole song seems to be directed at the closet-
ed gays: Dylan himself? 
Well, the sword swallower, he comes up to you 
And then he kneels 
He crosses himself 
And then he clicks his high heels 
A nd without further notice 
He asks you how it feels 
And he says "Here is your throat back 
Thanks for the loan" 
Because something is happening here 
And you don't know what it is 
Do you, Mister Jones? 
On ihe cover of Highway 61 Revisited' Dylan is pictu-
red with oiled hair, a motorcyclclee-shirt, lipstick and 
powder. The Bringing It All Back Home cover picture is 
ofa lounge setting, with a boyish Dylan in the foreground 
holding a kitten. Opposite, on a sofa, is Dylan again - this 
time in very convincing drag. 
Dylan's homosexuality, at least as it is shown in his ly-
rics, is a poor and stunted thing. It is hardly a celebration 
of spunk. U's probably true to say that references to ho-
mosexuality in most rock lyrics present it as decadence; 
and however attractive thai divine decadence may seem, 
the music tends to perpetuate ihc myth that it is deviant 
to be gay. 
This trend can be seen through a great deal of the art 
which deals wilh the subject. Oscar Wilde's youthful, eff-
ete, beautiful, camp Dorian Gray dies in a suitably horri-
ble and guilty way. Even Aubrey Beardsley's mosi outra-
geous pictures have a funereal quality, like lilies around a 
coffin. Ofthe homophile novels, almost all are at best self 
conscious. E.M. Forsler's Maurice written in 1914 and not 
published until after his death in 1970, has a typically hot-
house atmosphere. Core Vida) gives this account of meet-
ing Forster after publication of The City and the Pillar in 
1948: 
E.M. Forster invited me to Cambridge and shyly con-
fessed thai he Imd written asoinewltat similar book 
-which he liad never published, not wanting to emba-
rrass family and friends. "Quite bold, actually," he 
said. In what way, I asked. Apparently, there was a 
scene of two boys in bed. "And what" I asked, intri-
gued, "do they do?" Mr Forster smiled. "They...talk," 
he said, with some satisfaction. 
Vidal's The City and the Pillar despite homosex which 
is a little less veiled, represents almost no real advance on 
the Forster novel which was wrilten 40 years before. Ex-
cept one - at least Vidal's book was published. 
Christopher Isherwood, with his nostalgic Goodbye to 
Bcrim at least treats his sexuality with fondness. But the 
decadence is there, even if it has become by now a divine 
decadence: the hothouse feeling, and the implication of 
deviance, remains. Isherwood's A Single Man though, is 
one of the most sensitive studies yet written. It's a tragic 
book - to expect a happy one would be too much - but 
it derives much ofits appeal from the fact that although 
the central character Is gay and pining over a dead lover, 
the central theme is not homosexuality but the loneliness 
of people. Homosexuality is an aspect of people, bui only 
one aspect. It is part of the eternal variety of the universe, 
and to lake it from that place and plant it as the central 
theme ofa novel is to court disaster. Most heterosexual 
erotic literature fails as art for the same reason. 
Ventures by theatre into homosexual themes have not 
been notably successful. Boys in the Band was successful 
because of its publicity and because it traded on popular 
prejudices, but it was a bad play and cynically wrillcn-.Tlie 
Killing of Sister George was bet ler constructed, again tra-
ded on slereolypesand was ihealricaliy unadvenlurous. 
Staircase was execrable; (he film, with Richard Burton and 
Rex Harrison trying lo camp it up, was worse. Fortune 
and Man's Eyes was belter although, like Australian Jim 
McNeil's one-acler The Old Familiar Juice, it was set in a 
prison and reflected liie brutality of the surroundings. In 
bolh plays homosexuality is both a product of and an an-
swer to Ihis brutality. ' 
Possibly, because writing a song is easier than writing 
a book or a play, the rock 'n rollers remain in front of 
the homophile art movemeni. And mailers seem lo be 
improving: David Bowie and Lou Reed are part ofa mo-
vement to shed the traditional shame of homosexuality, 
Ihough part of their attraction for many gay people is 
their presentation ofthe quivering, sexy, naughtiness whi-
ch accompanies our first ventures inlo camp sex. In Walk 
on the Wild Side each verse is aboui one of Andy War-
hol's superstars. The first is Holly Woodlawn: 
Holly came from Miami. Fla, 
Hitchhiked her way across USA 
Plucked her eyebrows tm the way 
Shaved her legs, now he was a she 
She says hey babe 
Take a walk on the wild side. 
Another of Warhol's superstars, Jackie Curtis, also has 
a verse. At the age of 19, Jackie stomped off the stage of 
an off-off- Broadway play In which he played Queen Nef-
ertili's brother (opposite Belle Midler) shouting "The wo-
men always gel the good roles around here" and wasn't 
seen until one year later on Seventh Avenue in full drag. 
Jackie has just been away 
Thought she was James Dean for a day 
Then.guess site had to crash 
Valium would have helped that bash 
She said hey babe 
Take a walk on the wild side. 
Jackie did indeed crash, to the point of suicide..But 
not all stories can have a happy ending; Jackie and Reed 
arc products of New York more than of the gay world. 
He may be a trifle odd even by most camp standards, 
but David Bowie seems more hopeful. Let us end with a 
suitable raunchy quote: 
The Jean Genie lives on his back 
The Jean Genie loves chimney stacks 
He's outrageous, he screams and he bawls 
Jean Genie, let yourself go! D 
Martyn Goddard 
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Sex isn't something you talk about. It's something you 
do. 
But there are all sorts of people dedicated to the prop-
osition that nothing can be bolh good and fun. These pe-
ople equate sex wilh dirt. Particularly ifyou're homosexual 
these people will try lo slop you regarding your sexual de-
sire as normal and healthy. 
It therefore becoines important to know why some pe-
ople attempt to prevent others from realising their full hu-
man potential - why, in other words, the oppressors op-
press. This is one of Jhc ihings gay liberation is about. 
We are engaged in a fight, and it is important to recog-
nise the enemy. Sometimes the oppressor is obvious: an 
employer who fires someone suspected of being camp; 
parents who read guiltily and crazily to their children's 
sexuahty; an 'aversion therapy' psychiatrist who gives ele-
ctric shocks lo gay people to try lo turn thcni off their 
own sex; police who put anti-homosexual laws into effect 
and politicians who refuse to repeal those laws. 
Wlien kids are growing up, they are usually surrounded 
by a pervasive anii-gay atmosphere. It you ever doubt thai 
"Gay is Good" is a revolutionary slogan, try saying it in 
a suburban household. Most kids, particularly kids who 
feel they're (in some way)different, try very hard to con-
form. They go lo extraordinary lengths lo do so, even to 
the extent of denying nature and their own sexuality. The 
jargon for this is "internalisation": thai an oppressive idea 
is sold to us so forcefully that we adopt it as our own, 
though it may be tearing our guts oul. Because ofthis 
guilt, and internalisation, the most potent oppressor often 
is not the red-necked cop, or the repressive employer, or 
the reactionary psychiatrist, or the guilt-ridden suburban 
parent, but gay people who haven't come to lerms with 
their own sexuality. We are our own oppressors. As Walt 
Kelly's Pogo said, "we have seen the enemy and he is us." 
The behaviour of people who have a hatred of homo-
sexuality can only be understood by recognising that 
this haired has its basis in fear. The fact is thai a gay'man 
or woman presents a potent threat to an insecure straiglit's 
concept of his or her own normalcy. 
The fact that the threat is not a real one and that the 
fear is purely imaginative does not prevent the neurotic 
oppression and energetic cruelty gays have suffered thro-
ughout history. The term "faggot" was applied to homo-
sexual people because they used to burn us at the stake. 
At least that has stopped: how many would prefer the 
thirteenth century lo reiurn? 
The classic anli-liomosexual attitude is to define gay 
people as sick, and needing help. But this does not explain 
the prevalent Australian sport of poofier-bashing. One 
does not assault a person whom one regards as being sick. 
One does not punch someone with a broken leg, or a li-
ver complaint. Assault is the result only of deep and mor-
tal fear. 
"Thepatient who slurs homosexuality.... is depriving 
himself no I only of homosexual experiences, which he 
truthfully does not want, but ofall else that he connects 
with lioinosexuatity. For instance, he makes it impossi-
ble to liave friends who are homosexual and thtis loses ' 
the possible benefit ofa viewpoint that would Imve wid-
ened his. And if he regards even so natural an attitude 
as passivity as homosexual, he has sentenced himself to 
renouncing receptivity as an attitude for himself 
"The person lam describing usually feels under trem-
endous pressure to be the aggressor is sex, and he expects 
conformity and passivity on Ihe part of his woman. He is 
easily undone when he does not find it. He inflicts ludic-
rous role-expectations on his children, bt some cases the 
fear of being in any way womanish has %o invaded the cra-
nnies ofthe person's mind that it affects his altitudes to-
ward the use of colour in his home and in his clothing. He 
has almost defined liimself out of existence by the very 
contrast he is fighting so hard to establish." 
- Dr George Weinberg, 
"Society and the Healthy 
Homosexual" 
There's also, of course, the unspoken fear of many 
straights Ihal they may "turn queer". Il's probably true 
that the most energetic condemnation of homosexualily 
often conies from people with a repressed capacity for 
homosexuality. People over-react when they see a trait 
in someone else which they disapprove of in themselves. 
In a sense, the Gay Liberation movement is defined by 
it's opposition. If there were no opposition lo ihe free ex-
pression of one's attraction to one's own sex there would 
be no need for aliberation movement. Ii is not enough 
merely lo condemn the enemy. He must be understood, 
even if requires a little human compassion for people who 
have caused a grcal deal of pain. Despite ihe anger which 
spurs our movement, we should not forget that Ihe whole 
purpose of it is to secure the right lo love one another op-
enly and freely. 
Dennis Altman ends his book Homosexual this way: 
". Gay liberation as a movement will exhibit all 
those excesses and mistakes ihat those who seek libera-
tion are prone lo. Gay liberation as a new consciousness, 
however, can only add lo tlie growth in acceptance ofliu-
man diversity, of the realisation that we all possess far 
greater potential for love and huinan relationsliip than 
social and cultural structures have allowed us to reveal. 
A man's reach must exceed his grasp, or whal's a heaven 
for?'wrolc Browning. That heaven can be attained is im-
plicit in the challenge of the sexual liberation movements. 
If man/womankind reaches the point where it is able lo 
dispense with the categories of homo- and heterosexuality, 
the loss will be well worth the gain." D 
Martyn Goddard. 
meeting 
Campus Camp, the University group 
for gays, meets every Monday night at 
8pm at 356 Milton Road, Auchenflower. 
That's about three minutes' walk from 
the Auchenflower railway station. 
Come along and talk if you have a 
problem, or if you want to talk about 
gays, the problems that we have, or 
gay liberation. 
medibank 
here are the true facts 
During the last few years we have heard views on Medi-
bank from both skies. Tlie chief opposition or as it calls 
itself, the A.M.A. has been guilty of a dirty, emotive and 
hysterical campaign that had deliberately distorted the 
truth of what Medibank is and how it will function. There 
is more behind the A.M.A.'s bitter opposition than meets 
the eye. The medical insurance funds stand to lose some 
of their huge profits when Medibank begins and strangely 
enough the present board of directors of M.B.F. (for ex-
ample) include 8 medical men (all members and in the past 
many office holders of the A.M.A.) and 6 company or bus-
iness men. How can these people be interested in the heal-
th care of people when they are more concemed about 
the profits that M.B.F. makes????? 
Medibank is simply designed to rationalise and stream-
line the present fragmented system of hundreds of priv-
ate health insurance funds. 11 will give the security of con-
tinuing cover to every person in Australia without the 
need-to keep payments up to date, Il will be financed dir-
ectly from Government funds, in Ihe same way as schools 
pensions and other welfare services are funded. There will 
be no levies and no tax increases lo fund the scheme. 
When you visit the doctor you will wonder what all 
the fuss was about as there will hardly be any change at ail. 
Here are some of the facts about Medibank (contrary 
to the lies ofthe A.M.A. and the Liberal and Country par-
tie's). 
1. You will have freedom of choice of doclor. 
2. That magical relationship with your doctor will not 
change - the service will be the same (unless of course the 
dear fellow tries to kill you just to prove that it really does 
not work). 
3. There are three ways the billing can work -
(a) This is the way the Government would pre-
fer as it saves administrative costs. Tlie doctor sends 
the bills In bulk to Medibank - you wdl not pay any-
thing when you go to him so your health care will be 
completely free. (S) He will ask you to sign a voucher 
which will transfer the 85% Medibank benefit directly 
to him/her. The 15% remaining vrill be saved as there 
will be no longer bad debts and high administrative 
costs. 
(b) If your doclor charges directly you will pay 
the total bill and bill Medibank for 85% of the costs.. 
This means you will pay 15% of the costs. It is very 
similar to the preseni syslem and may be the way some 
of us will have to operate if the doclor refuses loco-
operate with method (a) (just lo prove that it isn't 
free). 
(c) If he gives you a bill for service - you send 
the unpaid bill lo Medibank who will send Uie cheque 
lo your doclor - you will only pay 15% of the cost. 
So that system appears not have any advantages over 
the present one - doctors who, oppose it wjl) use meth-
od (b) or (c). If your doctor does this, you can -
1. Refuse lo pay the bill - lell him/her lo bill Medi-
bank (after Ihe visit, of course). 
2. Change your doctor. 
3. Inform your doctor that you will be urging 
his/her other patients lo change their doctors 
4. Wrile letters lo your local district free paper (e.g. The 
Observer) urging people to boycott saidsurgery and doc-
lor. 
4. Under medibank the maximum that you will pay for 
any medical treatment will be S5. 
5. Financially you will be better off - The average fam-
ily will save $90.43 per year - in the hospitals you won't 
have to 'go public' - if you prefer private ward accommo-
dation you can still use hospital insurance. But it will be 
cheaper than before as the Government will increase the 
bed subsidies from $2 a day lo $18 a day per patient. 
6. Specialist treatment will be covered by Medibank. 
7. Optometrical services will also be covered by Medi-
bank. 
8. It will take a little .more tlian a week for refunds lo 
return, and now chemists agree, you will be able to go and 
receive your refund In person from your local chemist as 
soon as you hke. 
9. The Australian Govemment will meet half the cost 
of operating Queensland's Hopsitals. Tliis means thaf 
Queensland will receive if it accepts it, $50 million a year 
from Canberra to spend on our disgraceful hospitals. 
lO.The total cost at $1.408 million in 1975-1976 will 
only be S2 million more than the total cost of existing 
Government programmes and privale health insurance 
government subsidies covering medical, hospitals, pension-
er and optometrists. 
Al present 1,000,000 Australians are not covered by 
Health insurance. Tlicsc are the poor, large families, die 
aged, migrants, low income earners, who can no longer af-
ford Ihe spiralling benefit costs. For the sake of your fel-
low Auslralians write lo Liberal/Country Parly Senators 
in lliis State Idling tliem that you don'l want them to re-
fuse supply on Medibank, that you want Medibank. 
Tiiese are Senator Wood, Senator Maunsell, Senator 
Bonner,(might be influenced), Senator Martin (usually 
listens to reason) Senator Shell (a hard nut lo crack on the 
issue) and Senator Lawrie. 
Wrile to Ihe Queensland Members of Ihe House of Reps 
in the Liberal/Country party urging them to lobby in 
'caucus' for acceptance of the supply bill. 
These are Mr Aderniann, Mr Bonnetl, Mr Kevin Caims, 
Mr D. Cameron, Mr Corbctt, Mr Drury, Mr Fulton, Mr 
Hodges, Mr Katter, Mr Killen (very principled, abhors tlie 
idea of rejecting supply), Mr McVeigh, Mr Millar, Mr Rob-
inson. 
Write particularly to your locid M.H.R. - il always ter-
rifies them to think tliey mighl lose your vote. 
Write to them all c/- Parliament House, Canberra ( or 
send a telegram). 
Write to the State Libs and Nats M.L.A.'s especiaUy 
your local member urging them lo continue support for 
acceptance of the 550,000,000 in tiie Hospital agreement 
in 'caucus'. 
Write especially to the Liberal leader Sir G. Chalk urg-
ing him not to back down. 
Wrile to the Heallh Minister, Dr Edwards urging him 
not to back down (both seem to be 'reasonable' people 
to some extent). 
I'd say wrile lo the Premier - but this would more 
than likely be totally futile. 
Get all your friends and relatives to write loo. 
Write letters' to the paper supporting Medibank. 
Ring open line supporting Medibank - the force of 
public opinion is powerful. 
For further information contact: The Medibank Office 
in Brisbane at 311 330 or wait until you receive your book 
let explaining it in your letter box, or read some of the last 
issues of "The National Times". 
For the opposite view see the A.M.A. (read particularly 
the editorial in Ihe last issue of their journal). Guaranteed 
to shock! n 
Caroline Mann 
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every second child 
They knew not of trees. 
They knew not of the flowers. 
The river flows beside them, 
The wind they cannot hear. 
These little Aborigines 
So small in death. 
So early in the grave. 
'Tis sad they did not know 
The legends of their land. 
An Aboriginal infant born on the same day as his while 
neighbour has up to ten times greater chance of dying 
before the age of one year. 
Every second child born in some areas of Australia is 
doomed to die in Infancy. 
For eight years Dr Kalokerinos worked among the ab-
origines of Collarenebri yet, in spile of his efforts, year 
by year the number of small graves in the cemetery in-
creased. In despair he left his practice for the opal fields 
of Coober Pedy. The experience of living in close contact 
with the aborigines triggered a new insighf into their spe-
cial physical and dietary needs, su that on his return to 
Collarenebri in 1967 he found their vitamin deficiencies 
and immunological problems showed themselves in stra-
nge and usually treatable ways. Dr Kalokerinos diagnos-
ed infantile scurvy, acute vitamin C deficiency, with 
deaths resulting from tliis deficiency precipitated by im-
rhunisation of infants who were sufTering from colds. The 
cures wilh vitamin C seemed noihing short of miraculous. 
For two yean not a single infant died. 
Even now, though the author's conclusions have been 
validated, some doctors still don't believe that the action 
and treatmenl advocated by Dr Kalokerinos can largely 
prevent the greatest killer of infants in developed coun-
tries - the 'sudden unexpected infant death syndrome.' 
The following extracts from Archie Kalokerinos' story 
ofa battle against ridicule, scepticism, discrimination and 
death are published as a tribute to the mothers of the . 
tiny Aboriginal babies that died because as Archie says 
"They suffered so," 
"When returning to medicine al Collarenabri, the fore-
most thing in my mind was the little patient so dramatic-
ally cured by Dr Douglas Harbison several years before. 
This infant has been on a diel that contained more than 
supposedly adequate amounts of vitamin C. Vet Douglas 
Harbison had cured him with a single injection of that 
compound. Could it be that the supposedly adequate 
amounts In the diet were not adequate after all? Could 
it be that there was a fault in the gastrointestinal tract 
that partially inhibited the absorption of vitamin C? The 
irritability so constantly displayed by these infants intri-
gued me too. Aulhorities thought that irritability with 
vitamin C deficiency in infants was due to haemorrhages. 
These infants did not always exhibit haemorrhages. Could 
it be that the irritability was sometimes due to a bioche-
mical disorder in the brain? Theoretically, because the 
vitamin was involved in cerebral biochemical pathways, 
this could be so. One method to test this possibility would 
be properly to perform vitamin C assays on blood sam-
ples and various tissues, but these assays involved enor-
mous and complicated techniques that were obviously im-
possible for me to perform. But there was a clinical test. 
If I did the same as Douglas Harbison and gave an inject-
ion of th'^  vitamin and it worked .... what then? 
At the time, although 1 did not know It, I was playing 
with dynamite. To me the idea was simple and logical. But 
I did not realise that for some mysterious reason the prob-
lem of vitamin C was a sore point with Australian medi-
cal authorities, Indeed that the whole subject of vitamins 
was so bound with prejudice that they were to legislate 
against their advertisement, t did not realise Uiat other-
wise sensible people could beconK unreasonable when 
faced with die question of vitamin C. So, In my ignorance, 
I prepared myself to test an idea. 
The opportunity came sooner than I expected. A few 
days after my arrival in Collarenebri a worried grazier 
brought an Aboriginal baby to hospital. She was a beauti-
ful baby but obviously ill. Screaming and irritability were 
the most obvious symptoms. Her head was thrown back 
as in typical cases of cerebral irritability. Her general state 
of nutrition was good. Her weight for her age was well a-
bove average. An examination revealed otitis media. The 
gums were red and swollen to a point but hardly typical 
of scurvy. The matron, a conscientious woman of con-
siderable ability, agreed with the grazier's diagnosis -
encephalitis - with one addition; the strong possibility 
of dreaded menin^lis. My instructions astonished her. 
'Give Mary an Injection of vitamin C,' I said. 'I will wait 
for twenty minutes and see what happens.' The matron 
was obviously concerned. 'Surely,' she said, 'you will do 
a spinal lap.* I felt that we could afford to wait twenty 
minutes. The matron did not agree. According to her 
way of thinking, if Mary had meningitis, even twenty min-
utes could mean the difference between life and death -
between a total cure and life of invalidism. In the end I 
had to force the issue. Matron made it quite clear that I 
would be held responsible for any complicaUon. 
Mary recovered dramatically in less than twenty min-
utes. 1 tried to record her screams on tape, but by.the 
time the recorder was set up, the screaming had ceased 
and she only cried if pinched. Her head was no longer 
thrown back. Tlie arching of her spine gave way to nor-
mal relaxation. It was difficult to believe. I checked the 
ears: the drums were still inflamed, of course, but one 
could not expect a change in only twenty minutes. 
Next morning, Mary's body was covered in bruises, a 
typical sign of classical infantile scurvy. I reflected on the 
almost certain possibility that, had we waited for bruis-
ing to appear before making the diagnosis, Mary would 
have died. Furthermore, if bruises within the brain were 
responsible for the irritability, one would not expect a 
cure within twenty minutes. The possibility of a bioche-
mical disturbance was much more^ Hkely. 
The implications of this case were obvious. It was soon 
established that Mary had been on a diet that contained 
only small amounts of vitamin C. A viral infecUon, indi-
cated by the olitis media, caused a sudden increased utili-
sation of the vitamin, thus precipitating an acute deficien-
cy. This was mainly manifest in biochemical disturbances 
within the brain - hence the irritability. 
The possibility existed that many cases of encephalitis, 
particularly those complicating acute viral infections, were 
not due directly to the virus but to an acute vitamin C . 
deflciency that could occur even if the diet contained the 
supposedly adequate amounts of Uie vitamin. The import-
ance of this hypothesis was enormous. Wilh considerable 
excitement, I contacted a few senior colleagues, full of ex-
pectations as to the interest my theory would arouse. 
It was all a waste of time, 'An increased utilisation of 
vitamin C? Rubbish!' 'A need for more Uian 30 mg a day? 
Rubbish!' 'A biochemical disturbance? Rubbish!' 'But It 
Is true,' I persisted. 'What? One case? You can't be ser-
ious.' 
That was in December 1967. In retrospect I had made 
irritable infant would suddenly lie down and go to sleep. 
Usually the injection was in a dose of up to 200 mg. With-
in a few hours this was often utilised and it was necessary 
to repeat the injection. Giving; a larger dose did not seem 
to help, for reasons that I discovered later -^  the poor abi-
lity of the body to store vitamin C. Twice daily injections 
for a few days would be followed by daily injections for 
a few more, and usually that was sufficient. In Uie early 
days at Collarenebri there were some cases close to death 
because I did not realise the necessity for repeating injec-
tions. 
So familiar did I become with dramaUc cures that, in 
a way, I began to expect them, and this worried me in case 
I missed a true case meningitis or something sunilar. Pre-
cautions, of course, were taken. The simplest of these in-
volved observation for twenty to thirty minutes. Some-
times a cure was too dramatic, as the case of a white in-
fant clearly demonstrated. 
His mother brought him from a distant place because 
'the mixture given by the local doctor has not made him 
better and he will not stop screaming'. Even when the mo-
ther phoned me the diagnosis seemed obvious. 1 prepared 
for another demonstration. 
The boy was certainly irritable. He was screaming. A 
quick history revealed that th^ mother has boiled the or-
ange juice 'to sterilise it'. By so doing she destroyed the 
vitamin C. 1 gave Uie usual injection and asked the mot-
her to wait outside for twenty minutes 'by which time 
he will be perfectly well'. But this did not happen. The 
screaming, if anything became worse.The mother thought 
that her baby was going todie. Then the penny dropped. 
The boy was cured. He was screaming with hunger. I ask-
ed the mother to produce a bottle. 'He won't eat.' Then 
try him,' 1 said. Down it went - like water down a drain. 
The screaming ceased. The boy went to sleep. 
A feature associated with cerebral irritability was de-
monstrated about this time. It concerned a potential dan-
ger with sedative-type drugs and anaesthetics. 
Ellen, an Aboriginal giri, had been admitted to hospit-
al for observation. She had suffered a series of infections 
but appeared to be reasonably well. At that stage I had 
not quite realised how widespread vitamin deficiences 
were and did not prescribe injections for every infant. Dur 
ing the night she became irritable. The sister gave her a 
gentle sedative (potassium bromide and chloral mixture). 
One hour later Ellen was still irritable so the mixture was 
repeated. Later still Ellen became worse. She was scream-
ing. When the sister rang me, the diagnosis seemed so ob-
vious that I did hot even bother to go across to the hospi-
tal. 'Give her 100 mg of vitamin C by injection,' I order-
ed, 'and let me know in twenty minutes if she is not bet-
ter.' 
Only ten minutes passed before the phone rang again. 
The sister was almost crying. 'Can you come over? I thuik 
I have killed Ellen.' 
Things almost looked that way. EUen was totally un-
conscious, as if deeply anaesthetised. All of a sudden, 
without any previous knowledge, I realised what had hap-
pened. Ellen had scurvy. The irritability from the vitamin 
C deficiency was responsible for her screaming. It was al-
so why die sedative doses had not worked. FurUiermore, 
a discovery. Noi an original discovety,except for the ,!,„.,:,„.„• At--
possibility of a cerebral biochemical disturbance. The med- IJl! IS"'?ST"'^*'flf'"'"^^^^^^ 
ical literature was crammed wilh references proving be-
yond doubt that during viral infections there was an in-
creased utilisation of vitamin C. The literature was also 
crammed with references illustrating the need for more 
than 30 mg of vitamin C a day under a wide variety of 
conditions. Why were the authorities so ignorant? Worse-
still, why were they so hostile? I simply cannot under-
stand. Maybe the reason was associated with the fact that 
1 was just an ordinary country practitioner. I was regard-
ed as 'rather strange'. No authority in Australia had prob-
lems wilh vitamin C. A countiy practitioner who thought 
he did had to be out of his mind. 
On the other hand I was ignorant too. Because author-
ities denied what to me seemed an obvious possibility, I 
thougTit that I had made a great discovery. Automatically 
I assumed that Uie authorities had at their fingertips all 
available knowledge. The enor was soon to be corrected. 
TEETHING 
Cerebral irritability was the fmt new symptom of In-
fantile scurvy recognised at Collarenebri. There were vari-
ations from mild (a "whinging' Infan*'! to severe (like en-
cephalitis). The worst cases exhibit'- head retraction, 
back arcWng, semiflexed limbs (the so-called 'frog legs') 
and limb tenderness. Sometimes these signs could be at-
tributed to haemorrhages, but more often Uicy were sim-
ply due to a biochemical disturbance withui die nervous 
system. 
Irritability was often seen durmg viral infections in 
Aboriginal and white infants. Both responded dramatic-
ally to the intramuscular administration of vitamin C, 
while response to orally admhiistered vitamins was only 
poor or negative. The drama of response was so great that 
many mothers thought I had administered a sedaUve. An 
the sedative whidi remamed unused in the tissues of the 
brain. When the vitamin C was administered, some cere-
bral functions retumed to normal before others. This per-
mitted the accumula!ted sedative tohave an enhanced ef-
fect. In other words 10 ml of the sedative was having the 
same effect as 20.1 felt confident that within twenty min-
utes or so Ellen would be normal. She was. 
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The excitement of this 'discovery' was enormous. To 
discover anything in medicine is exciting, but this was so 
to the extreme because it implied the possibility oflife 
for hundreds or thousands of infants who could other-
wise die. If physicians did not reaUse that irritability was 
a feature of infantile scurvy and prescribed sedatives what 
would happen? What would happen if these infants were 
given an anaesthetic? 
Part of this dream wotld was soon shattered. Not be-
cause I was wrong. I was, indeed, correct in eveiy detaU. 
But Uie literature was crammed with references like 'The 
InterrelaUon between Sedatives and Ascorbic Acid (Vita-
min C) Deficiency'. Once again my discovery was not ori-
ginal. 
Yet one would have thought so when I wrote an article 
about Uiis subject and submitted it to the editor ofthe 
Medical Journal of Australia. He called Uie.subject 'irrele-
vant'. Since when, I asked, did infant deaUis become irrel-
evant? 
The matter of cerebral irritability did not end here. For 
years 1 had wondered, like many others, about the clinical 
syndrome of 'teething'. Wliat was this syndrome? Nobody 
knew. Many denied that it was an entity. Most mothers 
experienced it and beUeved in it, and so did most family 
physicians. 
Features ofthis condiHon included irritability, a ten-
dency to suffer oUtis media, bronchitis, pneumonia and 
diarrhoea. The gums around erupting teeth would be 
swollen, red and tender. 'Teething powders' of various 
types had been devised over the centuries. Most physici-
ans prescribed aspirin or alUed compounds. 
Strangely, the entity had been recognised, in a way, 
by the Aborigines. While investigating initiations and 
tribal death sentences, I came across the interesting fact 
that Aborigines do not fully name an infant or accept it 
as a member of the family until certain teeth have erupt-
.ed. This event usually occurs at the age of two years. The 
possible medical implicaUon of this Aboriginal tradition 
will be discussed later. 
While 1 could not explain all die features of teething, a 
consideration of the irritability in particular made the use 
of vitamin C an attractive proposition. I had no trouble 
finding a white infant to 'experiment' with. She was the 
daughter of a young trained nurse. There was every rea-
son to believe the mother when she said that the diet had 
been well and truly supplemented with more than ade-
quate amounts of vitamin C. 
An injection worked miraculously. Within thirty min-
utes the irritability ceased. There was remarkable person-
ality change, Wliat had been a whinging, crying infant, in-
capable of eiUier accepting or giving affection, became a 
normal, loving child. 
This time there was no doubt that a major discovery 
had been made. Once again I felt excited and thriUed at 
the thought that much suffering could now be prevented. 
-/^ '^  y 
\ . 
Tite hoy's body is arched.his head is retracted 
He drinks eagerly from a bottle after an injection of 
vitamin c. 
Two days later smiling 
But further reflection gave rise to grave concern. 
Here was an infant whose diet contained what was sup-
posed to be the adequate amount of ascorbic acid. Here 
was a condition that many authorities did not believe in > 
anyway. And here was yet another miraculous cure attri-. 
buted to a vitamin. 'EveryUiing'appearcd to revolve around 
this one vitamin. The story was too 'rich'. It was obvious 
Ihat nobody would believe me. 
In this last assumption I was right. Physicians have not 
accepted the use of vitamin C for Uie problems of teething. 
TTiere is little doubl that for some reason or other some 
infants utilise increased amounts of vitamin C while teeth-
ing. This could be associated with a tendency to infections 
or just simple stress and strain. Partial failure of the absor-
ption of vitamin C from Uie food is a definite associated 
possibility although this is not essential. Thus, normally 
adequate amounts of the vitamin in tlic diet do not nec-
essarily provide sufficiently for requirements. I would 
hesitate before declaring that the gum changes seen dur-
ing teething are direcUy due to a vitamin C deficiency al-
though the association is there. There is still a great deal lo 
be learned about the features of teething and its causes. My 
guess is that there is a fundamental fault in immune or 
stress systems. The vitamin C deficiency is secondary. 
A word of warning, therefore to anyone who assumes 
Uiat I believe that all the features of teething can be cur-
ed by a single injection of 100 or 200 mg of vitamin C. 
Firstly, repeated InjecUons are necessary - Uie firsl with-
in a few hours. Secondly associated conditions such as 
otitis media and bronchitis tend to persist. Vitamin C 
therapy may help these to some extent but that is as far 
as it goes. NeverUieless, experience with dozens of cases 
has convinced me that a major breakthrougli has been ach-
ieved. 
In all cases, in all areas, amongst whites as well as Abor-
igines, the recognition of unusual patterns of vitamin C 
deficiencies and the fad that these can occur even if diets 
are 'satisfactory' will result in a dramatic drop in death 
rates. Furthermore, the routine use of intramuscularly 
administered vitamin C will create a picture of almost un-
believable drama. 
In fact, the study of Aboriginal health problems is 
certain to benefit people from all over the worid. Tlie face 
of medicine throughout the world is changing. Tlicre arc 
many overseas authorities who want to help us solve some 
ofour problems in Australia. Tliey know that it will help 
in the solution of some of their own. Come hell or high wa-
ter, the Aborigines can rest assured that their heallh will 
not be neglected. The question is only, when? I hope that 
it will be soon enough to allow the traditions of Aboriginal 
life to survive, and the beauty ofthe culture to lake its 
rightful place in a worid that is screaming for what the 
Aborigines have practised for so long." i"" 
Julianne Schwenke. 
Adapted from (he book 'Every Second Child' 
by Dr Archie Kalokerinos. 
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sexism 
in 
biiT welfare 
OCCUPATION 
On Wednesday, 26lh March, al the Australian Gov-
ernment Building, (which houses the Commonweallh 
Social Security departmenl) in Ann Street, Brisbane, 
a group of about two hundred people - a large num-
ber of them women, occupied a section of the ground 
fioor for several hours. The occupation was a protest 
al the treatmenl ofwomen by Social, State and Fede-
ral Welfare Agencies. 
The demonstrators intended putting six demands 
to the administrators. Several delegations elected from 
amongst the group allempted to see the director of the 
Social Security Departmenl, Mr Atkinson and put the 
demands to him. His first reply was to the effect that 
the first two demands would be considered, but claim-
ed that the other demands-would be considered by Mr 
Hadyn. Mr Atkinson further added that he was a law 
abiding citizen and that the latterTour demands would 
require the changing of laws and regulations. 
Peter Wertheim pointed oul that the Nazis had us-
ed similar excuses to justify their actions and called on 
Mr Atkinson, as a public servant, to justify his stand to 
the mass of the demonstrators. Mr Atkinson refused to 
consider the demands or address the gtoup and advis-
ed the group to leave. 
A unanimous decision was made lo remain until the 
demands were met. Al this point the Supcrintendant 
of Commonwealth polfce Mr Headland, addressed the 
group that they would be forcibly removed - "over, 
smooth floors you will be dragged, and over rough 
floors you will be carried." 
Wilh this warning, Commonwealth and stale police 
entered the area and began physically removing peop-
le. Attempts at barricading failed and demonstrators 
sat on Ihe floor and formed human chains by linking 
arms and chanted "no harrasement, no humiliation, 
benefits now". 
Eventually the group were removed. Many demon-
strators sustained injuries and a video-tape of the pol-
ice action was confiscated by the poUce and video eq-
uipment was damaged. In all eighteen people were ar-
rested, ten of them women. 
The demonstrators then gathered on the street cor-
ner, calling for "no harrasement, no humiliation and 
benefits now" and verbally challenged the police for 
their stand in the matter and Ihe nalure of their so cal-
led "duty". 
The group were eventually pushed down the street 
and dispersed. 
TREATMENT OF THOSE ARRESTED 
The treatment received by those arrested exempli-
fied the very points that demonstrators had been try-
ing to make. The police, as representatives ofthe state, 
upheld the inherent sexism of the state by humiliating 
and harassing the women prisoners. Several of the wo-
men were stripped - one of the women arrested on a 
charge of violating a traffic law was forced to strip in 
a room where she could be viewed by male prisoners 
and policemen. 
The male prisoners were not humiliated in this way. 
Those arrested were eventually released on bail a-
bout six hours after they were taken to the waich 
house. They were charged on 16 counts of refusing to 
leave Commonwealth property, 2 violationsof trafl"ic 
laws and several oUier charges. Their cases have been 
remanded until April 10. 
BACKGROUND TO THE OCCUPATION 
The whole question of the nature of welfare was 
brought up by a newly formed group of social work 
students. Calling themselves "Inside Welfare" they see 
the basis of present social problems -those of poverty, 
racism and sexism to be inseparably linked to the cap-
italist system. They are orientated towards attacking 
those social problems at their roots, not temporarily 
patching them or denying their true nature as most 
social workers now do. 
On about the 21 March, the group was contacted 
by the Black Community Centre about Karen Dun-
can's case. Karen is an aboriginal - the mother of five 
children, two of whom are being fostered. Karen had 
been receiving Family Assistance from Children's Ser-
vices up until January 31 at which time she became el-
igible to receive the Supporting Mother's Benefit from 
Social Security. But due to the fact that Karen admit-
ted "having seen her ex de facto and having sexual re-
lations with him she was refused the benefit and has 
been left to support herself and her children on $7 a 
week (emergency family assistance). 
Karen is thus destitute. She is not receiving any ma-
intenance from the father of her children. It is becau-
se Karen is not alone that her cause was taken up by 
the Inside Welfare Group. 
Hundreds of supporring mothers, particulariy black 
women like Karen, have had to passively accept a pub-
lic servant's decision as to the desirability ofa wom-
an's sexuality. The underlying sejdsl assumpUon in 
these cases is that if a woman is having sexual relations 
with a man, it is assumed that he is supporting her fin-
ancially, i.e., he is paying her. 
Inside Welfare decided lo take up Karen's case, as 
representative of many others and take action. Vari-
ous groups within Uie community began to lend sup-
port. These groups included - Black Community Hou-
sing Service, Aboriginal and Islanders Medical Service, 
Born Free Club, Women's Community Aid, Council 
for Single Mother and her child, Women's Rights Com-
mittee (Uni. of Qld), C.P.A. Womens Collective, Com-
munist Alliance and the Communist League. 
Following a series of meeUngs, these groups form-
ulated a series of six demands. The first two were spec-
ific demand^ involving Karen's particular case and cal-
ling for immediate help. 
1) Immediate Supporting Mothers Benefits for 
Karen. 
2) Fuit back pay with Interest for Karen. 
The other four demands were more general and in-
cluded 
3) The right ofwomen to v^ elfare benefits ass-
essed without regard to their private lives, their 
sexual relations. 
4) Client files must be opened to all clients app-
lying for benefits. 
5) An end to sex snooping 
6) An end to the stopping of benefits before the 
appeals are held. 
THE RATIONALE BEHIND THE DEMANDS 
The demands arose out of an analysis of Uie role of 
welfare in our present society. Within our society the 
relationsWp of the vast majority of people to society is 
determined by theh enslavement to society as wage la-
bourers. Ultimately any freedoin which people have re-
solves itself into the freedom to work. 
When people cannot work they are denied even this 
limited freedom. Early in the 20lh century there was 
a growing concern for the victims of capitalism. Wel-
fare was introduced under pressure from the working 
class, to relieve the conditions of poverty, which had 
always been considered as a result of Individual failure 
never as a result of society. From ils inception welfare 
has been both an economic bond and a fortifier of tra-
ditional family roles. 
For its female recipients, the welfare system carries 
with it most ofthe hazards of housewive and mother. 
More powerful and efficient Uian any husband, the wel-
fare department keeps a running file on all Its wives. 
Case records include such things as .evaluations of a 
woman's housekeeping, her ability to budget her small 
income and pay her bills and her moral standards -
thus for most women, welfare becomes synomous wilh 
a loss of control over their lives. 
The welfare system insists that when a man and wo-
man live together they do it as a "family". Regardless 
of whether they are married or whether he is the fat-
her of the children - if they Uve together, he must 
play the role of family bread winner. Society sees the 
famUy as Uie best place for the care and upbringing of 
children because ofits stabilizing and conservative in-
fluence. 
WE DO /\ FULL DAy'j WORK-
HousrwoRK r LOOKlNS AFTCR 
CHijiWtW- • MS eNTirtsbre et^ R 
Social. tccoRiry Autoa/Awcr 
"K?5^ ^^ ^^ Uvii>«.. uini' 
A mW OR f4oT ' 
Women have been historically confined to Uieir nar-
row socially determined roles - as wives and S e r f 
It .s these socia^ relations as housewives and m o Z 
whether located in the famUy. the workforce or as wel-
eS:er'"'^*^'^'^^'"^^°'^^"-'"^^P-''-
Because welfare becomes an artificial economic b-
ase for the family, it enables the Welfare department 
to maintain women in their role of mothers and hou-
sewives when the normal system of control, the fam-
ily, breads down. 
Women's sexuality is largely confined to the func-
tion of motherhood, it is idealized as such but only 
withm the framework of marriage. Without a male 
and the legal sanctions of marriage, the false idealiza-
tion dissolves, women are deemed unfit lo exercise 
control over their own lives. 
The fear of losing her welfare benefits which in 
many cases are the sole means of support forces wo-
men into a) institutionalized poverty and b) into 
being involuntarily or by choice on their own 
In any analysis ofthe welfare system it must be 
seen as a part of the much larger problem of women's 
oppression. The demands stated above thus seek to 
give women control over their own lives. 
THE DECISION TO OCCUPY 
The decision to occupy the department of social se-
cunty arose from frustrated attempts to go Uirough 
the normal administrative procedures. In Karen's case 
It was a desperate need for survival. Only by disrupting 
the normal routine of the department would any not-
ice have been taken. . 
. '^f. T' '"^' disniplion caused by the occupancy 
isneghgible by comparison with ihe hardships suffer-
ed by women in their dealings with Uie department. 
THE OUTCOME OF THE OCCUPATION 
'Of the demands put up only the first two were con-
sidered. Karen's case was considered by the tribunal 
and she was granted an Emergency Benefits - equal 
in amount to Supporting Mothers Benefit, for two 
weeks backdated to the 24th March. 
This temporary move by the department is merely 
a token and little of real value has been done by the 
department. 
The following five days after the occupation have 
seen a picket on Friday afternoon ofthe Australian 
Government Building and a broadening of demands. 
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THE NEW D E M A N D S ' ' 
The broadening of the demands has led to the call 
for~ 
1) Benefits to be granted to all supporting and 
unmarried mothers. 
It was pointed out eariier the relationship the wor-
ker has with the individual and society. To participate 
in society there must be a means of subsistence. In ge-
neral with the case ofwomen they are made depend-
ent on someone else - the husbands' wages. Given the 
nature of women's condhions, benefits must be dema-
nded for all supporting and unmarried mothers beca-
use women must have the chance to live as they wish, 
and with whom they wish. 
By demanding no other criteria than that of being 
a supporting or unmarried moUier attacks are thus 
made on Uie need for women to be financiaUy depen-
dent on men, as in the famUy and provides the basis 
for women to live outside of the family. It also attacks 
the present rate of the state in harassing and intimida-
ting women who attempt to have a privale life. 
By itself, the demand does not deal with the rele-
gation ofwomen to the role of child bearing. The on-
ly long term solution to this problem is free twenty-
four hour child care centres under the control of tho-
se who have children at the centre. 
Together with this demand must go the right ofall 
people to work and the right to a guaranteed mini-
mum income tied to indexation bolh decided upon by 
the whole community i.e., students, pensioners, wor-
kers etc. 
The other important demand is that 
2) All charges to be dropped against the eighteen 
people arrested at the occupation. 
THE FUTURE 
The occupation is not the end of the struggle but 
the beginning. The exploited will not overcome their 
exploitation by co-operating with the exploiters. Simi-
larly the oppressed have nothing to gain but a lot to 
lose by co-operating with their oppressors. It is only 
by collective struggle and by conflict that a situation 
wdl arise that will enable co-operatlveness to prevail. D 
Anne Draper 
Give US fora 
year & we Hjive you $103.81 ininteiest 
Most other savings institutions would give you $37.50 (calculated at current rates of 3V4%) 
You could almost pay for your books with our interest. 
Queensland Permanent 
building society QPBSm 
Branch: 27 High Street, Toowong Tel. 713415 Asents: Falls Real Estate, 51 Sheiwood Road. Toowong John Davis Real Estate Ply Ltd. Ironside. 
Shaw Really, 198 Moggill Rd.. Taringa. MJ. Tilley Pharmacy, 241 Hawken Dr.. St. Lucia. Peter Geaney Chemist. Hawken Dr., St. Lucia 
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AUSTRALIA'S FIRST 
calculator under $ 1 0 
THE UNION CALCULATOR SHOP is the first shop in Australia to make 
this offer: 
NOVUS 650 - four functions 
fixed decimal 
six digits 
An ideal (and economical) unit for school use and non-specialist 
applications. 
LIMITED QUANTITIES ONLY 
$9.80 complete with battery and guarantee 
TYPEWRITERS 
Olivetti Letters 32 
Studio 45 
Lettera 36 
OUvetti Lettera 32 
Studio 45 
Lettera 36 
portable electric 
$99.00 
129.00 
Retail 
99.00 
129.00 
239.00 
$78.00 
102.00 
Union 
78.00 
102.00 
188.00 
DESK LAMPS 13.30 
Australian - made, top quality. 
WYT RAY fluorescent 
normally up to 20.00 
DESK FANS 
12" $28.50 
CEILING FANS 
36" 
48" 
56" 
S28.S0 
$30.00 
$31.50 
cassettes and tapes 
Rainbow 
C60 
G90 
C120 
Jamproof 
€60 
C90 
C120 
Retail 
1.99 
2.99 
3.99 
2.50 
3.50 
4.50 
Chromium Dioxide 
C60 3.50 
C90 5.00 
C120. 6.50 
Union 
1.55 
2.30 
2.95 
1.90 
2.50 
3.30 
2.50 
3.40 
4.55 
CALCULATORS — All models except HP 21 and Mathematician available 
• ex stock. 
HP 21 
HP 35 
HP 45 
HP 55 
HP 65 
HP 70 
HP 80 
113.00 
171.00 
213.00 
342.00 
722.00 
237.00 
342.00 
SANYO CX 8105 
CZ 2171 
CANON F7 
F5 
COLEX ESR 8 
ROCKWELL 204 
financier 
NOVUS 
mathematician 
823R 
823T 
820 
850 
44.00 
100.00 
148.00 
92.00 
69.00 
155.00 
62.00 
40.50 
31,00 
21.00 
15.50 
MAIL ORDERS WELCOME - ADD $2.00 FOR REGISTERED POST 
UNION CALCULATOR SHOP 
Union Shopping Centre 
Monday - Thursday 9.00 a.m. to 7 p.m, 
Friday 9.00 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Telephone 71-1611 
or 70-9817 
Sanyo 
SANYO 
C2 2I71 
A POWERFUL 
SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR 
AT A VERY ATTRACTIVE PRICE 
SANYO 
CX8105 
* memory 
* change sign key 
* percentage 
* square root 
* constant 
An important aid in 
statistical courses. 
SANYO 
CX8020 
He constant 
* floating decimal 
* percentage 
* battery saving key 
AND AN EXTRA SPECIAL 
SOON TO BE RELEASED: 
SANYO. 
CZ 8124 
8 digit display 
trigonometrical functions 
scientiflc notation 
PRICE: $77.00 
ATTHE UNION CALCULATOR SHOP 
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THI CITY 
RESIDENT ACTION GROUPS 
The last few years have seen a basic 
change in the power structure of the city 
as an institution. This change whilst 
small at first is rapidly growing in stren-
gth. If the movement creating it is suc-
cessful, authorities wilt be forced to take 
an entirely new attitude to how planning 
decisions are made and more generally 
towards the social needs of people in 
the cities. 
This change is due to the increasing-
ly vocal way people present their greiv-
ances and their determination to do mo-
re than passively send letters and deput-
ations. The formation of local Resident 
Action Groups (R.A.G. s) has taken pla-
ce in most suburbs after this form of or-
ganisation showed just how successful 
it could be. ' 
At first many of the groups formed 
around specific issues such as freeways, 
alienation of parkland or over develop-
ment of pleasant residential areas. As 
time went on and some progress was 
made with the init.al problem, many 
groups saw that by getting the people of 
their area to act together they could ach-
ieve a lot tb overcome the various other 
problems affecting them and make their 
area a more human, socially oriented co-
mmunity. Thus several of the groups for-
med during the floods are now concern-
ing themselves with the problems of 
housewives and the elderly, the lack of 
public transport in their areas and the 
general lack of good planmng in the sou-
th and south western suburbs. People in 
the inner areas are alarmed at the pros-
pect of widespread high rise unit hous-
ing, the web of freeways which threat-
ens to destroy nearly all the inner sub-
urbs and the continual encroachment of 
factories and offices which will complet-
ely change the friendly residential nature 
of these areas. 
Naturally the bureaucracy of the City 
Council and State Government have a 
wide variety of tactics that they use to 
stiffle criticism from the victims of their 
plans. Such tactics as keeping plans sec-
ret, delaying projects and going ahead af-
ter the opposition's strength is disipated 
and isolating objectors for special harras-
sment have all worked well when the op-
ponents to a plan are scattered and un-
sure of themselves. However when act-
ing as a group, people find they can re-
sist these pressures and maintain pressure 
on the authorities over a long period of 
time. . ^ .^ 
There are also many positive tactics 
that Resident Action Groups can use to 
achieve their ends. Govemment bodies 
are sensitive to embarrassment and cam-
• paigns directed at exposing the existing 
•Cover photograph of Pioneer Con-
crete Works, Montague Road, West 
End. 
Written and produced by Tom, 
Helen, Robin, Kirk, Paul, Andrew 
and the University Environment 
Group. 
conditions or proposed plans by dramat-
ising them are usually effective. This 
might mean presenting the relevant min-
ister with samples of river pollution or 
letting school kids block the street until 
a pedestrian crossing is provided. What-
ever the situation a direct challenge 
which embarrasses the government is 
usually at least partially successful. 
It is important to recognise the para-
sitic role of the daUy press and tb learn 
how to manipulate it. Whilst the press 
media will generally support the govern-
ment, people generally have a lot of sym-
pathy for what Resident Action Groups 
are doing so the media will cover this. 
However the media will always try to 
distort the issues and for this reason 
most R. A.G. s find one of their main 
concerns is producing their own mater-
ial to explain their viewpoint. In several 
areas this has led to local neNvspapers 
and newshects letterboxed throughout 
an area which not only has kept people 
informed but also sparked off many new 
community activities. . 
In Sydney the Unions have provided 
a great deal of assistance to the R. A.G. s 
for instance by placing "Green Bans" on 
contested projects. Whilst the Unions in 
Queensland have not gone this far they 
are sympathetic and willing to work clo-
sely with these groups. 
Resident Action Groups will continue 
to nourish and consolidate as people feel 
more and more confident and determin-
ed to make their local environment a 
more human one. They reflect the wide-
ly felt desire to inject more sense of com-
munity and personal relationships into 
our lives dehumanished by work tension 
and television. 
The ultimate impact they will have on 
the ways decisions are made in the plan-
ning process has yet to be fuUy appreci-
ated Critics of R. A.G. s are being too has-
ty when they judge them on their initial 
successes and failures. 
PEOPLE NEED 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
Our cities have been built and devel-
oped to serve the needs of industry and 
secondarily the people who live in them. 
They consist of areas of specialised land 
use, residential suburbs, business distr-
icts and industrial zones. In order for 
them to work they need plentiful trans-
port and for the last twenty years plan-
ners have more and more relied on one 
form of transport, the motor car. 
The environmental crimes of the car 
are by now abundantly clear. The fact 
that public transport was degraded so 
much in the interests of the car is a tri-
bute to the shortsightedness of politici-
ans and the power of the private busin-
ess lobbies. It is becoming clear that in 
order to preserve at least some human va-
lues in city Hfe something is going to be 
needed to allow people to lead full and 
varied lives, taking advantage of the city's 
amenities without strangling the city in 
the process. As a first step something 
must be done to drastically upgrade the 
standard of Public Transport. There are 
many ways this can be done and not all 
of them involve large amounts of capital. 
Obviously the first thing is to provide fre-
quent service that is both comfortable 
and convenient and thus encourage peo-
ple to leave their expensive cars at home. 
Not that car owners are the only peo-
ple one is trying to provide service for. 
In frfct only 607B of people own cars. 
Many people are too old, young, sick or 
not legally entitled to drive. Also many 
people hate driving on our dangerous 
roads whilst few families can afford to 
operate two cars. Thus if the husband 
drives to work the wife remains house-
bound with the children. 
However, a great deal can be done 
just be changing priorities, and pass-
ing new laws. For instance, the prov-
ision of one lane on m j^or roads sole-
ly for the use of taxis and buses will 
slow down a few cars but means a 
great number of buses, each carrying 
80 people can get to their destinations 
faster. Coordinating tickets and time-
tables to between buses ferries and 
trains and making interchanging easy 
reduces the need for platform staff, 
etc. and makes the system more effi-
cient. So too does unifying the fare 
at a normal amount, say 1 Oc or 20c 
a trip aiid collecting this automatic-
aUy. 
The important thing is to relise 
that each method of transport has its 
strong points. Cars are suited for ran-
dom social acitivity, e.g. visiting fri-
ends and in fact everywhere in Bris-
bane is on a road. Trains are suited 
to carrying large numbers of people 
into a particular centre, shopping cen-
tre business district etc., where it is 
too difficult to have thousands of 
cars without destroying the nature 
of the area. Buses are suited to servi-
cing less concentrated centres, prov-
iding linking services around the sub-
urbs, collecting people and taking 
them to railway stations and servi-
cing areas that politicans have been 
too short sighted to provide a rail 
link to. 
The important thing for Brisbane 
is that our lame duck system be revi-
talised with a reasonable level of ser-
vice, say 15 minute service to most 
suburbs at least and the mis-manage-
ment of the last ten years be made 
good. 
EARTH'S SUNSCREEN IS ROTTING AWAY 
Ozone, the fragile shell of gas that helps shield the ear-
th from lethal doses of ultraviolet solar radioalion, may 
be the latest on the list of victims of man's carelessness. 
The cause of (his destruction is the innocuous spray can. 
The problem centres around a group of chemicals cal-
led halmethancs which arc used as propellants in spray 
cans, .\n estimated three billion spray cans were used in 
the United Stales alone, last year spewing out everything 
from hairspray to paint to deodorant. 
Once released into the atmosphere, these clouds of che-
micals rise up through the lower level ofthe atmosphere, 
Ihc troposphere, and settle In the stratosphere, the next 
layer of gases that begins about seven miles above the ear-
th's surface. Chemically inert up until thalpoint, the halo-
mclhuncs cause a breakdown in the ozone in the stratos-
phere. 
According to Drs Frank S. Rowland and Mario J. Molinc 
two physical chemists from the University of California, 
a dcstruclivc chain reaction is triggered by ultraviolet light. 
Chlorine atoms liberated from the halomethancs then at-
tack ozone molecules and break them down. 
At the present rale of aerosol usage, Rowland and Mol-
inc cstiniulc us much as seven percent of the stratosphere's 
o/onc supply will be depleted by 1995. They say between 
one and two percent of the stratosphere's ozone Is already 
gone, cnougli to cause about 10,000 new cases of skin 
cancer a year. (The destruction of the ozone filler allows 
more ultraviolet rays lo bombard the earth.) 
Other studies have come up with even gloomier predic-
tions. One set of computer calculations drawn up by 
Ralph J. Cicerone and Richard S. Stolarski of the Univer-
sity of Michigan predicted a ten'percent decrease by 1990. 
Using more complicated scls of variables, a computer 
prediction team al Harvard came up wilh six ozonc-dcs-
truct scenarios related to the production growth of halo-
nicthanes. Atmospheric scientists Michael McElroy, Ste-
ven Wofsy and Nien Dak Syze had no good news lo offer. 
At Ihc very least, say the Harvard researchers, there could 
be a three percent decrease in ozone by 1990 or as much 
as a 40 percent decrease by 2014 given the worst mix of 
variables. 
Even if all use of aerosols were stopped immcdialcly, 
Dr Rowland says, because of the slow upward diffusion 
of these chemicals through the atmosphere, the residual 
effects could last as long as 100 years. 
Out of concern for this problem, Ihe National Academy 
of Sciences has appointed a five man commitiee to study 
the aerosol danger and it has also drawn the attention of 
the American Chemical Society and the Manufacturing 
Chemists Association. 
On the heels ofall this comes another announcement 
by the Defense Deparlment which estimates that between 
50 to 75 percent of the ozone over Ihc earth's temperate 
zone would be destroyed in the event of an all-out nuc-
lear war between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. This 
would reduce the ozone content lo what now exists over 
tropical regions of the earth. Pentagon officials say, but 
would noi endanger all life on earth. 
\ 
ozone 
Since Ihe earth has never been stripped of this sun fil-
ler, it is impossibleto say definilely what would happen 
wilh it gone. According to some scientific guesswork, 
more incoming ultraviolet radiation could heat up the at-
mosphere, making ^ oba! climatic changes and could also 
destroy or damage plants or microscopic organisms valu-
able for producing oxygen. D 
parks 
The parks in Brisbane have become the subject of a con-
troversy in recent months because of the alienation of sev-
eral parks for use as sporting grounds, as siles for buildings 
and roads and as subdivision sites. One prominent aspect 
of the conflict has been the polarisation that has develop-
ed between sporting bodies and groups of local residents. 
Consequently the Queensland Conservation Council is con-
ducting a survey on Brisbane's parks and has published 
sonK interim results. Of the S89 open space areas surveyed, 
these were divided into three categories: 
A. useable parks - accessible to the general public 
B. non-uscable parks - not readily accessible to the 
general public 
C. sporting areas - fenced off 
A small number of areas fell inlo calegory A, with lar-
ger numbers going into categories B and C. The term 'op-
en space' area is used by planners instead of "park" which 
is used by the average person. 
Tlie Brisbane parks surveyed are generally -
1. of low quality 
2. flat, 
3. lacking In trees, 
4. lacking in equipment for children to use 
5. possess . reasonable sporting facilities 
There has been an increase in open space area since 
the BCC Labor admuiistration was elected to office, 
but the growth rate has only just kept pace with the popu-
lation growth rate. Moreover, most of the open space areas 
added fall into the not really useable category because of 
their location. The location of parks Is as important as the 
acreage If they are to be of real benefit to. the people of 
Brisbane. After al], planning Is supposedly carried out as 
a service to citizens. 
Many areas of parkland that are not very useable at pre 
sent have great potential for future use. With some plan-
ning, bushland parks can be used as educational nature 
study areas. A good example of such an area which is quite 
close to the city Is Mt Coot-tha. Such areas can perform 
various useful functions if the planners allow it. Wildlife 
preservation in near city areas is aided by retaining 
stands of natural vegetation as homes for native birds and 
ma»umals. Flash flooding problems can be avoided by not 
touching steep wooded slopes, the clearing of which would 
result In Incic.sd runoff from storms. 
The purpose oi parks is basically to provide some relief 
from the surrounding urban and industrial areas. The uses 
of parks are as many and varied as the people who use 
these areas. Some people like to go for quiet walks among 
trees and grass while others wish to ride bicycles, walk the 
dog, play a game of touch football or do other relaxing 
acllvities. 
The largest group of users of parklands falls into the 
6 to 10 years age group. The conflict v^ ith sporting bodies 
generally involves the higher level of park development.re-
quired to cater for competitive sports e.g. the construction 
of fences and large buildings since sporting bodies require 
headquarters to act as a focal point for their activities. 
Brisbane has good sporting facilities when compared 
lo the southem cities. At present approxunately 336 ac-
res of Brisbane parkland is fenced off for use as sports 
fields for competitive sports. Unfortunately larger areas 
tlian are actually required are often fenced off or the 
remaining linfenced area is too small to be of any real 
use to the people not involved in competitive sport. 
A document which affects the future integrity of Bris-
bane's parks is the new town plan presently on display in 
the City Hall basement. Tlie town plan divides parkland 
into 2 caiegories. 
A. existing or proposed open space areas. 
B. sports and recreation areas. 
If Ihe plan is accepted by' the aldermen in its present 
state, the uses of categoiy A land will be - existing or 
proposed open space, caretakers fials, forestries and 
parks, educational establishments, underground car parks, 
municipal purposes, etc. 
Category B land will have these uses plus the additional 
ones of sports and recreation. The various bodies involved 
e.g. the education department will be able to alienate 
parkland for their own uses without requiring council 
permission and without giving prior notice to tlie people 
of Brisbane. Is this what we want? 
What is a municipal purpose? It is anything that tlic 
council may care to define it as. 
There is still time left to save Brisbane's parks 
If you care, lodge objections to the town plan now before 
the rl^t to object Is taken from you. 
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bikes trains 
Bicycles are now being recognised not 
only as a source of pleasure but also as 
a type of alternative transport. Cycling 
to work is becoming popular, people are 
finding that in peak hour traffic often 
they can travel faster than the cars cau-
ght in a traffic jam. 
The initial capital outlay for a new bi-
cycle is 2 to 5% of the capital outlay for 
a car, and the operating cost of a bicyc-
le is negligible. Most repairs can be made 
by the owner, and those main parts 
which will wear out may be replaced 
cheaply. 
Bicycles do have some disadvantages, 
they are not suitable for seriously crip-
pled people, very old people or sick peo-
ple. In traffic they may be slightly dan-
gerous because of car doors being open-
ed and driven do not realize that bicyc-
les can travel reasonably fast but may 
not be able to stop quickly. Cycles are 
easily stolen and when parked in the 
city should be chained and padlocked. 
Environmentally the bicycle is the 
soundest form of transport. Because of 
the size and speed of bicycles many can 
fit onto a road safely. Regarding park-
ing, forty bicycles will fill the space re-
quired by two cars, so fewer and smal-
ler parking areas are required. The bicyc-
le is not pollution free in its manufacture 
but the number of cycles which can be 
made from the materials in one car mak-
es the bicycles quite acceptable, especi-
ally since the noise is negligible and the 
bicycle produces no emissions of air pol-
lutants. 
A new method of improving the tran-
sport system of suburbs is Bicycle-isati-
ion. Bicycle-ised planning deters through 
traffic by creating cul-de-sacs and block-
ing streets. It promotes the use of bicyc-
les and public transport by having bicy-
cle routes which are totally free from 
fast moving traffic leading to key pub-
lic transport pick up points. The idea is 
designed around the fact that mass bic-
ycling can increase the area of Railway 
Station coverage ninefold relative to wal-
king" All that is required to slowly make 
this alternative system widely used are 
safe, secure storage placed for bicycles 
at key bus and train stations, and places 
of public use. The only traffic for the 
cyclist to contend with are a few resid-
ential cars limited to 29 kmh (18 mph). 
So in a bicycle-ised scheme bikes are ban-
,ned on car arterial roads, and cars are 
restricted to 29 kmh on bicycle arterials 
and residential streets. 
As a straight transport vehicle, the bi-
cycle is efficient in its use of road space. 
In Paul Ritter's book. Planning for Man 
and Motor there is a chart showing the 
maximum capacity of a 3 metre wide 
traffic lane in a busy city centre road. 
This lane would carry only 1,200 per-
sons per hour by car, but 5,400 persons 
per hour using bicycles. A freeway of 
3.5 metres wide can only move 2,000 
cars per hour at optimum speed. 
The only problem that most people 
think of conceming bicycles is hills, but 
these are no problem really as bikes are 
available with from three to ten or more 
gears. For those who consider cycling 
too energetic there are cycles available 
with very small motors, they have a very 
low petrol consumption and only have 
to be pedalled when starting off and cli-
mbing hills. _ a 
There is no need to convince anyone 
in Brisbane who uses the railway sy.stem 
of its inadequacy. As Ihe political squa-
bile continues between Gough Whitlam 
and Joh Bjelke-Petersen the railways con-
tinue to degenerate, nothing is being done. 
At the moinent 12,000 people com-
mute daily to their work in Brisbane by 
rail These people deserve ten points for 
patience, for continued use of those • • 
crowded, noisy, out of date carriages. 
Why can't they have the decency to add 
a few extra trains during peak hours. The 
government claims this is because the li-
nes are already carrying the maximum, 
safe number of trains; but the figures show 
differently if you work them out. For ex-
ample, the Shomcliffe line could carry 
at least 3 extra trains during peak hours. 
The real reason secins to be the shortage 
of carriages. While hundreds of new coal 
wagons have been commissioned in the 
last few years no new passenger carriages 
have been ordered for t6 years. 
Some of "mner Brisbane has access to 
trains but no work is going on to extend 
the system to serve the never and outer 
suburbs before these become too heavily 
developed for routes to be available. Plans 
have been approved to start electrifying 
the mainVme Irom TJarra to Perny Grove 
and to build an essential bridge to con-
nect the northern suburban system at 
Roma Street, to South Brisbane station 
and southem lines. However as these pro-
jects were approved in 1959, it is more a 
case of necessity finally being recognis-
ed rather than an enlightened attitude to 
public transport on the part of the state 
govemment. 
Efficient, comfortable public trans-
port is possible within Queensland pro-
vided enough people are prepared to act. 
The failure of the govemment to recog-
nize the gross inadequacies of freeway 
construction, as demonstrated overseas 
will only result in compounding of the 
present problems. 
Public tranport is the only answer!! 
Provision of a flexible economic, socially 
desirable system of transportation can 
be obtained by imporving and coordina-
ting the present system. 
Electrification of railways, extending 
and upgrading services, as well as com-
fortable carriages with improved ticket 
handhng are esjKntial (The lastest edi-
tion of caniages for suburban Brisbane 
trains was ordered in 1959.) Provision 
of carparks and bicycle parks at railway 
stations, with coordinated bus services 
and single fare for bus-train joumeys 
will be a major step in the improvement 
of Brisbane's public transport. 
Railways provide the necessary mass-
commuting of workers during peak hours. 
A freeway designed to carry up to 12,000 
vehicles per hour (approximalely 16,000 
people per hour in private cats) will need 
to be between 200 and 500 feet wide al-
lowing space between it and houses. A 
double railway track will convey at least 
three times this number in a much narro-
wer reservation. The cost of one mile of 
freeway (S16 - S30 million a mile) could 
alternatively provide 23 modem trains 
or no fewer than 640 modern buses 
(National Times, 25/9/72). 
Modem, fast, public rail transport is 
economically sound, produces less pollu-
tion, and consumes fewer energy resour-
ces. U is therefore, essential for efficient 
transport within the city. 
buses 
On Saturday, 22nd March, yet ano-
Iher 55 bus services were cut, what has 
happened to our bus service? These ser-
vice cuts follow a series of similar but 
smaUer cuts. Did you know that al pre-
sent Brisbane has approximately SOO 
buses in service as compared to just on 
700 in 1969 when the tram services were 
ceased. The population of Brisbane at 
that stage was approximately 750,000 
and today, 6 years later, the population 
is approximately 860,000. Roughly, ser-
vices have been cut by thirty percent. 
Buses are economical with fuel, a die-
sel bus travels fourteen miles per gallon, 
this is a lower consumption than some 
bigger cars. The capacity of a bus is 82 
passengers while that of a big car is ap-
proximately six, but cars usually travel 
with an average 1.75 passengers per car. 
The diesel engine produces fumes which 
are non-poisonous to the human body 
unlike the fumes of the petrol engine of 
cars. So by using a bus you reduce road 
congestion which helps the bus to travel 
faster, and you also save polluting the 
atmosphere with dangerous emissions. 
At present our Public Transport Sys-
tem is very well laid out; studies over-
seas have indicated that the maximum 
distance people are prepared to walk is 
500 metres. Even though it is a well laid 
out system the services are so inadequate 
that people cannot rely on them. Conse-
quently services do not meet people's 
needs and they will not use them. 
A report by Duns and Gibbings con-
sidered that the present low parking 
charges and inadequate bus and train ex-
press services are the main reasons why 
so many people drive their cars to work 
in the central city area. The report show-
ed that if all Public Transport fares were 
5c, parking charges in the central city 
area were doubled, and air-conditioned 
Public Transport services were provided 
about half the people now going lo work 
by car would switch to Public Transport. 
A faster bus service during peak hours 
would be appreciated by most people, 
buses now arc slowed down by car-caus-
ed traffic congestion. A solution to this 
is the creation of bus-lanes and right-of 
way for buses. A faster, more comfort-
able, more convenient bus service will 
gain greater patronage and may break 
the vicious circle of increased fares, de-
creased patronage, decreased services. D 
6urw£po 
1959 1965 
AMPOL establishes first oil refinery ^^^^^^ ''""''=' ^™"'' "'' ''^"""y 
Electrification of trains shelved. Diesel 
burning locomotives introduced. 
Trams (electric) scrapped. S600 million 
to be spent on freeway to boost the 
private car (petrol driven). 
The Premier (Mr Bjelke-Petersen) denies any deals were done over getting two 
oil companies to build refineries in Brisbane. 
1965 - A tram waits for the St Lucia 
Ferry. 
trams ferries 
It is only ten years since Brisbane had 
a fairly widespread and very frequent pu-
blic transport service in its middle and in-
ner suburbs. The trams system was very 
regular and despite being very cheap they 
made a profit for every year they operat-
ed. Since they were scrapped at the sug-
gestion of freeway planners Wilbur Smith 
& Associates, the council buses have made 
losses each year. 
The rationale for getting rid of trams 
was that they got in the way of cars. In 
fact the reverse applied, the main delay 
to the tens of thousands of tram users 
was the congestion created by the priv-
ate motorists. Instead of scrapping them 
"the govemment should have reserved more 
right of way solely for trams, bought new 
vehicles that were air conditioned, com-
fortable and operated with automatic 
ticket machines. 
( Modern tram systems are being in-
stalled in many overseas cities as they 
are cheap, carry large volumes of traff-
ic and easily laid down on existing align-
ments and where necessary raised above 
city streets on pylons. ' 
Brisbane is cut in half by the river. 
This not only means that many ways 
for passengers to cross it are required, 
but also that an excellent chance is pro-
vided fora quick, clean and very intere-
sting form of transport through the ci-
ty. 
With new, fast ferries or hydrofoils 
(as used in Sydney) an excellent service 
could be provided. For down river areas 
the time to reach the city could be far 
less than taken by either car or other pu-
blic transport (Such river transport sys-
tems arc widely and effectively used ov-
erseas.). 
The only operator (Golden Mile Fer-
ries) is convinced that such a service 
would be successful (i.e. make a profit) 
and wants to extend its services, The city 
council, however, refuses to let their ex-
isting jettys be used and a private opera-
tor cannot afford the capital costs invol-
ved. Nor will the city council or the state 
govemment provide this service themsel-
ves, rather both persist in denying this 
service to the people of Brisbane. 
RESIDENT ACTION GROUPS 
THE NEW TOWN PLAN 
The new town plan recently placed on show was des-
cribed in the press as "Ihe result of fifteen years work" 
and "an inspiring document". However even a casual stu-
dy reveals it has very crucial faults and In many aireas it 
falls to avoid ihc creation of future problems. 
Objections to il must be lodged by 29 April so it is 
very importanl everyone studies what is going to happen 
in their area and consider whal effect the changes will 
have on their life and to take some action over ii soon. 
The town plan should be displayed at all large suburb-
an shopping centres and the council should make efforis 
lo ensure that the public is aware of the existence of the 
plan and understands ils implications. This should be done 
if the council is seriously planning Brisbane for the people 
of Brisbane. 
The only hope remaining regarding the plan is that it 
has noi ycl been accepted by the council aidcrnx:n. Tiiese 
men, who, incidenlally, played no part in ihc formulat-
ion of the plan have merely received il so thai il may go 
on display. 
workshoDS 
BICYCLES 
Lobby for bikeways al the next elections. 
Tltc advaiUages of bikeways arc numerous. Tliey pro-
vide a safe area for people lo ride iheir bicycles on, peo-
ple of all ages and types (and in Brisbane, especially sch-
ool children) can benefit from bikeways. 
Ring or write to: your local councillor and stale and 
federal member of parlianient about getting bikeways in-
corporated in your local road scheme. 
If you own a bike: use it! as often as possible. 
Bring it along to the bicycle rally al 
9.30 a.m. in Ihe Roma Street Forum, Saturday 19 April. 
iKing organised for National Transport week by ihe Public 
Transport Action Group. 
URANIUM MINING 
Write to: MrA.Vaughan 
G.P.O. Box 1409 
Brisbane. Q. 4001. 
slating your support for the ban proposal for uranium mi-
ning and nuclear energy plants in Auslralia. 
In Melbourne. Fnends of the Earth, an international co-
nscrviiiion body is campaigning for the uranium ban. Their 
address is; 
Friends of the Earth, 
59 MacArlhur Place South, 
Carlton, Vic, 3053. 
Phone:. 347 6630 
PARKS 
The new Brisbane town plan is a seri-
ous threat to the parks of Brisbane. (See 
parks story p. ) 
Object now! before it is too late to 
lodge your objections to the Brisbane 
town plan. 
For ony further information on parks 
and the groups fighting for Ihem, contact: 
Jolyon Parslow 
c/- Queensland Conservation Council 
99 Mary St, 
City, 4000 
Phone: 21 0188 or 21 0330. 
AIR POLLUTION 
Air pollution directly affects you, your way oflife 
and your family. 
In the inner cily, cars arc a major source of air pollu-
tion. Use a car as little as possible and, if for any reason 
you really have to use your car, then the damage il does 
can be lessened if you: 
- Avoid excessive use of the choke, hard accelleration, 
and unnecessary reving of the engine. 
- Don'l let your car idle for long periods - switch off 
the engine in traffic delays and when parking lemporarity, 
- Keep your car well tuned, with clean oil, air filters 
and ignition 
7 Have a crankcasc emission control device fitted to 
your car - your garage will advise you 
- And finally, when buying a car be conscienliousab-
out the pollution emission levels of different makes and 
models. 
Buljmba Creek Environmental Society 
Wai Bernstein, 206 Lytton Road, Hemmant. 
The recently approved ports plan has put a great doubl 
on the continued viability ofthis area, noxious indust-
ries and freight facilities will be developed in an area 
where many people live. 
Cribb Island Preservation Committee 
G. Collings, 105 Elmslte Street, Cribb Island 
The entire community of Cribb Island (200 homes) will 
be demolished to make way for a runway extension to 
Brisbane airport. 
Brisbane Freeway Protest & Compensation Committee 
A. Herington, 15 Markwell Sfreet, Bowen Hills 
Neariy 10,000 homes are threatened by Brisbane's free-
way system. Considerable success has been had in slow-
ing and stopping the advance of the Northern freeway 
througli Bowen Hills, 
Rocklea Development Association 
Despite the fact that nearly 1000 people live there 
Rocklea has been developed as a wasteland of truck-
yards and warehouses. 
Oxley Creek Environment Group / 
D. Bellingham 
Much investigative work has been done tracking down 
the polluters of Oxley Creek (abattoirs and factories). 
This year a government grant was given to enable the 
work to be more thorough. 
Gap Quanry Protest Committee 
M Hcrriol, Moggill Road, The Gap 
Opposed to the continued quarry operations in a resi-
dential area. These quarries are to be greatly increased 
in area under the new town plan. 
Bardon Parks Committee 
Partly successful in their campaign to save Bowman 
Park but the continual erosion of parks goes on. 
Keep Sandgate Beautiful Committee 
Freda Shaw, 588 Flinders Parade, Sandgate. 
Indooroopilly Residents Action Group 
Mr Healy, 11 Isles Road, Indooroopilly 
Freeway Extensions, irrational zoning and overdevelop-
Be sparing with your use of elcclricity. If you are build ment all threaten the residential nature of Indooroopilly. 
mg a house, have il insulated to reduce the need for arti-
ficial means of heating and cooling, thus minimizing fuel 
consumption and subsequent air pollution. 
When burning rubbish, burn as little as possible and be 
careful about what you do burn, as some substances emit 
toxic fumes when burnt. Never burn in the evening or 
early riiorningoh calm days -- smog is ofien formed, und-
er this condition. 
Windsor Flood Action Committee 
Brian Johansen, Northam Street, Windsor. 
St Lucia Community Association . 
Central Avenue, St Lucia, 71 3129 
Southern Suburbs Transport Committee 
And finally, all serious cases of air pollution and enqu- Mrs Hunter, 63 Tramorc Sl, Rocklea 
iries should be reported to: 
Air Pollution Control Council 
484 Adelaide St., 
Brisbane, Q. 4000 
Phone: 24 5612 or 24 5520 
TRAINS, BUSES AND FERRIES 
About trains, buses and ferries! 
Coniacl your local councillor about improved conditi-
ons in which ever inleresl you. 
Ask him lo see about improving the services and use 
public transport whenever possible. 
If you want to do more contact the 
Public Transport Action Group 
P.O. Box 82 
Paddington, Q. 4064. 
and offer your help and support. 
The scandal about the slate of public transport in Bris-
bane particularly south ofthe river, is not new. Now 
there is a strong group of people fighting to change 
the silualion. 
Norman Park Freeway Protest Committee 
T. Wixled, 16 Dickens Sl, Norman Park 
This groups is opposed to the central freeway and the 
destruction of 700 homes. They also have researched 
into the political dealing done over urban isssues in 
Brisbane. 
"Kurilpa 5" 
Local group interested in eommumly activity in West 
End - Kurilpa 
^0r.JtiCXBS'»'^^'^ 
OTHER ORGANISATIONS 
' PubUc Tranport Action Group 
P.O. Box 82, Paddington 
Meet Wednesday nights, 109 Edward St, City 21 0987. 
Planning Action Group 
^ cf- Bill Michaels, Uni. of Qld. Union 
Town Planning and urban environment study group. 
Qv»ensland Conservation Council 
99 Mary St, City. 21 0188 
Community Access Vkleo 
109 Edward St,Clty 21 0987 
Free access to videotape equipment for community 
work. 
Community Akl Association 
(Women's House) 18 Cairns St, Red Hill 
Provides advice and assistance for women with prob-
lems. 
Free Learning Centre 
Jessica Mountwinter 
235 Boundary St, West End. 
Friends of the Earth 
P.O. Box 82 Paddington 
Environment Action Group 
c/- Paul Marshall 
A.U.S. Office, Uni of Qld Union 
Black Community Centre {-¥ Born Free Oub) 
19 Fortescue St, Spring Hill, 21 8935 
PEOPLE NEED PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
b rI sba n e's a ir 
Every year Australians pour over 12 
million tonnes of pollutants into the 
atmosphere. Some people would be 
quick to remark that, given our small 
population distributed over large areas, 
this seemingly vast quantity of pollut-
ants becomes negligible. Besides is it 
not "a well known fact" that by com-
parison to the real polluters, such as the 
Americans, each Australian only emits 
relatively small amounts? Both these 
arguments are fallaceous. 
Firstly, the intervening areas betwe-
en settlements have little to do with le-
vels of pollution encountered by most 
individuals. The atmospheres over cit-
ies, which are by far the largest sourc-
es of pollution, roust be considered as 
being self-contained, with released pol-
lutants becoming trapped within a stag-
nant dome of air. Smce Australia is the 
most urbanized country in the worid, 
proportionally more of us encounter 
polluted air than any other people incl-
uding the Americans. Secondly the fact 
is that, per capita, our emissions are 
very close to those in the U.S. where 
the average is also about a tonne per 
year. 
Many people are unaware that the 
m^or source of atmospheric pollutants 
is the motor car, which is responsible 
for about 40% of the total. The bulk of 
this is in the form of carbon monoxide; 
a gas long feared for its insidious and poi-
sonous qualities. 
The number of motor vehicles in Bris-
bane at present is about a quarter of a 
million, or one to every three persons. 
The quantity of petrol consumed every 
day on average is 1.3 gallons per car or 
a total of 300,000 gallons for the city.. 
The amounts of poUutatns released into 
Brisbane's atmosphere from this is app-
roximately as follows: 
Pollutant Weight in Kilograms 
carbon monoxide 360,000 
hydrocarbon 36,000 
ojcides of nitrogen 12,000 
oxides of sulphur 900 
lead 650 
other 1,000 
While highly poisonous carbon mon-
oxide is colourless and odouriess and fre-
quently escapes notice. Any adverse he-
alth effects are not easily identifiable, 
although in places such as New York a-
cute poisoning, especially of traffic, pol-
icemen (leading to the term "the traf-
fie cop syndrome") has been observed. 
Little evidence is available to identify 
the extent of systematic poisoning of 
people frequently exposed to lesser le-
vels, but overseas reports have suggest-
ed that daily average concentrations of 
10 ppm (parts per million) increase de-
ath rates of hospitalized heart patients. 
World Health Organization goals are 
set at maximum levels of 10 p.p.m. for 
8 hour duration and 40 p.p.m. for one 
hour exposure. In Brisbane, measure-
ments by the Air Pollution Control Cou-
ncil in the least busy section of Adelaide 
Street have recorded concentrations at 
a height of 3 metres in excess of .17 ppm 
for 8 hour periods and 26 for a single 
hour. One wonders what concentrations 
are actually reached at face levels below 
2 metres (especially those of babies in 
prams!) on Fridays in the busier parts 
during peak traffic. 
Oxides of nitrogen in high concentra-
tions over 150 ppm are believed to 
cause lung tissue damage depending up-
on exposure time, but much lower lev-
els (as little as 1 ppm for 8 hours) have 
been observed to inhibit plant growth. 
Brisbane peak traffic concentrations of 
nitrogen dioxide have reached levels in « 
excess of 300 ppm and concem has 
been expressed by the Ah Pollution Con-
trol Council over this (and carbon mono-
xide emission) to the State Pariiament. 
More serious still is the combination 
of oxides of nitrogen with carbohydra-
tes, which in the presence of sunlight 
cause photochemical smog. The chem-
ical reactions involved are extremely 
complex, but the end products are much 
more toxic than the sum of the indivi-
dual components (the process is referr-
ed to as synergism). In Los Angeles, visi-
bility has been drastically reduced and 
clear sky is rarely to be seen, A large 
variety of tissue damage both to plant 
and animal life has been reported, inclu-
ding eye and throat irritation, and incre-
ased respiratory diseases in humans. 
Sydney has also seen the entrench-
ment of this problem, and since the in-
cidence of smog is closely related to pe-
trol consumption, growing Brisbane 
with the current lack of emissions regu-
lations is bound to experience similar 
events in the future. In fact, evidence 
of photochemical formation has already 
been found here. This relatively eariy 
appearance of smog in Brisbane can be 
largely attributed to her abundance of 
sunshuie. Thus the capital city of the 
"Sunshine State" may well find her 
chief climatic asset the least desirable 
of all m the future. Several authorities 
have expressed the fear that Brisbane 
may have the largest air poUution pot-
ential of all large cities in Australia. 
According to a number of historians, 
the lead utensils and water pipes of an-
cient Rome greatly contributed to the 
decline of that culture. Lead is known 
to cause metabolic and nervous disord-
ers, mental retardation and ultimately 
death. Yet despite this lesson of histo-
ry, the Australian motorists* gain of 
that magical "performance" beloved by 
motoring magazines and salesmen, still 
threatens the health of urban dwellers. 
A recent survey in the small city of Ho-
bart has produced evidence that school-
children near major roads have accumu-
lated dangerously high levels of lead in 
their bodies, and possibly already there 
has been increased headaches and fati-
gue. What effects have taken place in 
the much larger cities, such as Brisbane, 
is totally unknown. 
Strict legislation to control lead em-
issions now exists in the United States 
and United Kingdom, but Australian 
laws lag far behind. The problem app-
ears to be the usual one of economics, 
which indicates that petrol with other 
non-toxic additives, or of higher grade, 
would cost about 3 cents more per gal-
lon. This seems a small amount to pay 
in comparison to the total price. Alter-
natively, perhaps a piiblic acceptance 
of lowered performance could be ach-
ieved with an educational campaign to 
enlighten upon the dangers of lead and 
to introduce laws to discourage the 
quest for maximum acceleration and 
speed. Whatever way, some cost is un-
avoidable. 
As in many other spheres of Austra-
lian enterprise, particularly in Queens-
land, the control of motor car emissions, 
is complicated by the Federal-State go-
vernment struggles for power. Obvious-
ly legislation must be designed to red-
uce pollution at all stages of car design 
and usage. At present, there are effect-
ively no enforcable laws in Queensland. 
The police are responsible for many as-
pects of motor car emissions, but there 
are no set standards nor serious attempts 
to monitor or control the operation of 
vehicles. Several immediate steps should 
be taken, including the establishment of 
Australia wide air quality standards, ado-
ption of common test procedures and 
desfen rules, setting up of enforcing aut-
horities with effective legal powers, and 
the provision of adequate funds for re-
search into all aspects of emission cont-
rols. 
It should be recognized, however, 
that despite the best possible anti-pol-
lution measures, if unchecked, the gro-
wth of the private motor car population 
with nuUify the gains made in atmos-
pheric quality. In other words, the in-
creased use of public transport must be 
regarded as essential and taken out of 
the context of political philosophy. 
Ah well, will sigh the environment-
alist, it is ail a matter of time anyway, 
since petrol reserves will be exhausted 
within two generations. Yes, but those 
two generations could become very un-
pleasant in sunny Brisbane! D 
heavy metals 
There are about two dozen metals that are highly tox-
ic to plants and animals. Among tlie most toxic, persist-
ent and abundant in the environment arc mercury, lead, 
cadmium, and nickel. These metals are biologically accu-
mulated in the bodies of organisms (often up to several 
thousand times that in the environment), remain for long 
periods of time, and function as cumulative poisons. Their 
toxic.effects are often played down by governments who 
are generally more concerned about the industries profits 
than the peoples welfare. It is often difficult to prove 
that a specific medical condition is due to sub-lethal ef-
fects of heavy metals, it is virtually impossible lo point 
to the source of the pollution - hence no-one can be bla-
med. 
MERCURY 
Elemental mercury and most compounds of mercury 
arc protoplasmic poisons and therefore may be lethal to 
all forms of living matter. In general, the organic mercury 
compounds (especially metliyl-mercury) are more toxic 
than mercury vapour or the inorganic compounds. Even 
small amounts of mercury vapour or many mercury com-
pounds can produce mercury intoxication when inhaled 
or ingested by man. Acute mercury poisoning can be fa-
tal or can produce permanent damage to the brain and 
nervous system as observed as a result of the Minamata 
Bay incident in Japan. In smaller doses it may cause foe-
tal abnormalities. 
Mercuiy is readjly absorbed through any mucous me-
mbrance (e.g. mouth, lungs, stomach) and will even pass 
through unbroken skin. Methyl-mercury, one of the most 
toxic of the mercury compounds, is produced in sedim-
ents and mud packs through the action of anaerobic bac-
teria on mercuiy. It is very readily absorbed into the body, 
tlirougli mucus membrane and skin. 
Industry and agriculture are the major sources. Mer-
cury is used as a catalyst in the making of PVC plastics, 
in the-paper pulp industries, in laundries to prevent mold 
growth, as a seed dressing to prcvenl fungal attacks and 
in electrical systems. 
Worid produclion of mercury in 1968 was 9,000 ton- NICKEL 
nes. 
LEAD 
Lead and lead compounds owe their toxicity to their 
effect on the nervous system. Gassical lead poisoning re-
sults in permanent brain damage; sub-lethal doses are kno-
wn to cause shortened life span. 
Probably the major source of lead is Ihc atmosphere, 
chiefly the extremely toxic tetra-ethyl lead which is used 
as an anti-knock in petrol engines. This is emitted from 
car exhausts and has resulted in intense widespread pol-
lution from lead. 
- Large cities have atmospheric lead levels 10,000 x 
natural levels 
- People living in cities have iwicc Ihe levels of lead 
in their system as people in isolated mountain areas. 
- People living close to freeways have 50% more lead 
in their system as people not living near freeways. 
The levels of lead accpeted as "safe" by the govern-
ment is far too high for comfort. Experiments have pro-
ven that animals show brain and spinal damage at levels 
similar to those of current human exposure. 
Major sources of lead are: - tetra-ethyl lead from cars, 
lead arsenate insecticides, smelting, battery production, 
and use in weights, bottets,etc. 
CADMIUM 
Cadmium is probably the most insidious ofall the hea-
vy metals and has many toxic effects. If swallowed, it 
causes violent vomiting and if inhaled severe lung irritation. 
Ingestion causes immediate damage to the kidney, dis-
ruption of enzyme systems, damage to the central nerv-
ous system, and anaemia. Larger doses can cause compl-
ete loss of sexual fertility or potency. 
Major sources of cadmium arc from the fiy dust of 
smelting plants. Industry, and as a containincnt in the 
zinc coating used to produce galvanized iron for roofing. 
World production of cadmium in 1968 was 14,000 
tonnes. 
Nickel and nickel compounds are also highly toxic to 
animals and plants. In addilion to ihis however, nickel 
dusl also causes lung and nose cancer. A lesser, though 
slill important effect of nickel is an irritation known as 
nickel dermatitus. Yet the Queensland government does 
not consider nickel important. It will allow the planned 
Yabula Nickel Plant near Townsville lo empty 4 - 5 mil-
lion gallons of contaminated effluent into Halifax Bay. 
The major source of nickel pollution is from industry. 
World production of nickel in 1968 was 480,000 tonnes. 
(Of this, an estimated 70,000 tonnes entered Ihe atmos-
phere). 
Heavy metal pollution is one of the critical problems 
facing the workl today. We are Ihc unwilling participants 
in an experiment of global proportions, the effect of this 
on mankind and Ihe planets ecology can only be guessed 
at - but the visions we see are very frightening. 
MmpfrfforMt 
INTERNATIONAL 
south korea 
- as rotten as the 
most rotten fish 
With South Korea's universities preparing to 
re-open and President Pak Jung Hi's scheme for a pan-
national poHtical system as ephemeral as the consensus he 
said was achieved by last month's referendum, it appears 
that the^present turmoil is likely lo contmue. 
Since 1963, when Pak became President, there has 
hardly been a year free of campus demonstrations. This 
year will be no exception. Tlie reason lies mainly in the 
release from prison of 100 students, whose stories of 
torture by the Korean Central Intelligence Agency appear-
ed to have shattered any prospects of reconciliation. The 
sludenis were arrested early last year and, since their re-
lease have been barred from re-cnrolling at their former 
universities. 
By denying student charges that confessions were ob-
tained through torture. Justice Minister Hwang San Dd<, 
formcriy one of Pak's harshest critics, only worsened 
the prevailing lack of respect for legal authority. 
Education Minister Yoo Kee Chun has ordered all uni-
versities (16) involved to determine case by case if the 
students concerned are "fully repentant for their wrong-
doings" before recommending admission. He also said he 
would consult Hwang on the possibility of granting am-
nesty to any student deserving it. 
However, three private university presidents dispute 
this. They are committed to an open-door policy des-
pite a written warning from Yoo that there will be stiff 
penalties, possibly closure, for such actions. 
In a sense, the students were only symbolic ofa far 
larger problem stemming mostly from Pak's political 
miscalculations since he declared martial law in October 
1972. Even before then, and certainly now, the basic pro-
blem he has tried to solve by political means is largely 
rooted in the economy. As revealed by recent statistics, 
the gap between the average farm family's living expen-
ses and incomes last year was 9% despite an uicrease of 
32.6% in rural family income. There is also a gap between 
the urban living costs and workers' Incomes. 
Wlien Ihe country's guilt-ridden intellectuals and 
Christian clergymen went beyond their normal discon-
tent over the curtailment of personal liberties to attack 
Pak 's economic policies, their moves resulted in last 
spring's crackdown. Pak was thus axacerbated into a poli-
tical fight over what was essentially a host of economic 
inequalities. 
TIic opposition then, as now, focused on the Yushin 
Constitution, mostly because it provided no limit to the 
number of limes Pak could run for re-election and guar-
anteed a rubber-stamp National Assembly. 
Neither the recent referendum, nor his appeal for un-
ity in the face ofa communist threat to overthrow him 
from within or by invasion, have silenced demands for 
the amendment ofthe revitalising reforms constitution. 
Thus, Pak has broached the idea ofa pan-national politi-
cal system, or a supreme national council, without yet 
being specific as to its composition. 
The delails of the new body, according to a source, 
are totally unknown, even by the highest level policy-mak-
ers of his own National Democralic Republican Party. 
There have been rumours in the press since January that 
Pak has also been looking for a replacenient for one of 
his oldest allies, Prime Minister Kim Jong Pil. It is believed 
the most favoured candidate is Kim Sang Hyui, President 
ofthe prestigious Korea University and a man closely lin-
ked lo the liberal academics whom Pak wants to co-opt. 
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On the pretext ofthe south Korean paper fonya Ilbo 
and "Radio Tonya" violating "regulations on coverage" 
the Pak Jung Hi clique not long ago openly resorted to 
force to brutally suppress them. This is another ofthe 
clique's fascist outrages to intensify its cracking down 
on the south Korean people and public opinion as well 
as a new crime of sabotaging the entire Korean people's 
cause of the independent and peaceful unification of 
their fatherland. 
To maintain its shaky reactionary rule, the Pak clkjue 
has issued over. 4,000 reactionary ordinances and set up 
numerous fascist secret service agencies and "extra-ordi-
nary military tribunals" to persecute the south Korean 
people. Last year alone, several thousand people from 
all walks oflife were unwarrantediy arrested and sent-
enced includuig former "president" Yoon Bo Sun. 
The clique dreads the exposure and condemnation of 
its vicious fascist outrages by the south Korean people 
and progressive journalists. It has imposed strict censor-
ship and tiglitly controlled the press and publications 
out of fear of the surging just struggle against dictator-
ship and tyranny that is being waged by patriotic people 
from all sections of society in south Korea. Since 1973, 
nearly 2,000 papers, news agencies and publishing hou-
ses have been banned or closed down and hundreds of 
journalists and newsmen have been arrested and dismis-
sed. However, the clique's atrocities can only further 
bare its vicious features as the enemy of the people. 
With their revolutionary tradition, the south Korean 
people will never bow down to the Pak clique's savage 
rule. Last October, they set off a wave of struggle again-
st dictatorship and for democracy, the third of its kind 
since autumn 1973. This was followed by rallies and de-
monstrations involving more than a thousand people 
from reli^ous circles and many Seoul UniversUy students 
who denounced the Pak clkjue for its criminal acts of 
suppressing the people and sabotaging the peaceful uni-
fication of the fatheriand. They demanded the abolition 
ofthe phoney constitution, guaranteed individual rights 
and release ofall persons under arrest. 
A recent rally by some 400 newsmen and publishers 
strongly condemned the clique's criminal actions of sup-
pressing journalists and voiced their firm determination 
to struggle against the clique to the end. The Pak clique's 
perverse actions, whatever their form, cannot throttle 
the raging struggle of the south Korean people, or save 
it from ruin. • 
"They vrould hang me upside down, 
tie a towel around my mouth and then run water into my 
nostrils. The beating would continue all the time. I was 
half-conscious when they attached electric wires to my 
toes. The shocks jotted my body, and all I can remember 
are my own screams." Na Byung Sik, a 26-year-old history 
student at the University of Seoul, South Korea, was 
among 148 political prisoners released last week by the 
Pak Jung Hi regime. Like doz.ens of others, he risks immed-
iate reimprisonment under South Korea's dictatorial consti-
tution for making public the treatment ho received while in 
jail. Many of those released are taking up the struggle again 
without a break, speaking to public meetings, religious ser-
vices and through the press. About 20,000 people turned 
out February 19 in Wonju, east of Seoul, to welcome back 
Rev. Chi Hak Soun and map plans for renewing the drive 
for democracy. Among the demands of the new democratic 
meetings is the release of the other 35 political prisoners 
still known to be held, including 22 members of the People's 
Revolutionary party for Reunification, who face death sen-
tences. Released prisoner Kim Chi Ha. South Korea's most 
famous living poet and a sharp critic of the regime, told a 
public meeting, 'This government is as rotten as the most 
rotten fish." 
notes 
Zaire 
While some African countries strive to become more 
"modern" - that is. Western - il is good news to learn 
that Zaire has continued its policy ofa "return to auth-
enticity", begun when Mobuto Sese Seko came into 
power in 1965. Zaire has been advertising this policy 
strongly before and since the Ali-Forman fight became 
a hot sports item, promising to bring thousands of 
Blacks to Zaire. TTiis one-time Belgium colony is now 
heavily into using traditional African names and wear-
ing traditional African dress. This does not mean Kin-
shasa, the capital of Zaire, has become a city of huts, 
without any modern-day inventions such as cars. Rath-
er it means there is a deep sense of "Africanness" as 
opposed to "Westernness" in Zaire. . 
The new sleps involve tightening of govemment control 
over foreign corporations, nationalization of certain pro-
perties owned by Zaireans and a new drive on the cultur-
al and political fronts against imperialist and neocolonial-
ist forces, including European missionary establishmenls. 
chile bri tain 
The man charged with implementing "destabilization" 
in Chile is being considered for the post of assistant sec-
retaiy of state for African affairs. He is Nathaniel Davis, 
the former U.S. ambassador to Chile. Davis is due, accord-
ing to Africa News Service, to replace Donald Easum in 
the post. Easum is being ousted reportedly because his 
sympathies for the African liberation movements have 
offended Secretaiy of State Henry Kissinger. 
Davis was the highest U.S. offlcial in Chile and coord-
inated U.S. support for the ouster of the Popular Unity 
government of the late President Salvador AJIende. 
Vatican 
Massimo Spada, a former official of the Cat-
holic Church's central administration, has estimated that 
the Vatican lost $55 miUion in the faUures of two banks 
controlled by Italian financier Michele Sindona. Spada 
also said that Suidona had helped the Vatican sell its 
financial interests in a string of enterprises, including an 
international real estate cornblne whose holdings includ-
ed the Watergate building complex in Wa^lngton. On 
January 31, Federico Alessandrini, the Vatican's chief 
press spokesman, denied reports that Vatican money may 
have been used for foreign currency speculations. 
When the news came through that Britain's Tories had 
elected Margaret Thatcher to the party leadership, Amer-
icans were amazed: "Just think, she could be Prime Mini-
ster," twittered the newspapers, adding that Britain was no-
tonously less progressive in such matters than the US. This 
seems to be a bit of cultural (rather than male) chauvinism, 
about a countiy which has produced Boadicea, Mary 
Queen of Scots. Bloody Mary, Queen Elizabeth 1 ("I 
have the heart and stomach of a king"). Jane Austen, . 
George Ehot,Grace Darling, Rorence Nightingale, Queen 
Victoria, Elizabeth Fry, Mary WoUstonecraft, Virginia 
Woolf, Mrs Pankhursl etcetera. Where are their American 
counterparts? 
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Zimbabwe 
The re-arrest of Ndabaningi Sithole, Chairman of the 
Zimbabwe African NalionalUnion (ZANU) by the Rho-
desian racist regime has exposed the recent "detente" 
fraud. The Zimbabwe liberation organizations and the 
Organization of African Unity strongly condemned the 
Smith regime for its action. 
Last December the Smith regime relsased ZANU 
Chairman Sithole and Chairman of the Zimbabwe Afiican 
People's Union Joshua Nkomo who had been imprisoned 
for a long time and held talks with them promising to re-
lease all "political prisoners" (patriots) and abolish the 
ban on ihc Zimbabwe liberation organizations, and at the 
same time agreeing to hold a constitutional conference in 
which leaders ofthe organizations will take part. But the 
Smith regime suddenly re-arresled Sithole on March 4 and 
threatened to try him before a special tribunal. 
Robert Mugabe, General Secretary of ZANU, pointed 
out al a March 4 press conference that the arrest of Sit-
hole is to intimidate the ZANU leadership to submit to 
the Smith regime. He stressed: "Tliis action by the regime 
has finally shattered whatever there was left in the so-cal-
led detente and peaceful settlement exercise." 
ZANU will no longer lake part in talks with the regime 
until Sitliole is released and until there has been a suffici-
ent change of mind on the part of the Smith regime tow-
ards accepting majority rule now, he declared. 
Abel Muzorewa, Chairman of the African National Cou-
ncil (ANC), said in a speech on March 4 Ihal ANC will not 
have any talks with the Smith Regime until Sithole is rele-
ased. 
Tlie Organization of African Unity (OAU) declared in 
a statement issued on March 6 in Addis Ababa: "The ar-
rest is aimed al creating confusion and disunity in the 
African National Council of Zimbabwe." 
"The OAU believes that Smith's tactics of 'divide and 
rule', which worked in the past, cannol succceoany more, 
especially wilh the new political awakening of Africans 
in Zimbabwe," it added. D 
timor STOP PRESS.PRESIDENT SUHARTO ARRIVED QUEENSLAND THIS WEEK. REASONS UNSPECIFIED. 
Until recently, few Australians knew what or where 
Portuguese Timor was, let alone cared about who contro-
lled it. Those familiar with Australia's nearest "foreign" 
neighbour comprised a few holiday makers, overiand bud-
get travellers en route from Darwin to Asia, troops who 
had fought the guerilla campaign against the Japanese 
there, and of course, 'Canberra politicians. But then the 
tiny colony, now on the road to independence, suddenly 
hit the headlines. 
Amid alarmist reports ofa rumoured Indonesian inva-
sion, the Australian press, Parliament and public sprang to 
the alert. The Sydney Morning Herald under the front-
page lead, "Jakarta moves closer to takeover in Timor," 
mentioned Australian intelligence reports. 
In Federal Parliament, Labour and Liberal parties tra-
ded verbal blows over the possible fate ofthe colony. An-
drew Peacock (Oppositon spokesman on foreign affairs) 
pressed Whitlam to bring Indonesia, Portugal and the 
East Timor independence groups together for urgent talks. 
The Covernment rejected the proposal, quoting a cable 
from Jakarta assuring that rumoured takeover plans were 
"false and totally without foundation." 
Peacock apparently remained unconvinced, due to the 
"intelligence reports" and an ABC (Govemment radio) 
flash on farcical Indonesian training manoeuvres. While 
fuelling the alarmist fire, the report of military mcompet-
ence at least partially appeased Australians. If Indones-
ians could not operate successfully on their own territory, 
went the reasonuig, how could they hope to Invade anot-
her's land? 
I^acock had his own cable to cite, which he had recei-
ved from two coalition parties in Timor, asking Australia 
to mediate in the touchy dispute. "They want us to help," 
remarked the shadow foreign affairs minister, claiming 
that the cable proved Labour's failure. Later he accused 
Whitlam of ideological fantasy and of drowning in his 
own rhetoric. 
If Canberra was clearly divided, Jakarta appeared to 
think otherwise. It viewed it as an anti-Indonesian conspi-
racy, involving such unlikely bedfellows as the Labour Par-
ty left-wing, the Liberal Party right (they included, of cou-
rse. Peacock), the Defence Department and some local jou-
rnalists. Having seen daily reports of an alleged Indones-
ian conspiracy, AustraUans were surprised to read the 
headline, "Indonesia alleges Canberra conspiracy." 
On February 28, the venue shifted to New Delhi where 
Senator Don Willesee,*1inister of Foreign Affairs, issued 
a warning to Adam Malik, the Indonesian Foreign Minis-
ter, after a meeting of the Economic and Social Commis-
sion for Asia-Pacific. Willesee's stance tallies with that 
which he adopted while overseas last year (that time in 
Singapore), it is hoped that his party colleagues back home 
agree, for in Shigapore he was airing his personal disagree-
ment with the (still-unpublished) Whitlam-Malik accord. 
The constructive point to emerge from the flurry of 
publicity is that Jakarta must now think twice about any 
precipitous moves. 
Kenneth Randall writes from Canberra; The reports by 
a "roving correspondent" of Anlara, the offical Indones-
ian news agency, remain the only ones from the Indones-
ian half of Timor. Other newsmen have been refused en-
try because ofthe ' 'sensitive situation," attributed by 
Antara to a minority left-wing takeover in the Portuguese 
territory. One Jakarta newspaper headlined it as a "coup 
d'etat" and the Antara roving reporter described hundreds 
of refugees crossing the border. 
The Indonesian reports are not borne out by AustraUan 
journalists in Dili, the capital of Portuguese Timor. Portu-
guese authorities arranged for two Australian newsmen to 
interview a traditional chief, Feliciano Gomes, who has 
been held for more than two months in an amiy jail m 
DiJi, accused of inciting people m the Atsabe region to 
cross into Indonesian territory, about 50 kilometres away. 
According to Michael Richardson, of the Melbourne 
Age, Gomes said he had been instructed by the regional 
ruler, Rajah Guilherre Gonzalves, to recmit strong people 
from his tribe to go to Indonesia for anny training. Gomes 
said he was told that, after training, they would return to 
Portuguese Tunor to fight against parties opposing a mer-
ger with Indonesia. And, he claimed, four Indonesians in 
civilian clothes had been present at the tune he had recei-
ved his instructions. 
Despite Indonesian reports, there has been no sign in 
Dili of the "reign of terror" alleged to be forcing Timor-
ese to take refuge across the border. 
The most active political organisation, FRETILIN 
(Revolutionary Front for hidepndence of East Timor), 
denies charges of terrorism and communist influence. In 
fact, il has recently watered down its objectives to a sur-
prising degree after forming an alliance with UDT (Tim-
orese Democratic Union), which favours continued assoc-
iation with Portugal. 
Instead of immediate independence, without qualifi-
cation, FRETILIN is now talking of progressive self-gov-
ernment, leading to full independence in about eight 
years. This is roughly the time-scale Australia had been 
hoping would be allowed the Timorese before self-deter-
mination, and broadly in line with Portugal's ideas, out-
lined late last year. 
Currently in the process of formation is ADITLA (the 
Democratic Association for the Integration of East Timor 
inlo Australia). Its stated objective has no hope of suc-
cess, bui such a group could attract more active Austra-
lian interest in the issue and an Australian presence in the 
territory. The Auslralian consulate in Dili was closed in 
1971. 
So far, the Australian Government has sympathised 
wilh Indonesia's concern, while at the same time expres-
sing concern about any action that might prevent a prop-
erly acceptable act of self-determination. 
Australia's new Ambassador Richard Woolcott, arrived 
in Jakarta a fortnight earlier than originally planned with 
a personal letter of concern from Whitiam to President 
Stiharto. But Whitlam has been strongly criticised at home 
for possibly adding to the recent ferment during his pri-
vate meeting with the President last September. His own 
version of what happened is that he saw no Australian ob-
jections to incorporation of east Timor into Indonesia if 
it was the choice ofthe people concerned. 
Other accounts suggest that the conversation gave a 
much stronger impression that an Indonesian takeover 
would be a satisfactory means of removing a potentially 
destabilising factor from the regional scene. Evidence of 
Australian-Indonesian collusion in such a matter would 
be extremely damaging to the Third World relations Whit-
lam has sought to build so assiduously. But there seems 
little doubt that if the chips were down, any Australian 
government would be more likely to put its relations with 
Indonesia ahead of those with east Timor. D 
Robin Osborne 
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REVIEWS 
GOLDEN RULER, IT 
LIVES- JUST. 
Golden Ruler is the product of the combination of 
the talents of two former Mt. Gravatt trainee teachers, 
Nick Lagos and Sean Mee. I am not, by any means, an 
authority on rock mualc, nor for that matter, a great 
lover of it. Yet, 1 did enjoy the music from Goklen 
Ruler. Some songs were very good with the type of 
beat that immediately grabs you, and one or two songs 
were only mediocre. 
However, 1 had the continual feeling that,at certain 
points in the musit; the cast or the singer at the time 
would break into a number from either Hair or Jesus 
Christ Superstar. The music was different from both, 
but thematicalty, it was, at times, very similiar. 
My greatest complaint of the musical was the plot, 
which was particularly poor. It had neither the depth 
of Hair nor the pathos of Jesus Christ Superstar. It is 
difficult not to make comparisons with these other 
two rock musicals as Golden Ruler is so like tliem in 
many ways. Another appalling aspect of the musical 
was the diction.. Not one actor enunciated correctly 
and, hence, clearly. At no stage in the show did I under-
stand what was going on as a result of what 1 could 
heat. 
Yet, the actors were, generally, good. Bob Beaumont, 
as Neean, has a veiy good voice and gave an energetic 
performance that was good. Barbara Von, as Momma, 
was also rather good; she too, has talent in the singing 
department. Peripheral acting was ofa fairly high 
standard with only one or perhaps two weak spots. 
M' 
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I came away from Golden Ruler feeling undecided. 
However, in retrospect, it was a good effort. Costumes 
and lights were used quite effectively. The lighting 
added considerably to the fast moving atmospher of the 
production. I believe, but lam not sure, that a record 
has been cut, so anyone who missed the performance 
will be able to judge for his or her self. All in all, Gold-
en Ruler is fairly much a lightweight, but by the same 
token, it is, by no means, unenjoyable. 
NOT THE YEAR OF "THE WOMEN" 
IN THE YEAR OF THE WOMAN 
La Boite's latest production. The Women, is a play, 
which, while entertainlng,presents a rather naive view 
of women's roles in 1975, the year ofthe woman. 
Written by Clare Luce Booth in 1936, The Women 
is a biting satire of American "society" ofthe thirties. 
It follows in the tradition of the Wilde plays, without 
the subtlety and refinement of Wilde's wit. 
The plot ofthe play is an interelating network of 
marriages, divorces and social back-stabbing. It is far 
too complicated and trivial to start to describe here in 
any detail. With a new awareness among many women 
in the sixties and seventies, its theme of female submiss-
iveness seems somehow antiquated. However, it pro-
vides an interesting assessment of the change of social 
conscienciousness in the last.three or four decades.-At 
least on the part of women. 
The Women is,as the title suggests,a play about wom-
en. It contains forty four parts, all of which are for 
women. The greal weakness in this play is that while 
all the characters are women, much of what happens in 
the plot depends on what the non-existcat men do in 
the play. It is, in fact, a chauvenistic approach to wom-
en in the traditional male form, but it is written by a 
woman. 
La Boite had three serious obstacles in presenting 
this play. The first is related to the use of American 
accents. Mostsounded very phony'and were bad. Some 
actresses slipped from Australian accents lo American 
with a rare ease; others completely overdid the entire 
accent bit, they sounded as if they suffered more from 
sinus problems than an upbringing in American society; 
while others managed to sound like cow-cockeys, of 
the female gender, of course, from the AustraUan out-
back. 
The second major problem was finding forty-odd 
good actresses in a city noted for its dire shortage. Yet 
most women did a fairly good job in their parts. The 
last, and probably the least problem was associated 
with using threatre in the round for sucli a play. 
Neverlheless, the play is a fairly enjoyable one, al-
though, too long. Some actresses put up quite credit-
able peiformanccs. Amongst these was Kerry Morris 
playing Jane, Mrs Haines' faithful maid. Bev Langford 
as Mrs Morhead and Jenepher Debenham as Miss Blake 
were also good. Jennifer Blocksidge played weU as Mrs 
Haines. She was one ofthe few leading actresses who 
managed not to overact in a play that lends itself to the 
same. Her accent was also one of the few that was 
competent 
Costumes and props were appropriate. The material 
in costumes did not appear, to me, to be thirties type of 
material, however, availability and cost make this under-
standable. While The Women will not take away any 
awards, it is a play amny people will enjoy. Certainly 
worthy as the venue of a night's relaxation and enter-
tainment. 
IT WAS MURDER ALL RIGHT 
It is only rarely that actors and false accents combine 
to produce a very good stage play. After sitting through 
the grotesque accents in The Women, I was horrified 
when Twelfth Night's lastest production, Murder Once 
Removed, commenced with a simUiariy painful Amer-
ican drawl. I could sec some justification for it, however 
bad it was, in The Women, but why Twelfth Night 
deemed it necessary for Murder Once Removed com-
pletely eludes me. Surely Australian audiences are 
mature enough to understand aiid accept that a play is 
set in the United States or elsewhere without the cast 
performing circus ring vocal feats. 
Murder Once Removed, by Irvine Neiman, Is, as can 
be judged from the tttie, the classic murder stoty, that 
is, until the final scene,when an unexpected twist is 
revealed. Tlie play is set in the office of Dr. Ronald 
^ Calo, played by Jeremy Muir-Smith. The rest ofthe 
story I could not spoil for you. 
The play, as such, is not a terribly good one, certain-
ly only light going by any criterion. But, by the same 
token, it is not particularly offensive either. Undoubted-
ly, Twelfth Night is suffering as the result of an inability 
to acquire good plays. I was a little disappointed with 
this performance, probably because the last play I saw 
done by Twelfth Night was David Williamson's Don's 
Party, which was excellent. Their next production is 
another David Williamson play, What if you died to-
morrow, which many people are looking forward to. 
However, back at Murder Once Removed, Rosalind 
Muir-Smith gave a creditable performance as Lisa Mann-
ing, the attractive and worldly wife ofthe victim, Walter 
Manning. Gwen Wheeler was competent as Nurse Emily 
Regis, Dr. Cato's assistant; certainly it is a good part for 
a character actress. While Rascal, Emily Regis' dog was, 
at times, stagestruck, he had, at least, the good sense 
not to use an American accent. John Dommett was not 
too bad, either, as the all time cliched American student 
junkie. Intermittent noises from the air conditioning 
unit added a certain spontanaiety that was lacking in 
the play generally. 
Murder Once Removed will not have you sitting on 
the edge of your seat, at least, certainly not in the first 
act which is especially slow moving. However, the show 
does gather pace and acts two and three are not quite 
as ledious. Probably the best thing to do is to make a 
night of it, have a few drinks, have a cquple more, and 
then go to the show. * 
Laurence P. Gormley 
ANDORRA STRETCHES SCHONELL 
TO EXTREME 
This year K/G Productions are producing Andorra by 
Max Frisch, a play which will use the facilities provided 
by the Schonell Theatre to the full. As their fifth produc-
tion, Andorra will be the first to make full use of the 
stage - from the forestage lo the cyclorama. As a result 
the theatre's lighting will be under considerable strain to 
cover the entire area. The Schonell's sound system wiU 
also be taxed to Ihe Umit as sound effects are numerous 
and varied in the play. Other areas where the play will 
make full use of the theatre include the large offstage 
area the theatre has, for a great deal of the scenery chan-
ging occurs in the foitstage, Andonra involves a large cast, 
therefore the full dressing-room faciUties will be utilized. 
This year also the complexity of the set will requite much 
more use of the fly bars than in previous years. 
.The play, Andorra, deals with a situation that can hap-
pen anywhere. Anti-Senietism stands merely as the most 
striking instance of group prejudice of any kind. By 
seeing any human being in the Ught of some preconceived 
idea, we fail to grasp what is unique and godlike in him. 
"Thou Shalt not make unto thee any graven image ofthe 
Lord thy God, nor of men who are his creatures", says the 
Priest. But each character involved bears a share of the 
guilt. 
K/G Productions the theatre company of Kings and 
Grace Colleges, welcomes Mr Bill Wier as Uie director of 
this year's production. Mr Wier has directed plays for 
Brisbane Aits Theatre and is at present a reader for Play lab 
The play wUl be staged on 11,12,17,18 and 19 AprU 
During the week of the production a potteiy exhibition 
WiU be held m the foyer of the theatre. D 
SOMETHING TO SAY 
BUSTER BROWN 
MUSHROOM RECORDS L 35355 
The album, co-produced with Lobby Loyde ofthe 
Coloured Balls starts out sounding just average and 
doesn't manage to rise above that level. Very early in 
the record, you realise you've heard it all before. The 
only outstanding thing is Uie lyrics, which are pitiful even 
by punk rock standards. Young Spunk features Unes like 
"Catch her walking down the street, she wanna make you 
cream, and watch the way she wiggles her cheeks, she's 
just a sixteen year old dream Slow down, Young 
Spunk, you're movin' way too fast." 
Whatever Buster Brown have to say has been said be-
fore and they've made no improvements on it at all. D 
Bill Holdsworth 
POWERFUL PEOPLE 
GINO VANELLl 
A. & M. LABEL L 35315 
Gino VanelU was discovered and signed to 
A.& M. Records by Herb Alpert who apparently was 
sufficiently impressed to take on the role of associate 
producer. The music presented here reflects the typi-
cal style of mainstream A.& M. releases - i.e. it is 
clean and mild with smooUi edges. The performance is 
a polished display of middle of the road easy Ustening 
pop embellished with mellow synthesizer and organ. 
The vocal style ranges from Jose Feliciano to 
Gilbert O'SuUivan to Jim Grocc and is not particularly 
distmctive. The single, People Gotta Move, is one of 
the stronger tracks with a lot of support from the syn-
thesizer making it obvious choice to aim at the Top 40 
charts. Similarly the songs with the most character 
are those filled out with chattering synthesizer sounds. 
The others reveal an averagely good singer who does 
not have a particularly exceptional vocal style and 
which I imagine would be directed at older audiences. 
(One reviewer caUs it "Synthesized cocktail music", 
which is a fairly accurate description). 
Personnel include brother Joe Vanelli and Richard 
Baker on synthesizers, electric piano, organ, and horn 
arrangements, Graham Lear on drums, John J. Mandei 
on percussion, Tony Golia on congas and bongos and 
Lani Hall on background vocals. 
ovies 
THE MALTESE FALCON STRIKES AGAINI 
For the first time in movie history movie goers will be 
able to enjoy viewing 20 years of one studio's "Golden 
Era", the entbe product of Warner Bros movies from the 
1930's toi 950's. 
This is due to the enormous success of a "preview" of 
their best one, Casablanca. 
Anyone viewing these movies wiU be amazed at the con-
temporaiy look of any Bogart classic, such as Casablanca 
and Maltese Falcon. Bogart's style, a "cool" approach to 
actmg has never been bettered, and will be evidenced soon 
as remakes of some of these movies are being considered 
and the "new" Maltese Falcon is under way. 
Each season will present a look at each aspect of the 
Warner stable. You wUl be surprised at the amazing ver-
sitility ofthe great Bette Davis, tiie best ofthe Warner 
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women. Others are stars like academy award winners Joan 
Crawford, (Mildred Rcrcc), Jane Wymaii (Johmiy Belinda) 
Musicals and comedies are a must and will feature classics 
like Busby Berkley spectaculars and The Man who Came 
to Dinner. No Warner season would (>e complete without 
a look at the ganster era, so be prepared for Edward G. 
Robinson, James Cagney, George Raft and John Garfield. 
To top ofT the studio's remarkable Une up of talent, 
there is Errol Rynn, and he wili be seen in his epics from 
Captain Blood to Don Juan. 
To assist all clnemagoers in seeing this remarkable pre-
sentation, weekly Sunday night screenings are being held 
at the Crystal Theatre, and extended to cinemas at Sur-
fers Paradise, Cairns and Townsville. D 
J.D.Hardy 
NEW LIGHT IN AUSTRALIAN CINEMA 
The Australian fUm industry, much maligned in the 
past appears to be going through a fairly promising 
stage, as evidenced by fihns such as Michael Thorn-
hiU's Between Wars (now showing at the Odeon). 
Thornhill faced wilh the task of trying to capture the 
mood ofthe interwar period 1914-1945 chose the 
field of psychiatry as his basis for social comment. 
Thus the story revolves around the life of Edward 
Orenbow a psychiatrist who is trying to come to terms 
with new ideas in psychiatry particularly the so called 
"sex theories" of Siegmund Freud which were then 
emerging. 
Psycluiitry was coming into a new era when mental 
Ulness was recognized as such, in marked contrast to at-
tempts made during tlie war period to deny the existence 
of mental disturbances such as shell shock. 
The film shows some important glimpses into Austra-
lian society and the reactionary and progressive forces in 
confiict; the blind nationalism and the anti-Gemian feel-
ing; the emergence of such groups as the 'New Guard.' 
Technically the fihn was quite impressive with some 
fairly realistic war scenes -although the ageing process, of 
the characters was artificial and incomplete. 
Corin Redgrave played Edward Trenbrow fairiy nJalis-
tically and was complemented by an interesting perfomi-
ance by Nancy Leehy, as Marguerite - the "neurotic" 
lady trying to come to grips with herself througli psycho-
analysis. 
Tlie film could have gone a lot furdier in some areas 
and in general suffered from sketchiness, the arlificiality 
resulting from the attempt to cover sudi a large period of 
history. Despite this, it was a fairly reasonable attempt 
at a difficult task and is well worth the effort of seeing. C 
Anne Draper 
.^r'^'^. 
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LIVE IN CONCERT 
FRIDAY, llth AlPRIL 
MAYNE HALL, UNIVERSITY, QLD. 
"PRODUCTIVE INVESTMENT 
IS AN ESSENTIAL PRE-REQUISITE 
TO A JUST SOCIETY 
AND TO THE ACHIEVEMENT OF 
REAL FREEDOM OF CHOICE 
FOR THE CITIZENS 
OF THAT SOCIETY.". 
n. H.cutwfi*, 
Cliillmui and Ctiitt EitcutlM. 
Conilnc RIolinto ol Auitralia LImllad. 
CRA 
Modern mining Is long.lsrm Invaitmtnt. not 
speculation. It producas nationst stranglh and wealth; 
seK-suHlcleney In reuurcss: vital export Income; 
stimulus to sacondtry (nduttrlaa; pracllcal 
decentralization. 
Society's (otward momentum depends on 
Industry which is creative, dynamic, productive — and 
prolllalile in real terms alter taxallon and Inllation. -Jtw 
truth ot that becoines mora visible In « period ol 
community and world uncertainty. 
CRA has strong identlllcallon with Auslralia. 
More than 20.000 Autlrstlans work lor CflA group 
companies. Shares In CRA, or CHA group companies, 
are owned by more Ihan 60,000 shsreholden In 
Auslralia. The major shareholder Is The Rto Tlnto-
Zinc Corporation Limited, London. 
CONZINC RIOTINTO OF AUSTRALIA 
CR478 
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ANNE SEXTON; 
Light 
Up 
the 
Cave 
Anne Sexton's death some months ago saddened a great 
many people. In addition, it startled those who had assu-
med that, despite all the troubles of which her poetry told, 
she had come to the long stretch of mkldle age with some, 
reserves of strength; though - I am told - the friends who 
knew her best were confirmed in their fear that her deter-
mination towards suicide had not really been deflected. 
My own sadness at the death of a fellow poet is compou-
nded by the sense of how likely it is that Anne Sexton's 
tragedy will not be without influence in the tragedies of 
other lives. 
She herself, was, obviously, too intensely troubled to 
be fully aware of her influence or to take on its respon-
sibility. Therefore it seems to me that we who arc alive 
must make clear, as she could not, the distinction betw-
een creativity and self-destruction. The tendency tocon-
fiise the two has claimed too many victims. Anne Sex-
ton herself seems to have suffered deeply from this con-
fusion, and 1 surmise that her friendship with Sylvia Plath 
had in it an element of identification which added power-
fully to her malaise. Across the country, at different col-
leges, I have heard many stories of attempted — and some-
times successful - suicides by young students who loved 
the poetry of Plath and who supposed that somehow, in 
order to become poets themselves, they had to act out 
m their own lives the events of hers. I don't want to see 
a new epidemic ofthe same syndrome occurring as a res-
ponse to Anne Sexton's death. 
The problem is noi, however, related only to suicide 
per se. When Robert Lowell was at the height of his fame, 
among student readers (his audience nowadays is largely 
an older one) many of them seemed to think a nervous 
breakdown was, if not imperative, at least an invaluable 
shortcut to artistry. When W. D. Snodgrass's Heart's Nee-
dle won the Pulitzer Prize, young couples married and 
divorced, it seemed, especially ih order to have the cor-
rect material to write about. 
I am not being flippant. Innumerable young poels 
have drunk themselves into stupidity and cirrhosis becau-
se ihey admired John Beriyman or Dylan Thomas and 
came to think they must drink like Ihem to write like 
them. At the very least it is assumed that creativity and 
hangups are inevitably inseparable. One student (male) 
said to me recently: "I was amazed when the first poet I 
met seemed lo be a cheerful person and not any more 
fucked up than anyone else. When I was in highschool, I 
gol the idea you had to be fucked up to be a real artist!" 
And a young English teacher ui a community college 
lold me she had given up writing poetry because die be-
lieved there were unavoidable links between depression 
and anxiety and the making of art. "Don't you feel ter-
rible when you write poems?" 
Whal exactly is the nature of the confusion, and how 
has it come about? The mistake itself lies in taking what 
may possibly be an occupational hazard as a prescriptive 
stimulus to artistic activity. Whether aitists as a class are 
in fact more vulnerable than other people, or whether 
their problems merely have more visibility, a serious and 
intelligent statistical study might perhaps tell us, It makes 
no difference: the point is that while the creative impulse . 
and the self-destructive impulse can, and often do, coex-
ist, their relationship is distinctly acausal;self-destructlve-
ness is a handicap to the life of art, not the reverse. 
Yet it is the handicaps themselves that so often allure 
the young and untried..The long lives of so many ofthe 
greatest artists, sometimes apparently uneventful, some-
times full of passion and suffering, but full too of endur-
ance, and always dominated by love of their work, seem 
not to attract as models. Picasso, Matisse, Monet, Cezanne, 
Pissarro, Corot, Rembrandt, Titian, J. S. Bach, Stravinsky, 
Goethe, William Carios Williams, Stevens, Pound, Neruda, 
Machado, Yeats, Shakespeare, Whitman^ Tolstoi, Melville 
There is romance in their tenacity, their devotion, but 
it is over-looked. Why is this? There are topical reasons, 
but Iheir roots are m the past, their nature historical and 
political: 
In summary, westem culture began, during the Renai-
ssance - only recently, that is to say, in the calendar of 
human history - to emphasize hidividuality to a degree 
merely foreshadowed bi Greece and Rome, or in the theo-
logical dramas of the Old Testament. Geographfeal and 
scientiflc discoveries spurred the sense of what humanity 
on its own could do. The "Elizabethan world picture" had 
wholeness and consistency; but it held the seeds of an ex-
panded view of things. And as feudal social systems under-
went economic changes with the rise of the merchant 
class and the growth of banking procedures, so, too, the 
social and economic circumstances in which art was pro-
duced underwent dianges that heightened the new sense 
of individuality. 
The relationship of the artist to other people rapidly 
altered. The people began to become "the public", "the 
audience" and the poet, set aside from that "public", be-
gan to become more private, more introspective. When 
his work (or hers - but it was a long time before there 
were women poets in any numbers) was printed it was 
increasingly a revelation to the public ofthe highly per-
sonal, rather than being to a large degree the voice of the 
people itself which il had been the bard's task, in earUer 
times, to sound fortii. The value put on individual expres-
sion, the concept o f 'originality" and ultimately even 
upon Individualism as a creed, had been pushed further 
by the time we reach the period of Romanticism, which 
developed alongside the Industrial Revolution and was 
in part reactive to the prospect of facelessness presented 
to Ihe prophetic eye of that phenomenon. 
Twentieth century alienation Is another phase of the 
reaction. What began as a realization of human potential, 
a growth o{ individuated consciousness (to use Jung's 
useful term) out of the unconscious collective, became 
first a glorification of wilful, essentially optimistic indi-
vidualism, echoing the ambitious, optimistic individual-
ism ofits capitalist context, and then, as that tumed 
sour and revealed more and more of greed in its operat-
ions, led to the setting of a high esthetic and moral value 
upon alienation itself. 
But alienation is of ethical value, is life-affirmative and 
conducive to creativity, only when it is accompanied by 
a political consciousness that imagines and affirms (and 
worb toward) an altemative to tiie society from ^ ^^ ich 
it turns away in disgust. Lacking this, the alienated per-
son, if he or she is gifted becomes especially a prey to 
the exploitation that characterizes capitalism and is its 
underlying principle. The manifestation - in words, mus-
ic, paint, or what have you - of private anguish are ex-
ploited by a greedy public, a public greedy for emotion 
at second hand because starved of the experience of com-
munity. Concurrently, for the same reasons, a creative 
person - whether a pop star or a Sylvia Plath, a John Ber-
iyman, an Anne Sexton - internalizes the exploitive, un-
wittingly becoming self-exploitive. 
And if the public is greedy, the critics, al their worst, 
are positively ghoulish, or at the least, irresponsible. I feel, 
for instance, that it is iiVesponsible for one local column-
ist, in a memorial eulogy, to have written of Anne Sexton, 
"The manner of her death is at once frightening and fas-
cinating to those who responded to her poetry, sharing as 
they do many of the same fears and insecurities she artic-
ulated so well. Her death awakens those fears and insecu-
rities, the way some of her poems did, it raises them up 
from where they hide, buried by ordinary everyday things." 
It is irresponsible because it is a statement made without 
qualification or development in a context of praise, and 
without, therefore, helping readers to see (as I suppose the 
writer herself does not see) tiiat to raise our fears and in-
securities mto consciousness in order to confront them, 
to deal with them, is good; but that if tiie pain is confus-
ed with art itself, then people at the receiving end of a 
poem describing a pain and insecurity they share are not • 
really brought to confront and deal with their problems, 
but are instead led into a false acceptance of them as 
signs or precursors of art, marks of kinship with the ad-
mired artist, symptoms of what used to be called "the 
artistic temperament." 
Again, when I read the blurbs on the back of the late 
John Berryman's prizewinning Delusions etc. and see 
what A. Alvarez wrote of Berryman's work and death, I 
feel that a poisonous misapprehension ofthe nature of 
poetry is being ftirthered. "For years," Alvarez says, "I 
have been extolling the virtues of what I call extremist 
poetry, in wWch the artists deliberately push their per-
ceptions to the very edge of the tolerable. Both Bertyman 
and Plath were masters of the style. But knowing now 
how they both died I no longer beUeve that any art -
even that as fine as they produced at their best - is wortii 
the terrible cost." 
At first glance this statement might be taken as being 
in accord with my own viewpoint; but its effecl (since it 
is obvious that Alvarez believes their art to have been of 
the highest possible quahty, perhaps the best poetry of . 
their time) ts still to extol the pursuit ofthe almost intol-
erable, the deliberate driving of the self to extremes which 
are not the unavoidable, universal extremes imposed by 
the human condition, but - insofar as they are deliber-
ately sou^t - arc luxuries, or which, if part and parcel 
of Individual mental illness, should rather be resisted than 
encouraged in the name of arl. In assuming that the dis-
asters of those writers' lives were a form of payment for 
the virtues of their ail, Alvarez, even while he says he has 
come to feel it is not worth the cost, perpetuates the myth 
that confounds a love-affair with death with a love-affair 
with arl. 
Thus it is that long lives devoted to the practice of art 
seem lacking in allure, and young would-be artists, encou-
raged by people older than themselves but equally confus-
ed, equally apt to mistake handicap for power, model 
tiieir lives on tiie lives of those who, however gifted, were 
vanquislied by Uieir sorrows. It is not understood that the 
greatest heroes and heroines are truly tiiose who hold out 
the longest, or, if they do die young, do so unwUlingly, re-
sisting to the last. 
An instance would be the young guerilla poets of Latin 
America, so many of whom have been killed so young. (At 
lease one of tiiem, Javier Heraud, of Peru, would surely 
have been a major poet. He was diot down at the age of 23] 
They were not flirting with death, any more than Victor 
Jara, the extraordinary and beloved Chilean musician and 
poet who was murdered in the Stadium in Santiago just 
over a year ago. They died politically conscious deaths, 
struggling for a better life, not just for themselves, but for 
Uieir people, for The People. Their tragedy is very differ-
ent from the tragedy of suicide; they were conscious act-
ors in dramas of rcvolutionaiy effort, not helpless victims. 
Anne Sexton's struggle has its political dunensions too 
- but hers is the story of a victim, not a conscious partici-
pant. Anne Sexton the well-to-do suburban housewife, 
Anne Sexton in Bedlam, Anne Sexton "halfway back", 
Anne Sexton the glamorous performer, Anne Sexton ti-
mid and insecure, Anne Sexton saying she had always 
hoped to publish a posthumous volume, Anne Sexton in 
her garage breathing in the deadly fumes, was - whatever 
the clinical description of her depression ^ "caught in 
history's crossfire." Not because she was a woman - the 
problem is not essentially related to gender or to sexual 
stance. Not because she didn't have radical politics - god 
knows they are not a recipe for great art or for long life 
(though I can't help feeling that a little more comprehen-
sion of the relation of politics to her own life might have 
helped her). But because she herself was unable to sepa- ' 
rate her depression and her obsession with death from poe-
try itself, and because precisely her most enthusiastic rea-
ders and critics encouraged that inability. 
The artist, the poet (like Hokusai, who called himself 
"the old man mad about painting" and felt tiiat at 70 he 
had begun to learn, at 90 would have some command of 
his powers, and at 100 would begin to do justice to what 
he saw in Nature- needs the stamina of an astronaut and 
the energy derived only from bemg passionately in love 
with life and with ait. "This is this world, the kingdom I 
was looking for!" wrote John Holmes. And "You must 
love the crust of tiie earth on which you dwell. You must 
be able to extract nutriment out of sand heap. Else you 
will have lived in vain," wrote Thoreau. 
Such purity, integrity, love and energy - rarely fully 
attained but surely to be striven for - are undennined • 
by our exploitive society, which romanticizes its victims 
when they are of a certain kind (Uius distractmg us from 
Uie unromanticizable lives of Uie suffering multitude). 
It romanticizes gifted individuals who have been distor-
ted into an alienated individualism, a self-preoccupation, 
fliat is not individuation, not maturation. 
Anne Sexton, wrote in Wanting to We, 
Suicides have already betrayed the 
body, 
Stillborn, they don't always die, 
but dazzled, they can't forget a 
drug so sweet.... 
To thrust all that life under your 
tonguef-
that, all by itself, becomes a pas-
sion. 
Too many readers, with a perversity Uiat, yes, really 
does seem to ine to be bound up wiUi white mWdle-class 
privilege and all its moral disadvantages, would sooner 
remember, and identify wiUi, lines'like Uiose than wiUi 
Uiese, which (in The Death Notebooks) she also wrote: 
Depression is boring. I think 
and I wouki do better to make 
^ some soup and light up the cave 
To recognize Uiat for a few years ofhcr Ufe Anne Sex-
ton.was an artist even Uiough she had so hard a struggle 
against her desire of deatfi is to fittingly honor her mem-
ory. To, Identify her love of death wiUi her love of poetry 
is to insult that struggle. • 
Denis Levertov 
RAMPART 
wmptr flowit 2 3 
The cleric under heaven hopes 
awaits a breaking flower watches 
vaulted stonework tense as some 
under scampering rats scratching 
ceiling timber wonder 
where are the signs sea raging 
reeling 
choked 
earth 
Potnpeiis. 
ash caked 
Every thing goes on the same 
laser eyes bleached bones. 
This mapping makes imagination fold 
into a narrow rifle barrel. 
Men's love grows cold. 
Though John said he had lucky 
you never discuss death without a 
leukaemia 
balloon bouncing pink irreverent. 
We were planning a railway line. 
We were planning a trip to heaven 
without an invitation 
before he gets here. 
W.J.T. Daniel 
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union elections 
Voting for a number of positions on Union 
Council and for some positions on the more 
important committees of the Union will take 
place in the weekof 1 4 - 1 8 April, 
Students in the Hospitals area and at Turbot Street 
as well as extemal students who are members of the 
Union and life members of the Union will receive pos-
tal ballots. All other students will beable to vote at a 
polling booth in the Refectory. This booth will be op-
en during the week of polling, Monday - Thursday, 
11 a.m. to 7.30 p.m. and Friday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
METHOD OF VOTING 
Voting instmctions will be printed on ballot pap-
ers; it is important that you read and follow these in-
structions. 
The method of voting used can be best described 
as Optional Preferential. It is a modified form of the 
Hare-Qark proportional system used to elect the Fe-
deral Senate - the most Important modification be-
ing that you are not compeUed togive preferences to 
candidates you don't like, have never heard of, or 
•who, for some other reason you do not wish to rank 
in order of preference. A vote is vaUd if the figure 1 
appears opposite a candidate's name. You may also 
in addition place the figure 2, or the figures 2 and 
3, or 2 , 3 , 4 and so on against other candidates nam-
es in your order of preference. In close elections, 
these later preferences have often been importanl in 
deciding the result. Whether to give preferences or 
how many to give is of course, your decision, but 
they do allow you, if your candidate of firsl choice 
fails to get sufficient votes to transfer your voting 
power to your further choice(s). 
In elections when more than one position of the 
same type is to be filled the process is roughly as fol-
lows. The number of votes is divided by the number 
of positions plus one to determine a quota - Ihus the 
quota for the three postgraduate representatives will 
be 25% of the total votes cast. A candidate pulling 
this many votes is elected. In the event that a candid-
ate wins more votes than is needed the "excess" is dis-
tributed according lo the preferences expressed. In Uie 
event that no candidate, or insufficient candidates 
reach the quota, the candidate with the fewest votes 
is "excluded" and that candidate's voles distributed 
according to their preferences. This process of "rol-
ling up the ladder" continues until all the positions 
are filled by persons witii a quota. 
Voting on Referenda questions is carried out by 
simply marking one of two squares for each qucslion 
wilh a X or a tick or some other mark of approval. 
For a referenda poll to be binding on the Union il 
must not only have a majority of students voting in 
favour but a minimum of 15% of members of the Un-
ion (some 2,250) must vote (for or against) on the 
question. 
Voting is not compulsory but it is a good idea - it 
is your Union after all. D 
Peter Phillips, 
Electoral Officer. 
EXECUTIVE POSITION 
UNION SECRETARY 
John D. Barrett 
Arts III F/T 
Nominoi; Brian Towler Eng/P/G 
Seconders: Claire Bremner Arts I F/T 
Bill Abrahams Comm. I P/T 
PERSONAL DETAILS ' 
1975 Student Rep on Arts Faculty 
Board 
Member of Union Education 
Committee (this follows from 
membership of Arts Faculty 
Board) 
1974 Arts Faculty rep on Union 
Council 
Assistant Secretary of Union 
Transport Officer 
Member of Government Dept 
Consultative Council (Ist sem-
ester) 
1973 Secretary of Govemment Dept 
Consultative Council (full 
year) 
' Member of Clubs and Societies 
Standing Committee 
A Union Secretary works mainly as 
an assistant to the President rather than 
as a policy-maker in his own right. The 
Job involves making arrangements for 
Council meetings, preparing the agenda, 
minutes, annual report, etc, etc, in 
general keeping the Union machinery 
well-oiled From previous experience 
as Assistant t secretary, I know what the 
job is about. 
I believe my general outlook is simi-
lar to that of the President, Brian Tow-
ler, who has nominated me. I appreciate 
his confidence in me, and I would look 
forward to the opportunity of working 
with him. 
As secretary, I would have a vote on 
Union Council and ex-officio member-
sliip ofall Union committees. Thus I 
would have a certain influence over Un-
ion policies, although policy-making wo-
uld not be my primary role. I believe it 
is important that policies and decisions 
are made "on their own merits", not ac-
cording to some inncxibic ideology. The-
refore I do not run as a "left-winger" or 
"right winger".- whatever those over-
used terms mean. 
There are a number of things in which 
1 would take a particular interest: 
Transport 
Tlie chronic lack of public transport 
in Brisbane affects University students 
as much as anybody else. Drivers know 
the difficulties of finding a parking spot 
and coping with peak-hour congestion, 
but more parking space and wider roads 
are not a realistic answer in the long nm. 
Bicycles are good for those living dose 
to Uni - the Admin plans to build bike 
racks this year - though these liave lim-
itations in wet weather. But the Union 
must continually push for better public 
transport, and make its voice heard at 
all levels of government and co-operate 
-with other groups (e.g. the Public Trans-
port Action Group) with similar aiins. 
Text Book Prices 
Not only arc text books often out-
rageously expensive, but they also tend 
to be over-prescribed. Individual stud-
ents can share text books to economise, 
buy from the Union second hand book 
exchange, and (particularly Arts stud-
ents) not go ahead and automatically 
buy every book on the list of "prescr-
ibed" texts. Individual departments can 
follow the example of Computer Science 
Dept and threaten not to recommend a 
particular book until its price is reduced 
by the publisher. But the Union must 
take a greater interest in this than it has 
in Uie past, through talking wiUi the Book 
shop manager and tiie Admin Publications 
Committee. We must not rule out taking 
action under the Trade Practices Act. 
Communication 
Every full time students pays $52 
per year to the Union, while part-tim-
ers pay $26. Everyone in the Union has 
the riglu to know how this is being sp-
ent. In the past there has been too lit-
tie communication (either way) betw-
een the Union 'bureaucrats' and mem-
bers, many of whom wonder what they 
get in retum for their fees besides the 
Refec. and Semper Floreat. Of course, 
anyone can find out more - if you know 
how. But there is no reason why the Un-
ion should not be far more open in its 
operations even to the point of aggres-
sively publicising them. I would advo-
cate, as a start, regular lunch-time 'grie-
vance sessions' at intervals of (say) once 
a fortnight, where the President or Sec-
retary or both would "throw themsel-
ves to the lions", explain and if neces-
sary defend their actions, and keep in 
closer touch with the people they are 
supposed to serve. Moreover, I would 
push for much more effective use of 
Semper Floreat as an organ of commu-
nication. 
Party Politics and Uie Union 
While nobody would disapprove of 
plenty of political debate on the cam-
pus, I strongly believe that the Union 
itself should not support^ onc political 
party or another. There are two main 
reasons for this - (a) Union • member-
ship encompasses members and suppo-
rters of ail parties and (b) a Union can-
not keep open channels of communic-
ation between governments of all poli-
tical colours if it is openly partisan. 
Section 6(3) of the Union Constitut-
ion prevents it from "engaging in the 
practice of party poUtics". I would 
strongly resist any move to change this 
section, and I hope thai a similar clause 
may be enacted in the AUS Constitut-
ion. Although 1 have always supported 
the A.LP., I could not agree wilh the 
intervention of AUS in the 1974 Fed-
eral Election campaign, in which it spent 
considerable sums of money backing 
the Labor Party. 
Students and University Government 
t have always held that students 
must play a major role in making any 
important Admin policies and decisions. 
Thus I am happy to see the trend tow-
ards more student membership of vari-
ous Admin committees, boards and cou-
ncils and look forward to its continuing. 
Sometimes the Union can compensate 
for lack of numbers on these committees 
by cogent arguments and firm persist-
ence in representing its members' inter-
ests. For example, firm pressure is being 
applied now by the few student members 
of the Arts Faculty Board to have the 
foreign language requirement abolished, 
and hopes of imminent success are high. 
Concluding Remarks 
1 have not promised the earth. But I 
certainly promise to keep in touch with 
members of the Union generaUy and 
thereby be far more responsive to their 
opinions and feelings. 
For open government in tiie Union 
vote 1 John Barrett for Secretary. 
Julianne Margaret Schwenke 
Arts III F/T (Hons) 
Nominor: M. A. Shaw Arts II P/T 
Seconders Bill Michael Arch. Ill F/T 
J. Beatson P/G Arts 
PERSONAL DETAILS 
Acting Union Secretary, 1975 
General Vice President, 1975 
Member of Social Action Committee 
and Women's Rights Standing Commit-
tee, 1975 
POLICY STATEMENT 
During the past few weeks, I feel I 
have fulfilled the position of Acting 
Union Secretary with competence and 
humanity. Basically, Union Secretary 
is not a political position. It requires 
someone who will listen with an open 
mind to student's needs and ensure an 
efficient bureaucracy. At the same time 
they must ensure that the staff are hap-
py and secure in their jobs as so much 
of the Union's future rests with the com-
petence of the full-time staff. Their rights 
must be ensured also. 
I have worked hard for the establish-
ment of Ihe radio station. I see it as a 
method of communicating with the out-
side worid and providing one of the 
best opportunities for students to con-
tribute positively to the community in 
which they live. 
I believe that any students who have 
had need of my help in the past have 
found me co-operative and helpful to 
the best of my ability. I have always 
been accessible at all times and will con-
tinue to be so. 
I was the General Vice President elec-
ted on the Progressive Union Team in 
1974. Since then I believe that the Un-
ion has progressed. The standaid of the 
trading areas has improved. Child Care 
and the radio station have been pursued. 
The Schonell Theatre has had a change 
of management structure and a new pro-
motional officer. If I am elected to the 
position of Union Secretary 1 will cont-
inue to seek new and better policies to 
provide services needed by the students. 
This I promise and my promises of 
the past year have been kept. I feel stu-
dents need have no doubts about my con-
tinuing concern for their best interests. 
Elect me and ensure a positive, hum-
ane and progressive Union. 
John H. Campbell 
Arts III F/T 
Nominor: Jan Turner-Jones Arts P/T 
Seconders: Alan Fowler, B.Com II P/T 
Anne Draper Arts ill P/T 
PERSONAL DETAILS 
Assistant Union Secretary since Dec-
ember 1974 
Acting Union Secretary for short time 
during January 1975 
(Joint) Local AUS Environment Offi-
cer, 1975 
Union Electoral Officer 1974 
Member ot, or proxy to Clubs and 
Societies Committee '74 and '75. 
Member of various otiier committees 
and clubs of the Union. 
(continued lop of page 25} 
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POLICY STATEMENT 
The position of Union Secretaiy is 
very much an administrative job. In this 
respect I feel I have adequate experi-
ence due to my having been Assistant 
Secretary as well as Acting Secretary for 
a short time. 
As Union Secretary my main aim 
would be to increase communication be-
tween Union Council and the general 
student body. As a great deal of inform-
ation goes through the Secretary's of-
fice it is important someone fills it who 
is prepared to disseminate such inform-
ation to the people it effects, this I wiU 
endeavour to do. 
It is also important that the secretary 
be able to cooperate with Union mem-
bers of all points of view. In this regard I 
think it can be fairly said that I am able 
to cooperate with people of opposing 
opinions in achieving somethingVliich 
clearly has the support of the majority 
of students, (no matter what my own 
view is). 
I have many views regarduig the whole 
range of Union activities which would 
take up too much space if I were to ex-
poimd upon thero here. However, I shall 
use the campaigning period to air these 
views and I invite questions from ali mem-
bers of the union regarding any activity 
of the Union. 
Running the Union 
I think it is essential that students 
generally should have a greater say in 
the running of the Union. I tiierefore 
ftrongly support the idea of the use of 
referenda, and general meetings to det-
ermine Union policy of major import-
ance. For example, I would support the 
holding of a referendum or general meet-
ing before the Union became complete-
ly committed to the establishment of a 
Union Radio Station. With regard to 
general meetings and referenda general-
ly, I would feel bound to support any 
motion on CouncU which had received 
majority support of students at any 
properly constituted general meeting or 
referendum. 
Conclusion: 
In this campaign I stand as a candi-
date who has the experience to suit the 
job and as one who is determined to see 
the Union go back to the students. While 
I feel I am the best person for the job, 
I have a preference from among the other 
candidates. Therefore I recommend that 
people vote 
1 Campbell 
2 Schwenke 
for Union Secretary and 1 Campbell 
for General Member of Union House 
Committee. 
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES 
ARTS REPRESENTATIVE F/T ARTS REPRESENTATIVE P/T 
Eugene Henry White 
Arts/Law U F/T 
Nominor: John B. Cole Arts 11 F/T 
Secondors: S. Brimstone Arts (Hons) 
A. Wilson Arts II F/T 
POLICY STATEMENT 
My intentions, if elected, are to bro-
aden the Union's activities in the serv-
ice fi?ld; to improve communications 
with Union members especially those 
at colleges and to retum to a more 
democratic Council. I shall ask to avoid 
excessive expenditure in fields such as 
the FM station while the refec. etc runs 
at a deficit. My main ambition is to 
draw the Union into a more personal-
ized community. 
Cathie Gregor 
Artsn 
Nominor: K. Rae, BA/LLB III 
Secondors: M. Proctor, Arts III F/T 
W. F. Abrabains Conun I P/T 
PERSONAL DETAILS 
Member - Arts Faculty Board 
Member - English Consultative Commit. 
Member - Education Committee. 
POLICY STATEMENT 
i. Abolish the language requirement in 
its present form. 
2. Experience on Arts Faculty Board 
(1975) and Education Committee 
(1975). 
3. Greater degree of student responsibi-
lity for making decisions about cour-
ses, with greater consultation of stud-
ents about subjects. 
4. More student reps on Arts Faculty 
Board at present there are only sev-
en fuU-time students. 
5. More flexibility in course majors be-
tween arts and other faculties. 
6. I don't believe positions diould be ta-
ken up by venerable student politici-
ans who use these positions on coun-
cil for their own ends, or who use 
their vote to press for matters total-
ly unrelated to the faculty of Arts. 
FINANCE ADVISORY 
COMMriTEE 
Laurence Patrick Gormley 
Arts n (Hons) 
Nominor: A. Fowler, B. Com II P/T 
Seconders: J. Turner-Jones Arts P/T 
B. Dickson, M.S.P.D. 
POLICY STATEMENT 
As a former Chairman of Union House 
Committee, and a present member of Fi-
nance Advisoiy Committee, I believe.by 
standing for Finance Advisory Commit-
tee, I can again make some contribution 
to the Student Union. 
I stand for efficiency and financial 
competence. As a member of Finance 
Advisory Committee, I will work tow-
ard these aims. My prior experience, 
both working in a finance office and 
studying to be an Accountant, make 
me, I believe, a suitable candidate and 
member of the above committee. 
Giris S. Garrahy 
Science HI F/T 
Nominor: A. Fowler, B. Com H P/T 
Seconders: B. Towler, Eng P/G 
J. Campbell, Arts III F/T 
Peter David Stirk 
ArtsO 
Nominor: C. Costetlo, Arts III F/T 
Seconden: P. Smith, Arts II F/T 
M. Fenelon, LawII 
Ian Cornelis Starrenburg 
Artsn P/T 
Nominor: A. G. Whiting, Law VI P/T 
Secondors: W. Abrahams Comm I P/T 
W. A, Munro, Law IV F/T 
Anne Gerardine Draper 
Arts m P/T 
Nominor: M. A. Shaw, Arts III P/T 
Seconders: P. Marshall, Science III F/T 
J. Tumer-Jones Arts P/T 
PERSONAL DETAILS 
1. Member of Women's Rights Committee 
2. Assistant Union Secretaiy 1975 
POLICY STATEMENT 
When will the university and the un- • 
ion see itself clear to cease discriminat-
ing against part-time students. Part-time 
students get very littie retum for their 
union fees. University life to a part time 
student is confined to lectures and tuto-
rials and provides very Uttle else in the 
way of social activities or any other ser-
vices. As a part time student, I am pre-
pared to argue our case for increased 
use of facilities such as union office and 
support the child care facilities now be-
ing operated by women's ri^ts. 
Caroline Norma Mann 
Arts P/T 
Nominor: B. Towler, Eng P/G 
Seconders: J. Schwenke Arts III F/T 
J. Tumer-Jones, Arts P/T 
POLICY STATEMENT 
I am standing for Arts Rep. (Part 
time) for a number of reasons. Being a 
part-time student without a full time 
job I have the time to devote to the pos-
ition, As I have been at.Uni for three 
years now, I know almost everything 
there is to know about the place. I will 
be available at Uni most of the day and 
often until 8 p.m. at night.-Apart from 
this I H'ieve that I ara quite human 
and .would be easy to approach if you 
have a problem. Any problems I'U bring 
to the notice of the appropriate people, 
or before Union Council meetings. At 
the moment I am a member of a num-
ber of committees of the Union, inclu-
ding the Education Committee. Please 
approach me if you'd like any issue rai-
sed at them. I can be contacted at Un-
ion office by note, or at 97 7 544. 
EDUCATIONAL REP 
F/T 
John Dalgleish 
Ed m , B. Soc. Work 
Nom 
Nomhior: W.M.C. Arnold Sc III F/T 
Seconders: J. KUus Kerzog Arts II F/T 
B. Towler, Eng P/G 
Meryl Burfein 
Dip. Ed. F/T 
Nombior: L. Gormley, Arts II (Hons) 
Seconders: J. Turner-Jones Arts P/T 
C. Mann, Arts P/T 
David James Hutton 
Dip. Ed. F/T 
Nominor: B. Towler, Eng P/G 
Seconders: M. Hales Eng. UI F/T 
P. Varghese, Arts II (Hons) 
POSTGRADUATE REP 
Garry Patrick Chandler 
Arts M. Lit. St. F/T 
Nominor: G. J. Keane, Com. II 
Seconders: A. Whiting Law VI P/T 
L. Gamble Arts III F/T 
Bruce Dickson 
MSPD. P/T 
Nominor: B. Towler Eng P/G 
Seconders: M.A, Shaw Arts II P/T 
J. Tumer-Jones Arts P/T 
Anthony James Frazer 
M.A. Qual P/T 
Nominor: D. S. Jones LLM P/T 
Seconders: J. R. Zemek, Econ V P/T 
B. Ahem Comm VH P/T 
POLICY STATEMENT 
In the past I have served the Union in 
numerous"! capacities over the years. I re-
gret Uiat recently I have noticed a mark-
ed deterioration in use of student funds 
- in ever increasing refectory losses and 
by student politicians for thcii pet proj-
ects or worse to line theh pockets. I hope 
that I and likeminded people may pers-
uade Council to devote funds to the gen-
eral student welfare. 
Monies allocated to postgraduate stu-
dent use have not always been distribut-
ed to your benefit due to the inefficiency 
of the present structure. Give me the op-
portunity to attempt to alleviate this pro-
blem. 
Muhammad Yoosuf Rawal 
Ph.D. P/T 
Nominor: Brian Towler Eng P/G 
Seconders: P. Varghese, Arts II F/T 
W. Heron, Arts P/T (Hons) 
Frank Ardiidiacono 
Arts Post Grad. P/T 
Nominor: M.A. Shaw, Arts Ii (Hons) 
Seconders: A. Draper Arts III P/T 
B. HcTon Arts (Hons) P/T 
POLICY STATEMENT 
My reasons for seeking election are 
based on the following'-
1. The need for a better and ex-
tended child minding centre 
2. The extension of refectoiy and 
library facilities to Post/Graduates - es-
pecially to night Post/Grad students and 
especially during vacation periods since 
much of a Postgraduate's wOrk extends 
beyond normal university timetables. 
3. Better study and research facil-
ities for individual students within resp-
ective departments. 
4. To support the FM radio stat-
ion which I believe will l>e a valuable tool 
foi distributing information to part-time 
post graduates. 
COMMITTEES 
MEMBER UNION THEATRE 
COMMITTEE 
William Bruce Andrew Munro 
Law IV F/T 
Nominor: G. Chandler, Arts M. Lit F/T 
Seconders: M. G. Walton, Law IV F/T 
C. J. Stanenburg Arts II P/T 
Garry Patrick Chandler 
Arts M. Ut F/T 
Nominor: A. Whiting, Law VI P/T 
Seconders: L. J. Gamble Arts III F/T 
G. J. Keane, Comm II 
Jan Cornelis Starrenburg 
Arts IH P/T 
Nominor: A. Whiting, Law VI P/T 
Secondcns: W. F. Abrahams Com I P/T 
W, Mumo Law IV F/T 
PERSONAL DETAILS 
Member Union Council 1973-74 
Member Union Theatre Committee 1974 
Bruce Dickson 
M.S.P.D. P/T 
Nominor: B. Towler, Eng P/G 
Seconders: M.A. Shaw, Arts II (hons) 
A. Draper, Arts III P/T 
POLICY STATEMENT 
As a member of the retiring Theatre 
Committee I was attempting to renov-
ate the Cement Box Tiieatre and also 
convert it for 16 mm and 8 mm film 
screenings. My desire is also to see the 
Schonell Theatre minimize its losses 
and improve the quality of its screen-
ings, plays etc. I would wish to contin-
ue my efforts m this direction if elec-
ted. 
J. D. Haidy 
B.A. Ill F/T 
Nominor: W, Heron, Arts (Hons) 
Seconders: M.A. Shaw, Arts II (Hons) 
J. Turner-J ones Arts P/T 
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YES 
YES 
Once again sludenis are being asked 
to participate in a referenda on abortion. 
When we talk about abortion we imme-
diately launch inlo an emotional de-
bale about human rights where every 
atrocity conceivable is brought for-
ward to subslantiate emotional irration-
al arguments. 
The issue of abortion is probleinalic 
because a number of conflicting needs 
(or rights) are involved - liie iss.ue can 
only be resolved by deciding the order 
of those needs. So it comes down to a 
question of priorities. A decision must 
be made as to whose needs ai-e going lo 
be protected in the final analysis. The 
decision will require considerable mor-
al courage because, no matter what the 
decision is, it will cause suffering and 
perhaps some guilt, both of which must 
be accepted fully, and borne. 
At present the law operates to pro-
tect the needs of the potential child at 
the expense ofthe needs of llie woman. 
The law is a little more lenient towards 
the woman than the Catholic Church 
would like, inasmuch as it will permit 
legal abortion if the physical or psycho-
logical health of ihc woman is serious-
ly endangered - the Catiiolic Church 
would not grant the needs of the wom-
an this much acknowledgement, and 
would prefer to allow her to suffer seri-
ous psychological damage, than grant 
her the right to abortion. Many politi-
cians and churchmen presume the prio-
rity ofthe (unrepresented) needs of the 
foetus, and they prefer not to take res-
ponsibility for the suffering of women, 
or to discuss the social or psychological 
implications of their choice. 
It is not rcally surprising that the law 
chooses to ignore the needs of women 
in the matter: laws arc made by men, 
sanctioned by priests (who are exclusi-
-vely male) and enforced by male police 
- with the tacit support ofthe many 
men who value the power that accrues 
to them through the subjection ofwom-
en lo the physical forces of their own bo-
dies. The cornerstone of oppression of 
women is the denial of their need to con-
trol the forces of reproduction. 
To justify my claim that the woman's 
need for the power to control her own 
body musl be the first priority in the is-
sue, I want to consider a particular kind 
of self awareness which can be described 
as 'body consciousness'. The body con-
sciousness of a woman is profoundly di-
fferent from that of a man. A man's body 
is sexually inviolate, he has no natural -
sense of inner, physical vulnerability, and 
because of the externality of his sexual-
ity he has no direct sense ofa need for 
proiection from physical forces beyond 
his conscious control. 
A women's body consciousness is ut-
terly different. Her sexual vulnerability 
gives her the sense of being continually 
subject to profound physical forces 
which arc beyond her conscious control. 
referenda 
The following questions will be pul to sludenis al the 
elections on April 14 - 18,1975. 
(1) That the Union remain impartial in any abortion 
campaign. 
(2) That the Union not allocate any monies towards 
any abortion campaign by any Committee ofthe Un-
ion or Body not affiliated wilh the Union. 
(3) That this Union calls for the abolition of all ref-
erences to abortion from the Criminal Code due lo the 
divergence of views on the subject in the community. 
(4) Tlial this Union re-affirms the righl of all mem-
bers of the Union lo engage in free discussion on all 
subjects including abortion. 
Her body is perpetually changing and 
her sexuality is the definitive character-
istic of her body. The sexual cycle of 
intercourse, pregnancy, birth and breast-
feeding creates momentous physical and 
psychic changes in her life. 
The trauma of puberty for a girl, is 
thai, with the first showing of mcnslrual 
blood she knows she has lost her preci-
ous childhool involnerability, and an un-
bridgeable gulf opens between herscl f 
and the boys who were once simply fri-
ends. The blood means that she now has 
to be on her guard, and that she needs 
some proiection. The practice of culling 
boys to make them bleed, typical of 
many initiation ceremonies, indicates 
the men's understanding of the signifi-
cance of blood; many tribes take the 
symbolism even further, to the men's 
enactment of birth and the endurance 
test of labour. 
Women's initiation into adulthood, 
into full knowledge of her humanity 
and mortality is - in contrast to men 
- a natural outcome of her sexual cyc-
le. One inevitably wonders whether it 
is out of envy ofthe productivity of 
the woman's body that so many male 
dominated social institutions operate 
to try to prevent her gaining control 
over her own body, and thus over the 
courseof her life. Il is certainly true 
that the suppression and manipulation 
of the consciousness ofwomen (as it 
exists in our sociely) can only be ma-
intained as long as women are denied 
the righl lo control the productivity 
of their bodies. 
It is not adequate to argue that a wo-
man has control if she uses contracept-
ion. Noi only are many women denied 
the riglu lo use contraception, through 
ideological oppression or enforced igno-
rance, but present methods are ineffic-
ient and often degrading and dangerous. 
Until this situation changes, abortion 
will remain a necessary last resort. 1 am 
not going to minimize the riglits of ei-
ther the potential human being or those 
of the potential father; both musl be 
considered carefully and ideally, any de-
cision should be a joint one. Ultimately, 
however, the decision lies with the wo-
man alone, and the righl lo make that 
decision must be sanctioned by law -
that is, by removing all laws on abort-
ion from the Criminal Code. 
We believe that women should have 
the freedom to choose when they will 
bear children. Wc believe if a woman 
wants to continue her pregnancy to full 
term, this is her inalienable right. Wc' also 
believe that if a woman wants to termi-
nate her pregnancy, this is also her inal-
ienable riglit. 
We know that unless women and men 
speak strongly for these rights, unless 
they work through Unions like our own 
these rights will never be acknowledged. 
A woman's freedom to determine her 
life will never be a reality. 
By working towards removing all re-
ferences to abortion from the Criminal 
Code, we are acknowledging Uiat wom-
en have the righl to choose when they 
will become mothers. 
Wc therefore urge you lo to vote NO 
to Referendum One and Two and to vole 
YES lo Referendum Three and Four so 
that freedom of thought and speech will 
be encouraged, so that members with the 
Union can fight for the rights they believe 
in, so that in this International Women's 
Year, women's rights will be acknowledg-
ed and women will move closer to be able 
to determine their own lives and work to 
make this sociely triity egalitarian. 
Committee for Freedom of th& Individual 
b YES YES NO YES 
INTRODUCTION 
Abortion, as a political and social 
issue, has always been cliargcd with em-
otion and bitterness; has remained clou-
p( dcd behind various theories of social and 
personal morality. When one thus attem-
pts to vote on referenda that hope lo 
gauge attitudes towards abortiononc is 
';onlinually plagued by an unnerving 
doubl and confusion. We hope, in this 
brief statement of a Yes, Yes, No, Yes 
case, to attempt to clarify some of these 
doubts, to place the very issue of abort-
ion in more calm, rational perspective. 
This case does not align itself wilh eit-
her those who focus on abortion as a 
subject of cries'feminist stance; the ul-
timate statemenl of female freedom or 
those who dismiss abortion as an analh-
ema;something to be permitied under 
no circumstances. Ralher it views the 
act of abortion as a traumatic, experience 
an experience to be avoided ralher Ihan 
demanded; an experience that emotion-
ally and physically can only be destruc-
tive. At the same lime, any case against 
abortion, cannot afford lo be purely 
negative; must come to grips wilh the 
issues of personal freedom and control; 
that the abortion debate will invariably 
provoke. We believe that an abortion re-
presenls the alienation rather than the 
control, a woman feels in relation lo her 
body. The aborting of a-foctus is not an 
act of control, ll is an act of alienating 
a huinan being from the body thai nur-
tures it. Perhaps the issues wc wish lo 
discuss, will become more clear if we 
deal with each question in lurn. 
REFERENDA NOS 1 AND 2 
Why the union should remain unin-
volved in the Abortion issue? 
In the past the Union has involved il-
self in many conlentious issues. Why then, 
do we oppose the Union taking a definite 
sland on abortion? We believe that Ihe 
abortion issue can be validly differenti-
ated from the causes this union has sup-
ported in the past. Unlike the oppression 
of blacks in South Africa and Australia, 
unlike the position ofwomen in Austra-
lia, the question of abortion remains a 
personal issue. 
When this Union has taken a stance 
on AparlhcKl or the Queensland acts, 
there was much debate as lo whetiier 
a student union should involve ilself 
in such exlernal mailers. However, 
there was never ony serious (lebate over 
the plight of blacks in Soulh Africa or 
Queensland or for the need lo fighl for 
justice in these issues. We believe that 
the abortion debate is different in thai 
the very ends thai are being foughl for 
remain 'problematic'. 
Unlike opposition to Vietnam or op-
position involvement in sinlt-apartheid 
action. We do not base our arguments on 
exploitative, or political, or economic 
grounds. Wc rest our case against abor-
tion on fundamental points of morality 
and humanity and as such Ihc accusation 
of selective' support for campaigns must 
be seen as a red herring. 
We believe Ihal 
the Union has no riglit to support an id-
eal whose vety foundations arc challen-
ged by a considerable number of stud- . 
ents and challenged not on any elitist 
or repressive grounds, but on the grounds 
of what they consider lo be ethical and 
moral in nature. 
Thus in the final analy-
sis, we do noi believe that in fighting 
for 'abortion on demand' we arc fight-
ing for a broader equality, a greater hu-
manity. At Ihc same lime, wc recogni-
ze the importance others attach to the 
concepi of'abortion on demand'. Wc 
further recognise that Ihe abortion is-
sue is unlikely to be resolved one way 
or another. It is against this background 
of personal morality and contention as 
to Ihc very justice of'abortion on de-
mand' thai we urge that the Union, as 
the representative ofall sludenis at this 
University, remain uninvolved in the is-
sue of abortion. 
REFERENDUM NO 3 
Question No 3 in effect calls for Ab-
ortion on Demand. We believe this lo be 
wrong on moral grounds. The foetus on-
ce conceived is a growing huinan being 
and it is wrong lo destroy human life 
without any jusl reason. This belief is 
simple enough and clear enough as it 
stands. Bui people will say. "ll is fair 
enough to believe that but if other peo-
ple don'l share llic same opinion why 
should you impose your morals ou 
them." They say "jusl delete abortion 
from the criminal code and allow every-
one to make iheir own moral decision." 
But the reason why we don't accept 
such arguments on this question is be-
cause human life in involved. We arc 
fighting on behalf of the unborn. These 
are very similar reasons why we have 
foughl in the past, against Nixon's bom-
bing in Vietnam, against Thieu's polili-
cal imprisonment, against Vosler's 
black slavery in Soulh Africa. People 
told us then we shouldn't inlcrfcre in 
the politics of Souih Africa or Viet-
nam. Bui wc chose 10 interfere, to 
make our voice heard because people, 
human beings, were being cxploilcd. 
subjugated and slaughtered. We choose 
to fighl against Ihis. abortion on dem-
and because human life, that of the un-
born children, is at stake. 
The above argunicnls about allow-
ing people to make their own moral 
judgements can be applied well enough 
lo the deletion of drug taking, homo-
sexuality, pornography elc from tiie 
criminal code but not for abortion. If 
you believe it is wrong lo destroy hu-
man life than you must vote NO lo qu-
estion No 3. 
Other people may propose medical 
reasons, danger to ihe mother's life, 
or psychiatric health as reasons for 
allowing abortion and ihese may well 
be argued validly. But that is not whal 
is at stake in this question. This ques-
tion calls for Abortion on Demand and 
we urge you to vole NO. 
REFERENDUM NO 4 
Question No 4 calls for free discus-
sion on campus for subjects like abor-
tion. Not only is it importanl to allow 
discussion on abortion, il is necessary 
and vital Ihal abortion is widely discus-
sed so that people's altitudes will be 
formed and opinion's heard. One docs 
not need vast sums of money or Union 
backing to do ihis, It does not cost mo-
ney lo speak at a forum. II does not 
cost money logo into classrooms and 
speak. It does not cost money to write 
an article for Semper. This is how these 
quesUons can and should be discussed. 
Wc urge you lo vote YES. 
Peter Varghese 
Brian Towler 
UNION 
NEWS 
UNION ELECTIONS 
UNOPPOSED POSITIONS 
The following positions were elected 
unopposed:-
Local A.U.S. Secretary 
Mari Anna Shaw 
Womens Rights Chairperson 
Gillian Calvert 
Medical Faculty Representatives 
Charies Elliot 
David Ron 
Paul Eliados 
Margaret Eaton 
Commerce & Economics (P/T) Repres-
entative 
Chris Burrell 
Finance Advisory Committee 
P/T Reps - Richard Jago 
Jan Turner-Jones 
General Reps - Chris Burrell 
John Stanwell 
Union House Committee 
Chairman William Heron 
Full time rep William Michael 
General reps Clive Palmer 
William Munro 
John Campbell 
Laurence Gormley 
COUNCIL STUFF!!!! 
Within a few weeks the canned drinks 
in the Refectory will have been replac-
ed by botUed drinks. 
Two automatic bottled drink dispen-
sers have already been acquired and the 
rest will be replaced within a few days. 
This is a response to the concern of 
many students at the ecological impact 
of mass canned drink consumption. 
It is an apt comment thaf in a socie-
ty engaged in a desperate hunt to sec-
ure new raw materials and energy sour-
ces, one cent's worth of soft drink is 
encased in a 3 piece metal container 
made of either aluminium or steel (i.e. 
steel with coating of tin plus lead) with 
a very sophisticated multi-colour paint 
job to top it off which is then thrown 
away. 
While it is an economic proposition 
to recycle aluminium cans if one can re-
cover them, this is not true of steel cans. 
Because of the steel can's tin content, 
and the necessity to separate these met-
als, it is cheaper to make more steel cans 
than it is to recycle them. 
Which brings us lo bottles. While bot-
tle manufacture sometimes requires gre-
ater energy inputs than other containers 
their recyciabilily makes them a more 
ecologically sound product. The current 
rates of bottle recycling in Australia is 
milk boules, 40; beer bottles 7, and soft 
drink botties 14 - IS. 
However the recycling rate of soft 
drink bottles can vary greatly above or 
below this figure. Because the Refec is 
effectively a closed community, hope-
fully this recycle rate will be much high-
er. This will also obliverate the need for 
the operation of a deposit system and 
thus effectively reduce the cost of the 
drink. 
At present detailed studies are being 
undertaken in the Refec area to see how 
it can be both improved from an ecolog-
ical and an economic point of view. Un-
doubtedly, much more widespread pol-
icies will be undertaken during the year. 
CHEAP DENTAL SERVICES 
Dear Jan, 
Since early December, I have been 
making cnauirics about (he possibility of 
providing; dental care facilities for students 
at St. Lu'cb. 
In the meantiinc I consider it is import-
ant lo inform Union nicmbcrs about the 
services presently available to Ihcm at the 
Dental School atlubol Street In the City. 
Tlie attached information has been pro-
vided, 
Vours sincerely, 
Alan Fowler, 
Treasurer. 
Dr. Sagar of the Dentistry Dept. suggesti 
that: 
Students and members ofthe public 
can attend the Dental School or Dental 
Hospital for consultation and treatment. 
In 1975 the Dental School will be anxious 
to attract people so lliat sufficient patients 
for undergraduate and graduate clinical 
training. Tlie Dental School reserves the 
right to reject patients who are not suit-
able for teaching purposes - ils function 
is teaching, not the provision ofa health 
service which is the rote ofthe Denial Hos-
pital However, the Dental School will 
always provide treatment in cases of em-
ergency and is always pleased to act in a 
consultation capacity. 
Patients attending the Dental School 
for ireatmen' must he registered with the 
Denta'. Hospital. Normally, to be regist-
ered, a patient is required to pans a means 
lest. It is based on proven earninns with 
allowances made for rent and home re-
payments, dependents and olher accept-
able expenses. Patients cighleen years and 
over are assessed on iheir own financial 
situation. - not on that of their parents. 
For example, a uiiiivrsity student who is 
eligible under the Tertiary assistance sch-
eme for full benefit will normally be el-
igible tiiidcr the means test. Parental con-
sent is required for those under twenty-one 
years before a general anaesthetic can be 
administered. 
Patients who do not meet the means 
lest cannot receive treatment except for 
emergencies and particular specialty treat-
meiu al the Denial Hospital. Tliey may, 
ho^\vver, receive treatment at the Uni-
versity Dental School provided thai they 
(i) have been nferred in writing hy a den-
tal or medical practioner for treatment of 
a particular coinplaiiu, or (ii) they have a 
condition which is specificaUy required to 
assist wit'i the clinical teaching programme. 
A set of fees is loid down by the heal-
th Department for treatment received at 
the Den ',:l Hospital and Dental School. 
There are two grades of fees: - One for 
those H'/jo arc eligible under the means 
test and a slighily higher fee for those who 
are not eligible under the means test. Tlic 
fee for eligible patients receiving treatment 
at the Dental Hospital is scaled down acc-
ording to the patieiu's financial situation. 
Eligible patients receiving treatimnt at the 
Dental School are not required to pay fees. 
Noii-etigible patients must pay the gazetted 
fee. 
University stttdents, full or part-time 
are entitled lo seek treatment al the Den-
tal Scliool and Dental Hospital at the 
same conditions as members of the gener-
al public. 
A means test (unpublisliedl is also app-
lied to students using Ihe facilities. 
In conclusion I would tike lo stress that 
patients are urgently needed for graduate 
and undergraduate teaching al the Dental 
School. 
WHlLETHeSSJ^roRlALS PAT/^DLr^E: CfrAV£L,z£L/^OK CChifRotors HIS APv/g-RSAR/^... 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DOINGS 
UNION FESTIVAL 
Frfday 23 May is Union Festival Day. It now 
olficially replaces Commemoration Day, A 
huge market day has been planned by the 
Festival Commlttoe in conjunction wilh Expo-
Uni. The Committee would like to see various 
stalls Including arts and cralts displays, clubs 
and societies in operation that day. 
It is hoped that a series of forums can b« ar-
ranged on topical issues. There will also be 
several competitions and the proceeds will 
go to the Red Cross Society and the multi-
handicapped Children's Association. 
If anyone has any Ideas to add, or is able to 
contribute to the Festival Activities — please 
contact Lindy Cesar in (he Activities Office 
— upstairs Union Building. 
PUBLIC TflANSPORT WEEK 
- A p r i l 14, - 18th. 
~ A week designed to Increase public aware-
ness of the area for better public transport in 
Brisbane. 
Tuesday 15th -- Forurn with stimulating 
speeches. 
Wednesday 16lh — Rally in town with more 
stimulating speeches. 
(vlonday until Thursday — Display In Relax 
Block of maps, piccles and 'T.V.' on the is-
sues involved. 
Thursday — the highlight of the week at Uni. 
— Crazy Bike Rtde. Everyone meet at Great 
Court at 1.00 near the streamer starting line. 
Prizes for the winner of the race, the best 
decorated bike and the craziest rider. Follow 
tho directions around Uni. 
Saturday — Bicycle Ride in town, Come and 
see and ride with the T.V. stars and celetirU-
les through town — in peak hour traffic. — 
9.30 a.m. 
Enquiries to — Activities Room In Union. 
— Caroline Mann, Union Office 
ENTERTAINMENT 
ROXYS ~ Acoustic music, cartoons. Jams and 
fun every Friday night in the Union Coffee 
Shop al 8 p.m. 
Admit SOc. 
Good musos wanted — can pay. 
GUEST SPEAKERS 
MEDIBANK 
Monday 7 Aprii — 1 p.m. 
Forum Area 
Senator S. Georges and his research assist-
ant, Gerry Jones. 
A . U . S . - M I D D L E EAST 
VVednesday 9 April — 1 - 2 p.m. 
Forum Area 
Neil McClean. President AUS 1973 and 
1974 to speak on The Middle East Resolu-
tions of AUS 
Thursday 10 April ~ 1.2 p.m. 
Abel Smith Theatre 
Free f lln> — We are the Palestlnean'People. 
A documentary film on the history of Pales-
tine and the Palestlnean people's struggle for 
their national rights. 
A.U.S. Women's Campaign 
Laurie Bebblngton, Women's Organiser for 
AUS will attend the following meetings — 
Thursday 10 April - i p.m. 
Green Room — Women's Liberation 
Friday 11 April - 7,30 
J.D. Story Room - AUS — Women's 
Regional Meeting 
EXHIBIT IONS 
Would any artist, potter, sculptor or crafts-
man interested In exhibiting in the Schonell 
Theatre Foyer during the year please con-
tact the Activities Office. 
MEETINGS 
GAY L IBERATION COMES TO BRISBANE 
Radical and potentially so —gays are Invited 
to the inaugural get-logether of the Gay Lib-
eration Front. Take Queensland out of the 
Victorian era. Come along and Join In discus-
sion, decide on courses of action over coffee 
and biscuits. 
At the J.D. Story Room, Students Union 
Building, Qtd., University, St. Lucia. 
Tuesday 1 April - 8 p.m. 
P.S. 
Further Info on Gay Lib, contact Bromwyn 
711611. 
Qaha'l. Short Talks and discussion 
every Monday night 6.30pm-apm,and 
Monday lunch time lpm-2pm. 
Room 1 and Green Room (under Schonell 
Enquiries Viva Rodwell 481362 
Ass. Professor Peter J. Kham- Head of 
Microwave Solid State Research Group, 
University of Mitchlgan, Ann Arbor, 
MItchigan. will speak on Science and 
Relegion in the Abel Smith Lecture T 
Thealure 
Theatre, Friday .April l l t h l-Spm, 
sponsored by Bahal Society. 
Free Yoga for every one Relaxation 
Block Thursday l-2pm and 5.30-6.30pm. 
Contact Paul Walker Indoor Sports 
Pavilion 
D'ALLIANCE 
O'altlance ads may be placed In this classif-
ied ads section. Replies may be sent In an 
enclosed envelope addressed to Box 69, c/-
Unlon. 
1975 MEMBERSHIP OFFERS 
UNIVERSITV F ILM GROUP 
Free Friday Night Members' Screenings: 
Abel Smith Lecture Theatre, University 
of Queensland, commencing at 730 pm. 
Friday April 4 
Mouchettc 
plus, Pierrot Le Fou 
Friday May 7 
Red Psalm 
plus, Double Suicide 
Friday June 6 
Seven Brkles for Seven Brothers . 
plus. White Zombie 
Friday August 8 
Tidlkawa and Friends 
plus recent Australian shorts 
Friday September 12 
, The Seven samurai 
plus comedy shorts 
Friday October 10 
Terra Em Transe 
plus interviews with My Lai veterans 
plus Reggae 
HOMOSEXUAL CONFERENCE 
The Australian Union of Students is spon-
soring a national conference for Male homo-
sexuals and lesbians to be held in Melbourne 
on the weekend ol the 23 and 24 of August. 
It Is hoped thai tho conference wili give a new 
impetus to the radical homosexual move-
rnent in Australia. 
It Is essential that we in Queensland take 
part In the planning of this conference to en-
sure Its relevance to our needs. Hence a meet-
ing wilt be held to discuss the directions we 
wish to see the conference take. Laurie Beb-
blngton who's organising the conference nat-
ionally will be present. 
Also it is necessary to plan for the presen-
tation ol the homosexual case regarding pro-
homosexual motions arising from A.U.S. 
January Council. General Meetings will be 
held to ratify these on all Queensland cam-
puses In April. 
So for the future of the homosexual stu-
dent movement — Please attend the meeting 
to be held in the J.D. Slory Room, Univer-
sity ol Queensland Union at 7.30 p.m. on 
Thursday, April 10. 
For further inlormation please contact 
Peter O'Connor, A.U.S. Queensland organiz-
cr, phone 71 1611 . 
WOMEN BY WOMEN 
A PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION 
For International Women's Year, a photographic exhi-
bition hasbeen organized to accompany the Women's 
Film Festival. It will travel the St-ale capitals in August 
and countiy towns in Ihe following months. We hope it 
will give a large number ofwomen the opportunity lo 
exhibit their work and provide encouragement for wom-
en to experiment with photography. 
WOMENONLY 
TItere arc two sections. The first includt;s only photo-
graphs ofwomen by women; for example, women in their 
relationships with women; with their families, witii men; 
women, the ideal versus the real; women as portrayed by 
advertising; women and ageing; women al work 
Prints 10" X 12" or 12" x 15" or 16" x 20"-unmoun-
ted. 
or 
Series of prints any size, unmounted or mounted on 
paper only. 
or 
Collages mounted oh paper only. 
ANY SUBJECT 
The second section is free ranging. Small prints (up to 
4" x 6") of any subject lo be used in a frieze. Entries in 
both sections may be in monochrome or colour. 
MEETINGS 
Meetings to organize the exhibition are being held at 
the Women's House, 18 Cairns Street, Red Hill, at 8 p.m. 
Friday nights. Help is needed. If you want to come lo 
the meetings ring Nicky Page, 36 5556. 
Information leaflets and entry forms may be obtained 
from Women by Women: Hioto Exhibition 
46 Martha Street 
Camp HUl Q. 4152 
Entries close 30th June 1975. 
• ^V^Fi 
TRAVEL 
IF YOU HAVE ANY COMPLAINTS 
REGARDING AUS TRAVEL 
ARRANGEMENTS OR ANY 
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROV-
MENTS PLEASE CONTACT MARI 
ANNA SHAW (AUS SECRETARY) 
C/AUS OFFICE. 
HE ENVIRONMENTALIST bj, Richvd Blundell 
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